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PREFACE
This Emergency Operations Plan is intended to fulfill the requirements for emergency
planning, as outlined in the State Guidelines………and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency SLG-101 Guide for Local Emergency Operations Plans.
This plan provides the City of Fairfield, Ohio the basis for a systematic approach to the
solution of problems created by the threat or the occurrence of any type of disaster, by
identifying the responsibilities, functions, operational procedures, and maintaining a working
relationship between various city departments, private and public sector resources.
The purpose of this plan is to develop, implement and maintain an integrated emergency
management program for emergencies or major disasters-whether natural or manmade. This
plan predetermines, to the extent possible, actions to be taken by responsible elements of the
government of the City of Fairfield and of cooperating private and public organizations, to
prevent avoidable disasters, and reduce the vulnerability of city residents to any disasters that
may strike.
In keeping with the nationwide strategy of the National Response Plan, and National Incident
Management System (NIMS), this plan can be used to respond to all types of emergency situations
that may develop. It also accounts for activities before, during, and after emergency operations.
This plan has been drafted to function in concert with the emergency operations plans of various
cities, townships, and counties surrounding the City of Fairfield, Ohio.
The goal to be achieved is to save lives and protect property by developing programs and
emergency operational capabilities that mitigate the effects of, prepare for, respond to, and
recover from any emergency or disaster - whether natural, technological, civil disturbances,
or attack-related.
__________________________________

____________________

Mayor, City of Fairfield

Date

__________________________________

____________________

City Manager, City of Fairfield

Date

__________________________________

____________________

Police Chief, City of Fairfield

Date

__________________________________

____________________

Fire Chief, City of Fairfield
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PROMULGATION STATEMENT
Preparedness to cope with the effects of a disaster includes many diverse but interrelated
elements, which must be woven into an integrated emergency management system involving
all departments of local government and private support agencies, plus the individual citizen.
Disasters necessitate a sudden escalation in the material needs of the community and a
reorganization of resources and personnel in order to address emergency response. Many lives
can be lost in the confusion and disorganization that accompany the lack of a full planning
effort. Therefore, failure to develop an integrated disaster preparedness plan encourages
salvage type activities instead of coordinated operations.
Planning for protection of the community must be a cooperative effort to avert or minimize
the effects of natural, technological, public health and/or civil related disasters; protect lives
and property; and restore the stricken area to its pre-disaster status with a minimum of social
and economic disruption.
This Basic Plan is a statement of policy regarding incident management and assigns tasks and
responsibilities to various departments, specifying their roles during an emergency or disaster
situation.
This plan is based on the premise that each department within the City of Fairfield will
develop and implement standard operating procedures to support their assigned
responsibilities outlined in this plan. Each department shall be responsible to make the
appropriate changes and revisions based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills, training and exercises, as well as changes within their organizational
structure and/or local requirements.
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CITY OF FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
BASIC PLAN
The Basic Plan in this volume provides an overview of the City’s approach to emergency
operations, focusing on the response and recovery operations of City departments. It details
the City’s emergency response policies, describes the response organization, and assigned
tasks. Its primary intended audience consists of the Mayor, City Manager, City Council,
Clerk of Council, Department Heads, and the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) staff.
This plan is applicable to the government organization of the City of Fairfield. This plan
provides a framework of support from the Emergency Operations Center (EOC). Crucial to
the effectiveness of this plan is the development of detailed Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) within each city department outlining how each department will respond to and
manage its assigned tasks during a specific situation. Coordination of the Emergency
Support Functions and the Standard Operating Procedures established within each department
will provide for a strong cooperative response to any incident.
During a complex incident, the City’s Emergency Operations Center will include
representatives of city departments involved in managing the incident and selected
representatives of other support agencies as deemed necessary by Incident Command.
This plan is concerned with all types of emergency situations, with activities that occur
before, during and after emergency operations. These four phases of emergency management;
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery, are described below.
These phases may overlap. For example, mitigation and preparedness activities can occur
during the emergency phase of a disaster, especially with identifying pre- and post-disaster
projects that can make a difference in the future. And response and recovery activities can
happen simultaneously.
Prior to a disaster, mitigation and preparedness activities are the responsibility of each city
department and supporting agencies.
1. Mitigation. Mitigation activities are any actions taken to prevent or reduce the occurrence
of any emergency or risk to human life and property. Examples of mitigation efforts
include:
• Building codes
• Disaster insurance
• Public education
• Procurement and integration of new or additional equipment
• Infrastructure improvements
• Residential acquisition and elevation projects
• Identifying resources
• Land use management
• Risk area mapping
• Statutes/ordinances/codes
• Tax incentives to implement certain improvements
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2. Preparedness. Preparedness activities are any actions taken prior to the emergency that
facilitate the implementation of a coordinated response. Examples include:
• Continuity of government decisions
• Testing and maintaining equipment
• Establishing, equipping and maintaining the EOC
• Developing emergency plans and procedures
• Participation in training, drills and exercises
• Hazard and Potential Risk identification
3. Response. Response activities are any actions taken immediately before, during or
directly after an emergency to save lives minimize damage to property and increase the
effectiveness of recovery efforts. Examples include:
• Emergency medical services
• Fire and rescue services
• Police services
• Protective actions
• Public Works
• Evacuation
• Emergency Sheltering
• Emergency Operations Center activation
4. Recovery. Recovery involves restoring people and systems to normal. Short-term
recovery actions are taken to assess damage and reestablish vital life-support systems.
Long-term recovery actions may continue for years. Recovery actions include:
• Damage assessment
• Debris clearance
• Decontamination
• Counseling
• Disaster assistance
• Temporary housing
• Reconstruction
These 4 phases of emergency management have been integrated into this plan, and are an integral
part of the Basic Plan and Emergency Support Functions (ESFs).
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PART 1
HAZARD ASSESSMENT and RESPONSE CAPABILITY OVERVIEW

A. PLANNING ENVIRONMENT________________________________________________
The City of Fairfield is located 20 miles north of the Ohio River and Cincinnati, off Interstate 275
West in Butler County, Ohio. The City occupies 20.5 square miles bordered by the City of
Hamilton and Fairfield Township to the north, the City of Springdale, City of Forest Park,
Springfield and Colerain Townships to the south, West Chester Township to the east and Ross
Township and the Great Miami River to the west.
The City, which is 550 to 900 feet above sea level, consists of rolling hills to flat plains with
spotted forestation, located on the sole-source aquifer.
As of 2006, The City of Fairfield’s population is estimated at 42,808 people with approximately
17,272 households. The predominant income for the City of Fairfield is $50,000 to $75,000. The
median age is 36.5 years of age

B.

HAZARDS & VULNERABILITY________________________________________

The following is a general overview of hazards that could affect the city.
1. Floods
The City of Fairfield has had a history of flooding due primarily to residential and
commercial development south of the city primarily in Hamilton County. As the
undeveloped areas primarily in the City of Forest Park and Colerain Township were
developed, the increased run off adversely affected the two tributaries feeding into the
Pleasant Run Creek.
Historically heavy rains occurring south of the city in Hamilton County increased the
flow of water into the Pleasant Run Creek which eventually empties into the Great
Miami River. The combination of heavy rains to the north and south of the city often
resulted in the Pleasant Run Creek exceeding its capacity.
Heavy rains occurring in the area of Winton and I-275 in Hamilton County impacts the
stream that enters the City of Fairfield just south of Mack and Winton just along side of
Fire Station #3 located at 6118 Winton Road. This tributary proceeds into a retention
basin located at the North Trace Golf Course located in the vicinity of Resor and
Winton Roads.
Heavy rains occurring in the area of Hamilton Ave. and I-275 impacts the stream which
enters the City at John Gray Road and proceeds through the area of Happy Valley and
Morning Side Drive and then north past Sir Lancelot Drive and on through to the
Crystal and Banker areas.
Mitigation efforts by the City of Fairfield has resulted in annual inspections of the
creek bed the removal of obstructions as permitted by the Army Corp of Engineers and
the acquisition and removal of residential property along Crystal Drive area has
reduced the potential for property damage should flooding occur.
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2. Civil Disorders
Historically there has been no occurrence of a civil disorder in the City of Fairfield.
Although there have been civil disturbances in the City of Cincinnati, the City of
Fairfield was not impacted during the events.
3. Drought
The City of Fairfield obtains it water from the Great Miami Aquifer and it not directly
impacted by drought conditions in the same manner as those cities whose primary
water sources are surface lakes and reservoirs. During drought conditions the city will
issue water conservation guidelines and encourage the elimination of non-essentials
uses of water.
4. Earthquakes
The City of Fairfield exists within the area predicted to be affected by disturbances
along the New Madrid Fault in Missouri and has had only a few minor occurrences
reported in the area during the past fifty years.
5. Energy Emergencies
Power outages could occur as a result of civil and natural disturbances. Although the
primary provider of electrical service is Duke Energy there are a few residential areas
located in the southwest portion of the city that is serviced by the Butler Rural Electric
Company. Most, if not all critical facilities operated by the City of Fairfield are
equipped with emergency back-up generators.
6. Hazardous Materials
Although not abundant, there is a sufficient number of fixed facilities storing or using
reportable quantities of hazardous materials in the City of Fairfield. By law, these
facilities must report the type and quantity of chemicals on site each year to the Butler
County Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) and the Fairfield Fire
Department.
Transportation of hazardous materials does represent a potential threat to the
community with the presence of two railroads and the volume of traffic found on Route
4 and I-275 just south of the city.
7. Pipelines
The City of Fairfield has two major pipelines traversing through the city. One pipe line
carries gas and the other liquid petroleum products.
8. Tornado/Severe Thunderstorms
Annually the City of Fairfield will experience three to four severe thunderstorms along
with potentially high winds. There has been one tornado that impacted the city in the
past twenty five years. Historically severe weather occurring in Dearborn and Franklin
Counties in Indiana will impact the City of Fairfield to some degree.
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9. Transportation Incidents
Transportation incidents represent a potential threat to the community due to its
proximity to two major rail lines, Route 4, and I-275. Given the frequency of vehicular
accidents the potential for an accident to occur on a roadway as opposed to a rail line is
perceived to be much greater. Although the rail lines represent a larger volume of
potentially hazardous materials, there has been only one major incident in southwest
Ohio over the past twenty five years.
10.Winter Storms
The City of Fairfield experiences one or two snow events per year with little to no
impact to the city due to the aggressive efforts of the Public Works Department in
maintaining the roadways. However, it appears the greatest impact is the inability to
reach destinations outside of the City of Fairfield. The last winter storm that resulted in
the region being impacted over a period of days occurred in 1978.
11. Aviation Incidents
The City of Fairfield is located in two major flight paths to and from the Greater
Cincinnati International Airport. Due to the safety record of commercial aircraft and
the altitude at which commercial airlines pass over the City of Fairfield the potential
for such an accident is considered minimal. However, a portion of the Butler County
Regional Airport is located in the City of Fairfield. Although the primary taxi and
runways are located in the City of Hamilton there are a number of general aviation
aircraft that fly over the city on their approach to the airport. Although accidents
involving general aviation aircraft in the Greater Cincinnati area are minimal with less
than five accidents reported over the past twenty five years, it should be considered a
possibility that an accident could occur that would impact the City of Fairfield since
most aircraft are taking off or on their final approach to the airport.
12.Terrorism
There are no significant areas or institutions within the City of Fairfield that would be
considered a possible target for foreign terrorist. However, the City must be aware
there is always a potential threat from domestic terrorism. Substantial risks are present
in adjacent communities where bulk storage of compressed gases and chemicals are
present that if released could pose a possible threat to the community. Should such an
incident occur the City of Fairfield may play a role in becoming a host community for
evacuees and government officials.
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C.

CAPABILITY OVERVIEW_________________________________________
1. The City of Fairfield has capabilities, which, if effectively used in the event of an
emergency or disaster occurrence affecting the area, will minimize the loss of life and
property. These capabilities include manpower, equipment, supplies, and skills of public
and private agencies and groups; and knowledge of protection and survival actions
possessed by the population.
2. Complex emergencies may require coordination and cooperation among diverse
governmental and private organizations in order to protect the lives and property of
Fairfield residents. The severity and magnitude of an emergency will dictate if local
resources can effectively address the emergency or if requests for aid from mutual aid
organizations or state and federal assistance is required.
3. The location and extent of some emergencies can be anticipated, while others may occur
with little or no warning, and no advanced estimate of their seriousness or extent.
4. Organizations tasked in this document are aware of their emergency responsibilities and
will fulfill these requirements in an emergency.
8. With the inclusion of mutual aid resources and assistance from county, state, and federal
assistance programs, the City of Fairfield should have adequate resources to effectively deal
with most emergency situations.
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PART 2
RESPONSIBILTIES of CITY, COUNTY and STATE AGENCIES

A.

CITY OF FAIRFIELD SPHERE OF RESPONSIBILITY_____________________
•

The Chief Executive Officers of the City of Fairfield have the primary
responsibility for protecting lives and property in an emergency or a disaster
situation within the jurisdiction.

•

Each department of City government is responsible for:
• assuring continuity of operations
•
•
•
•

pre-designating lines of succession
pre-delegating authorities for the successors to key personnel
making provisions for the preservation of records
developing procedures for the relocation of essential
departments
• developing procedures to deploy essential personnel,
equipment, and supplies

B.

•

Any needs unable to be met by the City of Fairfield and mutual aid agreements will be
referred to the Butler County Emergency Management Agency.

•

The Chief Executive Officers of the City of Fairfield may exercise all necessary local
emergency authority for response by issuing an Emergency Proclamation.

•

The City of Fairfield will notify Butler County EMA of an anticipated need for
financial assistance.
Requests for Federal assistance are made by local
government through the Butler County. EMA to the Ohio Emergency Management
Agency.

BUTLER COUNTY SPHERE OF RESPONSIBILITY_______________________
•

Butler County and its various agencies will not play an immediate role in
incidents occurring within the City of Fairfield unless a specific request for
assistance has been made.

•

If the Incident Commander or the Chief Executive Officer requests assistance
from the county, the degree of involvement and participation of county forces will
be determined by nature and complexity of the incident and the amount of
resources available within the City of Fairfield.

•

The type of incident triggering a broader response includes natural disasters
having a scope and size which puts great numbers of people in Butler County at
risk. Incidents involving the release of a large quantity of a hazardous material
and a possible act of terrorism are situations where immediate notification is
warranted.
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C.

•

Representatives of Butler County arriving at site of the emergency or at the city’s
EOC may assume direction and control activities only at the request of Incident
Command.

•

Should there be an incident affecting two or more jurisdictions within the County,
emergency operations will take place under each jurisdiction’s direction and control
with Butler County supporting the operations through augmentation of manpower,
equipment and other resources.

•

Requests for federal, state and adjoining county assistance extending beyond the
current mutual aid agreements will be arranged for and coordinated by the Butler
County. EMA. Emergency/disaster proclamations, request to the Governor for a
presidential disaster declaration, damage assessment and recovery actions will be
coordinated by the county EMA and EOC staff, taking into account each
jurisdiction's Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) and respecting the needs of each
jurisdiction involved.

•

The Butler County EMA will be the conduit through which state and federal funding
flows. The City will work with the Butler County EMA to fulfill the requirements for
this funding, including submission of damage assessments, requests for public
assistance, and other paperwork necessary to secure the necessary assistance.

•

Butler County. EMA will compile loses and determine if the disaster has met the
benchmark for state or federal funding, including public assistance, individual
assistance, and the small business administration.

•

The Butler County EMA Director will be the liaison with the State of Ohio and will
coordinate the various requests for assistance from the various state agencies.

CITY OF FAIRFIELD EOC DIRECTION AND CONTROL_________________
•

Initially all incidents will be managed at the scene with the department having
primary responsibility managing the incident. All incidents occurring within the
City of Fairfield will be managed in accordance with the National Incident
Management System (NIMS).

•

Complex and/or long term incidents requiring a unified command will be
managed from the City of Fairfield Emergency Operations Center. During a
unified command situation the designated Incident Commander shall retain the
overall management of the incident.

•

The City of Fairfield Emergency Operations Center will be implemented and
managed in accordance with ESF #4 and ESF # 17.
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D.

E.

BUTLER COUNTY EOC DIRECTION AND CONTROL______________________
•

The county EOC will be activated when any incident involves two or more
jurisdictions or the severity of the incident.

•

Upon its activation the EOC, in cooperation with the various Incident
Commanders at the sites, will be the point of contact for all operating/responding
departments and agencies, other counties and the state.

•

The EOC will ordinarily be fully activated and the executive group will assume
control of emergency operations during any emergency situation of such
magnitude as to require widespread mobilization of departments of local
government other than those principally involved in emergency services on a
day-to-day basis.

•

The EMA Director will coordinate EOC operations including notification of EOC
representatives, conducting briefings for staff and key officials, and maintaining
contact with state EMA and neighboring counties. Upon the arrival of state and
federal officials, coordination with these officials will take place within the
county EOC.

•

Upon activation of the Butler County EOC a representative from the City of
Fairfield will be detailed to that location.

LEVELS OF EMERGENCIES / ACTIVATION OF EOC’S___________________
•

During an incident the severity of the event will be determined by the Incident
Commander in conjunction with the Chief Executive Officer.

•

A Level 1 emergency is primarily a routine emergency where the incident can be
handled with no assistance from outside agencies, or routine mutual aid
assistance. During such incidents the activation of a formal Emergency Operations
Center is not warranted.

•

A Level 2 emergency is a complex emergency assistance is needed from outside
resources or may extend over a long period of time. The activation of the City of
Fairfield EOC would be warranted at this time.

•

A Level 3 emergency is one that impacts more than one jurisdiction and is
complex in nature that it requires assistance from other county, state, or federal
resources. It should be anticipated the Butler County EOC would be implemented
at this time. Coordination of requests for assistance would be done through the
Butler County EOC.
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F.

MUTUAL AID RELATIONSHIPS__________________________________________
In the event the City of Fairfield’s resources prove to be inadequate during an emergency
situation, requests will be made for assistance from other local jurisdictions, higher levels
of government and other agencies in accordance with existing or emergency-negotiated
mutual aid agreements and understandings. Such assistance may take the form of
personnel, equipment, supplies or other available resources and assistance.
It should be noted that assistance in the form of equipment and supplies may be needed
from private sector sources during an emergency. In the absence of an existing agreement,
emergency purchase orders or contracts may be required.
Fire & EMS
Mutual aid agreements are in place to obtain, if necessary, mutual aid from Hamilton
and Butler County, as well as jurisdictions contiguous to the City. The City of
Fairfield also maintains a specific mutual aid agreement with Montgomery, Ohio
which also includes resources from the Wright Paterson Air Force Base in Dayton,
Ohio. A state wide mutual aid agreement exists in the State of Ohio providing
resources from throughout the State of Ohio.
The City of Fairfield Fire Department maintains a current list of available resources in
the Dispatch Center prioritizing the resources to be called based on the location of the
incident.

Police Department
Mutual aid agreements with police department are more stringent. The statewide
mutual aid agreement has simplified this situation.
During a countywide event, local law enforcement resources will be coordinated by
the Butler County Sheriff’s Office. Law enforcement resources provided by other
agencies will remain under the command of their parent agency.
Hazardous Materials Response
The City of Fairfield is a member of the Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit.
The Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit is comprised of multiple units
housed in various locations in the Greater Cincinnati Area, Northern Kentucky, and
Dearborn County, Indiana. The City of Fairfield Fire Department houses the unit’s
Analytical Response Unit which carries a multitude of analytical and research
equipment. In G.C.H.M.U. is staffed by both career and part time firefighters, EMTB’s and EMT-P’s that are trained as hazardous material technicians. In addition, the
unit has a group of private sector research personnel and chemists who also respond
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with the unit. The unit is dispatched through the Hamilton County Communications
Center at 513-825-2280.
The City of Fairfield also has response agreements with the Butler County Haz Mat
Cooperative and the Warren County Hazardous Materials Unit should additional
resources and personnel be required.
Public Works
The City of Fairfield Public Works Department is a member of a multi-county mutual
aid agreement administered by the Center for Local Government. The mutual aid
agreement provides mutual aid in the form of public works equipment, personnel, and
defines the role in preparation for an emergency with the staging and assembling of
public works equipment.
Cincinnati Area Red Cross / Salvation Army
Although there is no formal agreement with these agencies, the American Red Cross and
the Salvation Army are resources that can assist the City of Fairfield with emergency
assistance during a disaster including temporary food for evacuees and emergency
personnel, temporary housing for evacuees, and assistance to the community during
recovery efforts.
During a Level 2 or a Level 3 emergency where the resources of one or both of these
organizations are required it is recommended that a representative be requested to work
within the EOC during the event.
C.

STATE OF OHIO________________________________________________________
While federal disaster assistance can be available for large-scale disasters and
emergencies, most events never receive a presidential disaster declaration and must be
handled by state and local government. To ensure that sufficient resources are available to
assist local jurisdictions and disaster victims, the State of Ohio has establish its own
disaster assistance program in the form of a limited individual assistance program to offer
critical recovery assistance to disaster victims, including repair of damaged homes and
small businesses.
The Butler County Chief Executive or designee may declare an emergency for their
affected jurisdiction(s) and request state assistance in coordination with the Butler
County. EMA.
Ohio Emergency Management Agency (OEMA)
The State provides the following direct support to local emergency management programs
as requested:
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•

•
•
•

Facilitates the acquisition of state and federal resources to support local
emergency management programs.
Facilitates regional planning and the establishment of local mutual aid
agreements for resource sharing and capability enhancement.
Provides technical assistance and support for implementation of state
and federal disaster assistance programs.
Administers federal emergency preparedness grant programs and
other
specialized grant programs.

State Emergency Response Commission (SERC)
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act requires each state to set up
a State Emergency Response Commission, or SERC. SERC appoints members of the
Local Emergency Planning Committees (LEPC) of each emergency planning district. In
Ohio, each county has been designated as its own emergency planning district. The SERC
can provide strong leadership, coordination, technical assistance, and training, work
closely with LEPCs to help identify their specific needs and carry out their programs, and
use its knowledge and expertise to help all affected groups, organizations and individuals
meet their responsibilities under the Act.

H. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT__________________________________________________
Presidential Declaration
If State resources are insufficient for a disaster, OEMA coordinates requests with the
appropriate Federal agencies, including a request to FEMA for a Presidential declaration of an
emergency or major disaster for supplemental Federal financial and technical assistance.

Lead Federal Agency (LFA) Responsibilities
The LFA, in coordination with the appropriate Federal, State and local agencies, is responsible
for formulating the Federal strategy and a coordinated Federal response. To accomplish that
goal, the LFA must establish multi-agency coordination structures, as appropriate, at the
incident scene, area, and national level. These structures are needed to perform oversight
responsibilities in operations involving multiple agencies with direct statutory authority to
respond to aspects of a single major incident or multiple incidents. Oversight responsibilities
include:
Coordination.
Coordinate the determination of operational objectives, strategies, and priorities for the use of
critical resources that have been allocated to the situation, and communicate multi-agency
decisions back to individual agencies and incidents.
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Situation Assessment.
Evaluate emerging threats, prioritize incidents, and project future needs.
Public Information.
As the spokesperson for the Federal response, the LFA is responsible for coordinating
information dissemination to the White House, Congress, and other Federal, State and local
government officials. In fulfilling this responsibility, the LFA ensures that the release of
public information is coordinated between crisis and consequence management response
entities. The Joint Information Center (JIC) is established by the LFA, under the operational
control of the LFA's Public Information Officer, as a focal point for the coordination and
provision of information to the public and media concerning the Federal response to the
emergency. The JIC may be established in the same location as the FBI Joint Operations
Center (JOC) or may be located at an on-scene location in coordination with State and local
agencies. The following elements should be represented at the JIC: (1) FBI Public Information
Officer and staff, (2) FEMA Public Information Officer and staff, (3) other Federal agency
Public Information Officers, as needed, and (4) State and local Public Information Officers.

FBI -Terrorism
The FBI will serve as the Lead Federal Agency in response to a terrorism event.
FEMA –Disaster Response
Under the Stafford Act, FEMA serves as the primary coordinating agency for disaster response
and recovery activities. To carry out this interagency role, FEMA executes a wide range of
administrative, programmatic, and specialized tasks. Initial tasks include notification,
activation, mobilization, deployment, staffing, and facility setup.
FEMA processes the Governor’s request for disaster assistance, coordinates Federal
operations under a disaster declaration, and appoints a Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO) if
the state disaster is declared. In continuing operations, FEMA provides support for damage
assessment, logistics management; communications and information technology; financial
management; environmental evaluation; community relations; congressional affairs; public
information and other outreach; and information collection, analysis and dissemination.
When a disaster results in a Presidential Declaration, FEMA and the Ohio EMA will set up
and staff a Joint Field Office (JFO), and a Disaster Recovery Center (DRC) to serve the
affected community(s).
From these facilities, FEMA work with OEMA to provide a full range of programs and
services to those affected by the disaster, including grants for temporary housing or emergency
repair, mortgage and rental assistance, crisis counseling, disaster unemployment assistance,
and air quality equipment through the Ohio State Individual and Family Grant Program.
FEMA also can provide up to 100 percent funding to reimburse for eligible infrastructure
losses, such as debris removal, and emergency protective measures, and provides 75% funding
for the restoration of damaged public facilities. In addition, following a disaster, FEMA can
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provide mitigation funding, as part of their Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) to
preventative actions to prevent future loss of life and property.
FEMA/State Public Assistance Program
An Emergency Declaration under the Public Assistance Program provides reimbursement to
state and local governments and eligible Private Non-Profit Organizations for disaster
recovery. This program is administered by the Ohio Emergency Management Agency (Ohio
EMA), Disaster Recovery Branch, as the grantee for all federal and state funds related to the
Program. FEMA provides the majority of the funding for this Program and is the final
authority for approving/disallowing costs. The Chart below outlines the procedure under this
program. See Tab 1-7, Request For Public Assistance (RFP). A copy of the Ohio EMA
Public Assistance Handbook, February 2003, is on file at the Fairfield Fire Dept.
FEMA’s Individual Assistance Program
The Individual Assistance Officer for the Ohio Emergency Management Agency (OEMA)
is responsible for administrating and coordinating FEMA’s Individual and Family Grant
Program. The State Emergency Operations Plan contains the State Administrative Plan for
this program.
This provides grant money to individuals and families adversely affected by a major
disaster, and include the following eligible categories: housing, personal property,
transportation, medical and dental, funeral and burial, cost of required estimates, flood
insurance. This grant is limited to expenses that are not covered by individual insurance
policies.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

State/FEM A Public Assistance Program
Reimbursement Process
DAMAGE OCCURS

FEMA PRELIMINARY DAMAGE ASSSESSMENT

PRESIDENTIAL DISASTER DECLARATION

APPLICANT’S BRIEFING

KICKOFF MEETING

PREPARATION OF PROJECT WORKSHEETS

APPROVED PROJECT WORKSHEETS DISTRIBUTED
Federal Share of
Small
Projects Paid
I
di
l

Random Inspection for
Small Projects

FUNDING

Reimbursement/Advances for
Large Projects

QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS

VERIFICATION

All Large Project
Inspected/FEMA
Approved

AUDITS
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Environmental Considerations
When any amount of federal funding is utilized in response and recovery or mitigation, the
local entity must follow all appropriate federal and state environmental regulations. This
includes adherence to such laws as: National Environmental Policy Act, National Historic
Preservation Act, Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, Resource
Recovery & Recovery Act, and Executive Orders 11990, 11988 & 12898, concerning
wetlands, floodplains, and environmental justice. Most response and recovery activities are
Statutorily Excluded from environmental review. However, some types of response and
recovery activities and all mitigation activities require environmental review. These include
activities that involve:
•

Repair of properties 50 years and older.
(Potentially Historic Buildings)

•

Excavation in previously undisturbed soil
(Potential archaeological impact)

•

Any activity in a wetland and/or floodplain.

•

Any activity in waterways.
(potential to affect upstream or downstream hydrology, wetland or
floodplain, as with upsizing culverts; or potential to affect water
quality).

•

Any activity in pristine or previously undisturbed areas.
(Potential to affect endangered or threatened species or their
habitat).

•

Any activity in or along a wild & scenic river.
The Great Miami River is a nationally-designated Wild & Scenic
River.

•

Any activity that affects a disproportionate number of minorities.

•

Debris removal.

•
Environmental Specialists are deployed to the Joint Field Office to aid local governments in
complying with state and federal environmental laws during emergencies. Applicants for public
assistance reimbursement under the FEMA/State Public Assistance program, noted above, must
complete Environmental Considerations form, which is part of the State’s Public Assistance
Handbook.
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I. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE COMPACT____________________

The sharing of resources and assistance through mutual aid is an excellent way to enhance a
state’s overall emergency response capability. The Emergency Management Assistance Compact
(EMAC) is a national interstate mutual aid agreement that allows states to share resources during
times of disaster. EMAC has been in existence since 1992. To date, 47 states, 2 territories and the
District of Columbia are signatories to EMAC. Membership requires that the compact legislation
be enacted by the state legislature and signed into law by the governor. It is a legally binding
agreement that addresses the critical issues of liability, worker’s compensation coverage, and
reimbursement of expenses.
EMAC is a proven national system for mutual aid and has been utilized in some of the nation’s
largest disasters including the September 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. Members
base the success of EMAC on a common approach to mutual aid. Training is required for state
personnel with designated EMAC responsibilities, standardized response protocols are utilized,
activations for large scale disasters are reviewed on a regular basis to identify lessons learned, and
refinements are made to the EMAC mutual aid system as needed. For those states that are not
members of EMAC, the exchange of mutual aid can be accomplished in governor-to-governor
agreements at the time of the disaster. Many states are also members of regional compacts that
provide for interstate assistance.
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PART 3
RESPONDING TO A DISASTER

In responding to a disaster, all city departments will follow the National Incident
Management System (NIMS). The NIMS is a modular and flexible approach to emergency
response management. Incident Management is a local responsibility, and will not be
compromised by County, State, or Federal involvement.
The primary focus on incident management shall be to make every effort to reduce the
potential for loss of life (both civilian and emergency personnel), loss of property, and
protection of the environment.
Once the incident has been stabilized and the potential for loss of life and property has been
eliminated to the extent possible, the incident must be evaluated and priorities established for
the continued management of the event. Although most complex emergencies will be under a
unified command system, the role of the Incident Commander may transition from one
department to another as priorities change. For example, should it be determined that a
criminal investigation is warranted, the primary responsibility for incident management
would be transferred to the police department during that time. During recovery efforts
involving debris removal the incident management would be transferred to the public works
department. All other departments would assume support functions as deemed necessary by
the Incident Commander.
In the City of Fairfield, the Fire Chief serves as the Emergency Manager and will oversee
most disaster situations. With the concurrence of the City Manager, the Fire Chief will
oversee the operations of the Emergency Operations Center and will coordinate the functions
of the various city departments. In the event the incident dictates the presence of the Fire
Chief at the incident scene, the overall management of the EOC will be transferred to the
Police Chief or designee with the concurrence of the City Manager.
State and/or Federal officials arriving at site of the emergency or at the City of Fairfield EOC
may assume direction and control activities only at the request of local executives and the
Incident Commander.
Upon activation of the EOC each department shall assemble a team of personnel to assist in the
management of the incident. This shall include, but not limited to, City Administration, Fire
Department, Police Department, Public Works, Public Utilities, Parks, and Finance. As indicated
in ESF #17 the Information Technology Department will report directly to the EOC manager.
A. PRE-EVENT PHASE ___________________________________________________
The emergency response command structure should be established and agreed upon before an
emergency occurs. All incidents occurring within the City of Fairfield shall be managed in strict
compliance with the National Incident Management System (NIMS). Once the response begins,
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there should be no confusion about who is in charge and who reports to whom. Agreeing on the
command structure beforehand helps to ensure that all people involved understand their
responsibilities and are ready to implement them when an emergency occurs.
The City Manager of the City of Fairfield provides an oversight role to the activities of the city’s
preparedness efforts. The City of Fairfield’s Emergency Operations Plan deals primarily with
functional tasks to be completed during an incident. Each department or individual having
responsibilities outlined in this plan, is responsible to develop and implement standard operating
procedures to support the assigned functional tasks and make appropriate changes and revisions,
based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies identified through drills and exercises,
changes in organizational structure and local requirements.

B. EVENT PHASE_____________________________________________________________
Depending on the size and scope of the incident, non-essential day-to-day functions that do not
contribute directly to the emergency operation may be suspended for the duration of the event.
During a complex emergency it should be expected that personnel may be assigned functional
tasks that are outside of their respective classification and scope of work performed on a day to
day basis. It is imperative that both personnel and equipment are used efficiently and effectively
in addressing the needs of the community during an emergency situation.
Incident Response
Since the police and fire departments are likely to be the first arriving at the incident
assessment of the situation will the responsibility of one of these departments. If the situation
endangers life and/or property the fire department will establish command of the incident. If
determined to be an act of terrorism or a criminal act, the police department will establish
command of the incident.
Should the incident impact public utilities, streets, bridges, or other infrastructure the
appropriate department shall be notified and upon arrival shall assume command of the
incident with support of the police and fire departments.
Upon arrival at the scene an incident command structure shall be established by the
department having jurisdiction over the incident in accordance with the National Incident
Management System. If deemed necessary, an incident command post shall be established at
the location to support the management of the incident.
Consideration should be given to implementing the city’s EOC if the incident impacts a large
portion of the city and may take several hours or days to manage. Routine incidents such as
water main breaks, power outages, or disruption of services that are expected to be repaired
or reinstated within a few hours are examples of incidents where an EOC is not warranted.
However, the need to keep the general public informed during an event should not be
overlooked even during routine outages or interruption of services.
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Incident Assessment
When an incident occurs it is imperative to quickly and accurately assess the situation to
determine whether the incident can be stabilized with resources within the City of Fairfield,
or if outside resources will be needed. Level 1 and Level 2 emergencies are those impacting
only the City of Fairfield and may in some instances require routine mutual aid assistance to
manage the event.
At the initial time of the incident information may not be immediately available to determine
if other jurisdictions have been or are being affected by the incident. This is especially true in
the event of weather related incidents or a hazardous materials incident where a hazardous
material has been released to the atmosphere. If the incident extends beyond the City of
Fairfield it is likely that simultaneous responses have been initiated by those communities
attempted to address the same incident. Should this be the case, it is imperative that a Level 3
emergency be declared and a unified command established through the Butler County EOC.
This will assist in coordinating the resources needed in the various communities to address
the situation.
On-Site Incident Command Post
The department having the primary responsibility for managing the incident will establish
Incident Command in accordance with the National Incident Management System (NIMS).
Initially the Incident Commander will be the highest ranking fire or police officer at the
incident scene.
Initially the designated Command Post may be a vehicle equipped with a suitable working
area and resources necessary to begin managing the incident. As the incident is assessed it is
likely the incident command structure will expand to include other departments and personnel
assigned management responsibilities to maintain a reasonable span of control.
Should it be determined the incident will require several hours to manage or there is
likelihood that a Unified Command will be established the Command Post will be relocated
to the Mobile Command Center where a suitable working environment and resources will be
available. Once the Mobile Command Center has been established as the Incident Command
Post access to the unit will be restricted to only personnel who are directly involved with
managing the incident.
The Incident Command Post will remain at the scene of the incident and will manage the
operational activities associated with the incident.
Incident Notification
If it is determined the scope of the incident exceeds the normal day to day incidents occurring
in the City of Fairfield, has drawn media attention, or in some way may impact the
administration or elected officials of the city, the Incident Commander shall request the
following individuals be notified by Dispatch;
•
•
•

City Manager
Assistant City Manager
Police Chief (if not present at the scene)
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•
•
•
•

Fire Chief (if not present at the scene)
Department Heads
Elected Officials
Butler County EMA if determined to be a Level 3, or higher incident.

Notifications made during an incident should be brief and to the point. Receipt of such
notifications should not be misinterpreted as a request to respond to the scene of the incident
unless specifically requested by the Incident Commander.
Emergency Operations Center
The EOC is used as a centralized management center to facilitate policy making, coordination and
overall direction of responding forces in large-scale emergency situations. Incident Command in
coordination with other city departments and the City Manager will direct all response and
recovery activities from the EOC. The responsibility to make the Emergency Operations Center
functional in terms of establishing the necessary communications equipment, computers, and
technical equipment needed to support the operations of the EOC will be assigned to the City of
Fairfield Information Technology Division. The Information Technology Division will report
directly to Incident Command during the EOC operations.
The City of Fairfield’s Emergency Operations Center will be located at the Fairfield Police
Department unless this structure has sustained damage or is located in a potentially hazardous
area. Should this occur alternate sites for consideration would be the Fairfield Fire
Headquarters located on Nilles Road, or the Fairfield Public Works Facility located on North
Gilmore Road.
During the initial hours following the incident, representatives of those departments deemed
necessary to immediately manage the incident will be assembled at the EOC. Representatives
of these departments will work under the direction of Incident Command. The priority for this
group will be to establish objectives for stabilizing the incident and prioritizing those
objectives based on life safety, property conservation, and environmental concerns. It will be
the responsibility of this group to develop what objectives will be met during the first
operational period.
Should it be determined the incident may require several days or weeks to manage it is
imperative that each department develop a list of alternates to represent their respective
department at the EOC. Representatives that may be assigned to the EOC must have thorough
knowledge of the National Incident Management System (NIMS) in order to be effective in
the various management responsibilities.
The EOC is the central coordinating point for obtaining, analyzing, reporting, and recording
incident information. The EOC staff will be responsible to disseminate situation status
reports and information relative to the incident during the event. The type of information
disseminated may be specific to the incident but may vary in content due to the intended
recipients. All information disseminated about the incident will be approved by Incident
Command prior to distribution.
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NIMS / Incident Command Structure
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) created the National Incident Management System
(NIMS) as required under Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD)-5. NIMS provides
the framework for organizations to work together to prepare for, protect against, respond to, and
recover from the entire spectrum of all-hazard events.
State and local personnel with a direct role in emergency response or incident management must
complete the following training;
IS 100
IS 200
IS 700
IS 800
This requirement mandates that all fire, police, public works, public utilities, and park department
personnel within the City of Fairfield must complete this training.
State and local personnel with a direct role in the management of an incident must complete the
following training;
IS 100
IS 200
IS 700
IS 800
IS 300
IS 400
This requirement mandates that all Fire Lieutenants, Fire Captains, Fire Chief, Police Sergeants,
Police Lieutenants, and Police Chief must complete this training. Since the Public Works
Director, Public Utilities Director, Parks Director, Director of Development Services, Finance
Director and Administrative Personnel of the City of Fairfield will most likely work within the
Emergency Operations Center completion of this training is highly recommended.
The National Incident Management System is outlined in detail in ESF#24 and made part of this
emergency operations plan.

The National Incident Management System has adopted and utilizes the Incident Command
System that can be used to manage wild land and urban fires, floods, hazardous material
spills, nuclear accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, tropical
storms, war-related disasters, public health and medical emergencies, and other incidents
requiring an emergency response.
Components of the Incident Command System are:
Incident Command – established at all incidents regardless of the size or complexity and
normally is the highest ranking officer of the department having
jurisdiction over the incident.
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Safety Officer -

reports directly to the IC is responsible for assessing the hazards
response personnel may be exposed to and developing measures to
ensure personnel safety. Also develops a site safety for the various
operational periods.

Liaison Officer -

is responsible for serving as a point of contact with organizations that
are supporting the response effort, but not part of the command
structure located at the incident scene.

Information Officer - is responsible for developing accurate and complete information
applicable to the incident, including cause, size, current situation,
resources committed, and other matters of general interest. This
person also serves as the point of contact for the media and other
governmental agencies which desire information directly from the
incident scene.
Operations Section -

is responsible to develop tactical objectives to support the Incident
Action Plan and manages all resources at the incident scene.

Planning Section -

is responsible for collecting, evaluating, and disseminating tactical
information pertaining to the incident. This section maintains
information and intelligence on the current and forecasted situation, as
well as the status of resources assigned to the incident. This Section
prepares and documents IAP’s and incident maps and gathers and
disseminates information and intelligence critical to the incident.

Logistics Section -

is responsible for providing facilities, services, personnel, equipment,
and materials for the incident.
The Logistics Section meets all
support needs for the incident, including ordering resources through
appropriate procurement authorities from off-incident locations. It
also provides facilities, transportation, supplies, equipment
maintenance and fueling, food service, communications, and medical
services for incident personnel.

Finance Section -

is responsible for the tracking of all incident costs, evaluating the
financial considerations of the incident, assessments and appraisals of
damaged and destroyed buildings, and for any administrative duties
not handled by the other functions. The Finance Section is established
when there is a specific need for financial, reimbursement (individual
and agency or department), and/or administrative services to support
incident management activities.
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C. POST-EVENT PHASE__________________________________________________________

Demobilization of Assigned Resources
As the incident deescalates each department will be required to develop and implement a
demobilization plan to release their assigned resources from the incident. The demobilization
plan shall follow the standard operating procedures for the respective department.

Incident Debriefing
Each department assigned to the incident will conduct their own individual debriefings at their
respective departments. The purpose of the debriefing will be to seek information from the
responders as to the adequacy of their operations, lessons learned, and any operational changes
deemed necessary to address any future incidents.
EOC Operations Debriefing
The EOC manager will conduct a debriefing for all personnel assigned to Emergency Operations
Center. The purpose of the debriefing will be to seek information from the participants as to the
adequacy of their functional areas, lessons learned, and any operational changes deemed necessary
to address any future incidents.

After Action Reports
Each department assigned to the incident will submit an After Action Report containing
information outlining the information discussed during their respective Incident Debriefing.
The various After Action Reports will be presented by each department for the purpose of
identifying operational strengths and weaknesses, lessons learned, and any operational
changes deemed necessary to address any future incidents.
After Action Analysis
As soon as possible following an incident the members of the Emergency Preparedness
Committee shall convene to review the various After Action Reports received from the
departments directly involved with the incident. The purpose of this meeting will be to
identify operational issues that may need to be modified to address any future incidents.
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PART 4
DIRECTION & RESPONSIBILITIES

Emergency functions for City Departments involved in emergency management will generally
parallel their normal day to day functions. To the extent possible, the same personnel and
material resources will be employed in both cases. In large scale disasters, it may be necessary to
use personnel in the areas of greatest need.
Day to day functions that do not contribute directly to the emergency operation may be suspended
for the duration of any emergency.
The severity and magnitude of an emergency will dictate if the City’s responders can effectively
address the emergency; or, if aid is needed from Butler Co., mutual aid assistance, state and
federal assistance, private enterprises, volunteer organizations.
Each City department has the responsibility to develop standard operating procedures (SOPs),
and/or checklists which detail how their assigned tasks will be performed to support
implementation of this plan.
•

The internal EOC operational procedures will be developed in
coordination with the Police Chief, the Fire Chief, and the
Information Technology Director.

•

During the recovery phase, support of the various facilities such
as disaster field offices and application centers is coordinated by
the EOC staff.

The Department Head of each city department is responsible for providing qualified and
trained personnel to the EOC and to their respective organizations to carry out activities
designated in their standard operating procedures or as assigned by the EOC. Each
department will be responsible for training of their personnel and compliance with the
National Incident Management System.
The Emergency Operations Center is the central point for coordinating the operational,
logistical and administrative support needs of response personnel at the disaster site. Within
the EOC, local decision makers direct and coordinate emergency activities. The EOC staff
gathers and disseminates situation reports and information for the local decision makers and
other units of local, state and federal governments. Through this process, resources can be
utilized without duplication of effort and operations can be more efficient. The EOC is the
central coordinating point for obtaining, analyzing, reporting, and recording disaster-related
information.
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Emergency Preparedness Committee
This Committee meets at least annually to review the City of Fairfield Emergency Operations
Plan and make any necessary changes.
The Committee is composed of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mayor
City Manager
Assistant City Manager
Fire Chief
Police Chief
Public Works Director
Public Utilities Director
Parks Director
Director of Development Services

The Committee performs the following annually:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Review the current Hazards Analysis for the City of Fairfield and revise
the current Emergency Operations Plan to address specific concerns.
Review the existing EOP and revise, as needed.
Review available resources, organizational structures, mutual aid
agreements, and revise plan, as needed.
Review activities within each department to assure proper training is being
conducted and personnel are adequately prepared to respond to incidents.
Assist in the development of various exercises to test the current EOP.
Assure all Elected Officials are briefed on the contents of the EOP.
Assure that the plan conforms to Federal, State, county law, regulations
and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
Assure that plans are complementary to Federal, State, and County plans.
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PART 5
PREPAREDNESS
A.

EXERCISES____________________________________________________________

1. The City of Fairfield will conduct at least one table top exercise annually that will involve
all departments within the city. The exercise will address a specific concern within this
jurisdiction and will be used to test the preparedness of each department.
2. Departments within the City of Fairfield will participate, to the extent possible, in the
annual full scale exercise conducted by the Butler County Emergency Management
Agency.
3. Orientation seminars and table top exercises will be held as needed to train individuals
who have responsibilities within this plan.
4. The City of Fairfield will conduct at least one exercise per year specific to activating the
Emergency Operations Center and to test the functionality of the equipment.
5. There are three types of exercises that are identified in SERC rule 3750-20-74. They are
Table-Top, Functional, and Full-Scale. They are defined as follows:
Table Top Exercise - where officials and responders are gathered informally to discuss
actions, based on this plan and SOP(s), to be taken during a Hazmat emergency. The exercise
has no time constraints and physical response is simulated. The exercise will test three (3) or
more objectives with at least one (1) being a Core Objective.
Functional Exercise - designed to test the capability of an individual function of the plan and
the response system. A Command Post or EOC is activated and used to demonstrate the
command system. The exercise will test 4 or more objectives with, at least 5 being core
objectives.
Full-Scale Exercise - used to evaluate the response organizations’ operational capabilities in
an interactive manner. The exercise will test a major portion of the functions in the plan. The
exercise will mobilize personnel and resources to demonstrate a coordinated response
capability. An EOC will be activated for this exercise. The exercise will test 8 or more
objectives with at least 5 being Core objectives.
B. TRAINING_________________________________________________________________
All employees of the City of Fairfield with a direct role in emergency response or incident
management shall comply with all requirements of the National Incident Management System.
Each department will be responsible to see that all employees as they are hired or who may be
promoted to supervisory positions complete the necessary training to maintain NIMS compliance.
At least annually each department shall conduct a training
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C. PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_________________________________
1. The Fire Chief is responsible for ensuring that necessary changes to the EOP are prepared,
coordinated, published and distributed. The Fire Chief will forward revisions of the EOP to
all affected/responsible departments and organizations for incorporation into the final plan.
2. The Emergency Preparedness Committee meets at least annually to review this EOP and make
any necessary changes. Review includes:
• Review of the existing plan.
• Initiate additions/deletions/revisions to the current emergency support
functions associated with each department.
• Review of current mutual aid agreements (fire, police, public works).
3. Each department tasked with emergency support functions in the Emergency Operations Plan
is responsible for updating its portion of the plan annually, based on deficiencies identified by
emergencies, drills, exercises and changes in government structure and emergency
organizations.

D.

AUTHENTICATION_________________________________________________

___________________________________

__________________

Mayor

Date

___________________________________

__________________

City Manager

Date

____________________________________

__________________

Police Chief

Date

___________________________________________

______________________

Fire Chief
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #1
Fire and Emergency Medical Services

A.

PRIMARY AGENCY

Fairfield Fire Department

SUPPORT AGENCIES

Fairfield Police Dept.
Fairfield Public Works Dept.
Fairfield Public Utilities Dept.
Butler /Hamilton County Fire Departments
Butler County Sheriff’s Office
Butler County Technical Rescue
Hamilton County Urban Search and Rescue
Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit
Greater Cincinnati Red Cross
Fairfield Fire Department Clergy Team

Related ESF’s

ESF #2
ESF #3
ESF 3a
ESF #7
ESF #9
ESF #16
ESF #19

Search & Rescue
Hazmat Team
Radiological Protection
Evacuation
EPI & Warning
Public Information - Media
Health & Medical

Purpose______________________________________________________________

This emergency support function describes the duties and responsibilities of the Fairfield Fire
Department during an event. The Department responds to and manages emergencies involving
fires, emergency medical emergencies, water rescue, ice rescue, extrication, hazardous
materials, weapons of mass destruction, and improvised explosive devices, and any other
emergency endangering lives, property, or the environment that do not involve the threat of
firearms or deadly force where police action is warranted.

ESF #1 Fire & EMS
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B.

Resources

______________________ __________________________________

The City of Fairfield Fire Department is a combination Fire Department utilizing both career
and part-time personnel to provide fire and emergency medical services to a community of 20.5
square miles with a population of approximately 44,000 people.
The current staffing level for career personnel is the Fire Chief, one Deputy Fire Chief, three
Fire Captains and 24 Firefighter/Paramedics. In addition, the Department currently maintains a
compliment of over 60 part-time personnel which includes a part-time Fire Training
Coordinator, three district Fire Captains, one District Fire Lieutenants and two Fire Safety
Inspectors. The Department responds to and manages emergencies involving fires, emergency
medical emergencies, water rescue, ice rescue, extrication, hazardous materials, weapons of
mass destruction, and improvised explosive devices.
Fire Headquarters
This 12,500 square-foot facility, located at 375 Nilles Road, serves a dual purpose as
the Administrative Headquarters for the Department, as well as the district operations
for Fire Station #1. The facility is comprised of 4,200 square feet of apparatus storage;
a 400 square foot fitness facility; kitchen; dormitory facilities for 10 personnel; 5,000
square feet of administrative offices; a 1,500 square foot training room for Fire
Department personnel; and 600 square foot meeting room used from public meetings
and activities.
The station is equipped with:
Ladder 1, a 1998 E-One pumper/aerial combination, The unit is equipped with a
1,500 gpm pump with a Class A foam system and a pre-piped waterway with a
remote control 1,000 gpm monitor at the tip of the aerial. The apparatus carries a
variety of firefighting and rescue equipment, as well as 700 feet of five-inch supply
hose, 400 2.5-inch fire hose, two "mattydale" pre-connects and a pre-connected "trash
line" located in the front bumper. The apparatus is also equipped with ALS
equipment and responds to emergency medical calls as needed.
One ALS modular ambulance..
Mobile Command Unit.
One staff vehicle.
Water Rescue Craft – Air Boat
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Fairfield Station # 2
This 11,400 square foot facility sits on a two-acre site located at 6540 Dixie Highway
in the eastern portion of the City. The facility is comprised of 4,500 square feet of
apparatus storage; a 400 square foot fitness facility; kitchen and dayroom; dormitory
facilities for 10 personnel 800 square feet of district offices; and a 600 square foot
meeting room used for public meetings and activities.
The Fire Department’s Inspection Bureau is also assigned to this station.
The station is equipped with:
Ladder 2, a 2000 E-One pumper/aerial combination, The unit is equipped with a
1,500 gpm pump with a Class A foam system and a pre-piped waterway with a
remote control 1,000 gpm monitor at the tip of the aerial. The apparatus carries a
variety of firefighting and rescue equipment, as well as 700 feet of five-inch supply
hose, 400 2.5-inch fire hose, two "mattydale" pre-connects and a pre-connected "trash
line" located in the front bumper. The apparatus is also equipped with ALS
equipment and responds to emergency medical calls as needed.
1992 E-One 1,500 gpm pumper (reserve unit).
ALS modular ambulance.
One reserve modular ambulance
Two staff vehicle.

Fairfield Station #3

This 10,200 square foot facility is located on a one-acre site in the south-central portion of
the City at 6118 Winton Road.
The facility is comprised of 3,000 square feet of apparatus storage; kitchen and dayroom;
dormitory facilities for five personnel; and 288 square feet of district offices. An
additional 2,500 to 3,000 square feet to the rear of the structure contains dormitory space,
personnel restroom and shower facilities, a fitness facility and laundry area. This station
also serves as the district office for the assigned career shift supervisor.
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The station is equipped with:
Engine #3 is a 2003 E-One pumper. The unit has a 1,500 gpm pump with a Class A
foam system. The apparatus carries a variety of firefighting and rescue equipment,
as well as 1,000 feet of five-inch supply hose; 600 2.5-inch fire hose, two
"mattydale" pre-connects; and a pre-connected "trash line" located in the front
bumper. The apparatus is also equipped with ALS equipment and responds to
emergency medical calls as needed.
2002 E-One Heavy Rescue unit.
ALS modular ambulance
Stationary breathing air compressor and fill station
Emergency response trailer

Fire Department Training Facility

The training facility houses a two story residential simulator, 4-story training tower,
gas fire simulator, and pump testing facility. This is a two-story structure with two
specially-designed burn rooms that allow firefighters to train for a live burn, search
and rescue, and ladder operations. The 4-story tower provides standpipe and sprinkler
simulation. The tower is also equipped with a 24’ industrial caged ladder and
rappelling anchor points on the roof. The large concrete pads surrounding the structure
allow for ample parking of fire apparatus and also permit additional trainings such as
auto extrication and vehicle fires.

Fire Investigations Unit
The Fire Investigations Unit function within the Fire Prevention Bureau investigates
the origin, cause and circumstances of undetermined, incendiary, suspicious fires,
along with all fires where serious injury or death occur. The Unit then collaborates
with the Fairfield Police Department in the arrest and prosecution of the person or
persons responsible.
Along with the local police departments, Fairfield investigators work closely with the
Butler County Sheriff's Office, Butler County Fire Investigation Team, Hamilton County
Scat Team and the State Fire Marshall's Office.
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The Butler County Fire Investigation Team (BCFIT) is composed of fire and law
enforcement personnel from agencies within Butler County, OH. At the request of any
local agency, the BCFIT will respond to a fire and explosion incident to assist the local
agency.

Emergency Medical Services
The Fairfield Fire Department maintains three primary Advanced Life Support EMS units
and three ALS equipped fire apparatus. Paramedics respond to all emergency medical calls
and are responsible for patient assessment, treatment, and transport. ALS equipped fire
apparatus respond automatically to auto accidents, cardiac emergencies, and persons
unconscious and unresponsive to assist the primary EMS unit. They also respond as a
“first responder” anytime the primary EMS unit assigned is handling a call or is currently
out of their district. Advanced life support patient care is provided by paramedic personnel
responding on the fire apparatus while the EMS unit responds to the scene.
Rescue 1 - Emergency Vehicle
The Fairfield Fire Department maintains a heavy rescue unit that is equipped with
specialized fire and rescue equipment not commonly found on fire apparatus.
Rescue 1 is equipped with pneumatic rescue bags, hydraulic extrication equipment,
breathing air refill station, and a variety of equipment used to support the various
operations of the department at the scene of an emergency.

Hazardous Materials Response
Hazardous materials emergency response, including weapons of mass destruction,
environmental emergencies, decontamination and analytical monitoring, is performed
in conjunction with the Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit. The Fairfield
Fire Department contracts with the Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit
provide equipment, personnel, and other resources necessary to respond to such
emergencies.
The Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit is dispatched through the Hamilton
County Communications Center. Calls requesting services should be made to 513825-2280.
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Search and Rescue
Search and rescue can be accomplished by air surveillance utilizing either the Butler
County Sheriff’s helicopter or the Hamilton County Sheriff’s helicopter both of which are
located in close proximity to the City of Fairfield.
Ground search and rescue can be accomplished utilizing canines by provided through the
Tri State Search & Rescue Organization. Tri State Search and Rescue can be requested
through the Butler County Sheriff’s dispatch.
Technical Rescue Situations that may require specialized training and equipment will be
done by the Butler County Technical Rescue Unit with the Hamilton County Urban Search
and Rescue being the alternate resource. Units can be requested through their respective
county dispatch centers.

Mutual Aid Agreements
Specific mutual aid agreements are in place to obtain, if necessary, mutual aid from
Hamilton, Butler and Montgomery Counties, as well as other jurisdictions contiguous
to Butler County. Mutual aid agreements are initiated and managed by the Butler
County Emergency Management Agency. Resources can be requested through the
various county dispatch centers.
Mutual aid agreements to provide emergency resources on a state wide basis are also in
place and managed by the various emergency management agencies throughout the State
of Ohio.

C. Emergency Response____________________________________________________
The Fire Department responds to and manages emergencies involving fires, emergency medical
emergencies, water rescue, ice rescue, extrication, hazardous materials, weapons of mass
destruction, and improvised explosive devices.
During an emergency the Fire Department shall follow all policies and procedures as defined in
the Fairfield Fire Department Policies and Procedure Manual. By reference, those policies and
procedures shall be considered part of the City of Fairfield Emergency Operations Plan.
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D. Concept of Operations______________________________________________________
During a disaster or critical incident the responsibilities of the Fire Department are the same as
in daily operations along with other tasks deemed necessary to reduce the potential for loss of
life, property, or the environment.
The Fire Chief, or his designee, shall be in charge of any emergency endangering life, property,
or the environment that do not involve the threat of firearms or deadly force where police
action is warranted.
All incidents under the direct control of the Fire Department shall be in strict compliance with
the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and shall be managed under the Incident
Command System.
Upon arrival the Fire Chief or his designee will be the Incident Commander. However, incident
command may be transferred to another department based on the type of incident and which
department has primary responsibility for handling the situation. In that case, the Fire
Department resources may be used to support the operations of the primary department. In
situations impacting more than one department or jurisdictions outside the City of Fairfield a
Unified Command System should be considered.
During the initial hours of the event, an Incident Command Post will be established by the Fire
Chief or his designee as the Incident Commander. As the incident progresses, the Incident
Command Post may transition from a staff vehicle to a more formal operation using the Mobile
Command Center.
Should an Emergency Operations Center be activated, the Fire Chief or his designee may elect
to remain at the incident if deemed necessary to facilitate managing the incident. To support the
operations in Emergency Operations Center, the Fire Chief or his designee shall appoint a fire
department liaison to serve in the Emergency Operations Center.

The fire department liaison will locate to the EOC upon its activation. The fire department
liaison will advise decision makers and coordinate Fire, EMS, and Rescue activities with the
on-scene Incident Commander and act as liaison between the fire department and other
representatives assigned to the Emergency Operations Center.
The liaison and his successors will be designated by the Fire Chief at the initiation of an
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emergency requiring the activation of the Fairfield Emergency Operations Center. Depending
on the size and nature of the disaster, Fire Department’s array of responsibilities may be
represented by several different coordinators in the Emergency Operations Center.

Duties of the Fire Department Liaison assigned to E.O.C.

1.

Relocate to the EOC upon its activation.

2.

Establish on-going communications between Incident Command and other City
representatives assigned to the Emergency Operations Center.

3.

Assist in the formulation of information to be disseminated to the public and
media.

4.

Assemble sufficient resources to manage the responsibilities at the EOC as it
pertains to specific fire department operations.

5.

Assist in the coordination of fire department response activities with other
emergency response organizations at the scene and within the EOC.
Obtain needed equipment, supplies, and personnel resources requested by the
Incident Commander.

6.
7.

Assembly appropriate analytical personnel to collect data and information from
the incident and assist the Incident Commander in developing time lines, action
plans, mobilization and demobilization plans, and other information necessary to
manage a long term incident.

8.

Collect and maintain reports and information relative to fire services activities
during the event. Utilize this information to develop a coordinated plan with
other city departments assigned to the Emergency Operations Center.

E. Continuity of Operations ________________________________________________
The line of succession within the Fire Department is as follows;
1.
Fire Chief
2.
Deputy Fire Chief
3.
Fire Captain
4.
District Fire Captain
5.
Fire Lieutenant
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F.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_____________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and make
appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies identified
through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local requirements.

G.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES____________________________________

As set forth in the Ohio Revised Code, the Fire Chief of the jurisdiction wherein the event
occurs, or is initiated, the general supervisor at a disaster site in the area of public safety
(Section 737.11 Ohio Revised Code). It shall be a cooperative effort between the police,
fire departments and other public safety agencies, who shall be responsible for
preservation of the peace, protection of life and property, and enforcement of state and
municipal laws (Section 737.11 O.R.C.). Other state/local agencies shall act in a
coordinating or support role, as necessary.
According to the Ohio Revised Code (ORC 3737.90), the Fire Chief of the jurisdiction
impacted by a disaster will serve as the Incident Commander, and will be in charge of all
emergency operations.

L.

AUTHENTICATION_________________________________________________

_______________________

_______________

Deputy Fire Chief

Date

________________________
Fire Chief

_______________
Date
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #2
Search and Rescue
Primary Agency

Fairfield Fire Department

Support Agencies

Fairfield Police
Butler County Sheriff Air Unit
Hamilton County Sheriff Air Unit
Butler County Technical Rescue

Related ESF’s

A.

Hamilton County Urban Search and Rescue
ESF #1 Fire & EMS
ESF #19 Health & Medical
ESF #24 Volunteers Management

Purpose__________________________________________________________

This ESF describes urban and rural search and rescue operations in the City of Fairfield
during an event. Search and rescue operations may encompass the search for a single
person reported missing to implementing a wide search for victims during a catastrophic
event.

B.

Situations and Assumptions____________________________________

A single person reported missing most likely will be handled by Fairfield police and fire
personnel. During such an event, utilization of the Code Red System would provide a fast
and effective resource to notify residents in the immediate and surrounding areas of the
reported missing person. The recorded message should include a description of the
individual, a request for individuals to be on the look out for the individual, and
instructions on how to report information to the police department.
Urban Search & Rescue (USAR) involves the location, rescue (extrication), and initial
medical stabilization of victims trapped in confined spaces. Structural collapse is most
often the cause of victims being trapped, but victims may also be trapped in
transportation accidents, trenches and confined spaces.
Fairfield fire personnel will be responsible to complete a scene assessment upon arrival
and determine to what extent they can safely perform the rescue and extrication of
victims. The need for specialized training and equipment would warrant a request for area
urban search and rescue units such as the Butler County Technical Rescue Unit and the
Hamilton County Search and Rescue Units. These units can be requested through their
respective county dispatch centers.
ESF #2 – Search & Rescue
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In the event of a countywide emergency, it is likely the Butler County EMA will request
the assistance of Ohio Task Force One located at the Wright Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio. Should activation be requested, it should be understood the arrival time for
this resource would be approximately four to six hours.
In the event the effected area involves commercial areas or areas that may contain
hazardous materials, the potential for chemical releases and possible contamination
should be considered. In the event there is a need for specialized personal protective
equipment, monitoring equipment and decontamination equipment the Greater Cincinnati
Hazardous Materials Units should be requested. This unit may be requested through the
Hamilton County Communications Center at 513-825-2280.
C. Emergency Response__________________________________________________
During such an event the policies and procedures of the Fairfield Fire Department and the
general orders of the Fairfield Police Department shall be followed. By reference, those
policies, procedures, and general orders shall be considered part of the City of Fairfield
Emergency Operations Plan.

D.

Concept of Operations________________________________________________

In the event of a single person missing a unified command system should be established
by the police and fire department. Those in command should establish a system, defining
how an area or areas will be searched, by whom, and how information will be reported to
the command post. The safety of personnel shall always be considered before initiating
search operations.
Air support for such operations can be obtained from the Butler and Hamilton County
Sheriff’s Offices by contacting their respective county dispatch centers.
During a larger event such as but not limited to a structural collapse, tornado, flood, or
large scale natural disaster the Fire Chief or his designee shall serve as the Incident
Commander. Activation of the Emergency Operations Center should be considered
during large scale events.
All incidents under the direct control of the Fire Department shall be in strict compliance
with the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and shall be managed under the
Incident Command System.
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D. Continuity of Operations_______________________________________________
The line of succession within the Fairfield Police Department is as follows;
1.

Police Chief

2.

Police Lieutenant

3.

Police Sergeant

4.

Senior Officer

The line of succession within the Fairfield Fire Department is as follows;
1.

Fire Chief

2.

Deputy Chief

3.

Fire Captain

4.

District Fire Captain

5.

Fire Lieutenant

E.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.
F.

AUTHENTICATION_______________________________________________

_________________________________

____________________

Fairfield Police Chief

Date

________________________________

___________________

Fairfield Fire Chief
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #3
Hazardous Materials Response

PRIMARY AGENCY

Fairfield Fire Department

SUPPORT AGENCIES

Fairfield Police Department
Fairfield Public Works
Fairfield Public Utilities
Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit
Butler County Hazardous Materials Co-Op
Butler County Sheriff’s Office
Butler County Emergency Management Agency
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Related ESF’s

ESF #7 Evacuation
ESF # 9 Public Information and Early Warning
ESF # 16 Media Information

A.

Purpose__________________________________________________________________

This ESF defines the roles and responsibilities, procedures, and inter-organizational relationships
between emergency responders, city administration, elected officials, regulatory agencies and
private organizations during a hazardous materials incident..

B.

Situation and Assumptions__________________________________________________

The City of Fairfield has a significant potential to experience an incident involving the
release of a hazardous material. The presence of the CSX and Norfolk and Southern
railways, State Route 4, and its proximity to Interstate 275 represent a significant volume of
hazardous materials being transported through the city on a daily basis. In addition, the city
has two underground petroleum pipelines that pass it. Although fixed facilities maintaining
reportable quantities of hazardous materials are not extremely abundant in the city, there are
a number of distribution and processing facilities that do represent a potential threat to the
community.
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The City of Fairfield is considered an extremely sensitive area in terms of environmental
threats due to the presence of the Miami Aquifer that encompasses a large portion of the city.
Potential contamination of the aquifer is constant concern within this city.
Fixed facilities maintaining a reportable quantity of hazardous materials report this
information to the Butler County Emergency Management Agency and the Fairfield Fire
Department on an annual basis. Knowing the types and quantities of hazardous materials
being stored at these locations is of significant importance in preplanning an emergency
response should a release occur.
In addition to this information, the City of Fairfield has in place a “Right to Know”
ordinance requiring these facilities to maintain a current and accurate library of Material
Safety Data Sheets that is immediately available to emergency responders. This information
is maintained in a large Knox Box appropriately marked and located in a safe and accessible
area at the facility.
Incidents involving the release of a significant amount of a hazardous material will likely
result in a unified command situation involving fire, police, public works, city
administration, and regulatory agencies. The release of a hazardous material that extends
beyond the boundaries of the City of Fairfield will most likely include representatives of the
effected jurisdictions.
C. Emergency Response_____________________________________________________
During such an event the policies and procedures of the Fairfield Fire Department, the
general orders of the Fairfield Police Department, and the general operating procedures of
the Fairfield Public Works and Public Utilities shall be followed. By reference, those
policies, procedures, and general orders shall be considered part of the City of Fairfield
Emergency Operations Plan.

D. Concept of Operations_____________________________________________________
Incidents involving small releases of a hazardous material will normally be handled by the
Fairfield Fire Department without the assistance of outside agencies. However, spills or
releases involving a reportable quantity, or having the potential to negatively impact the
environment shall result in notification to the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency.
Notification can be made to the OEPA at 1-800-282-9378.
In the event of a larger or more complex incident the Fire Chief or his designee will be the
Incident Commander. All incidents under the direct control of the Fire Department shall be in
strict compliance with the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and shall be managed
under the Incident Command System.
During larger or more complex incidents activation of the Emergency Operations Center should
be considered. During such an event it is likely a Unified Command will be implemented initially
at the Command Post and then maintained at an Operations level once the Emergency Operations
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Center is staffed. Should the incident extend beyond the boundaries of the City of Fairfield
notification of the incident is imperative. To better manage the incident, representatives of the
effected jurisdictions outside of the City of Fairfield should be requested at the Emergency
Operations Center. In addition, notification to the Butler County Emergency Management
Agency should be made and the activation of the Butler County Emergency Operations Center
should be anticipated.
In managing the incident the priorities must be life safety, the potential impact to the
environment, and stabilization of the incident. The first arriving emergency responders must
assess the situation and quickly determine if there is a potential for loss of life or injury to
civilians. The Incident Commander must determine whether to evacuate the effected area(s) or to
defend in place. Issuing an evacuation order may very well place civilians at a greater risk than
allowing them to remain indoors.
Once it has been determined what action is to be taken the most effective manner to disseminate
information to the public is the Code Red System. It is recommended the area to be notified is
consistent with the recommendations found in the Emergency Response Guidebook for
evacuation and prescribed safe distances for the chemical involved. In the event this information
is not readily available due to the inability to identify the hazardous material(s) involved a
minimum of ½ mile in all directions shall be considered.
Due to the need for specialized equipment, monitoring equipment and personnel initiating a
request for the Greater Cincinnati Hazardous Materials Unit shall be made through the Hamilton
County Communications Center at 513-825-2280. Should additional resources be needed the
Butler County Hazardous Materials Co-Op can be dispatched through the Butler County Sheriff’s
office using the Butler County radio frequency.
In consideration of the severity of the incident notification to the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency shall be made at 1-800-282-9378. It should be anticipated the emergency response
representative will want to respond directly to the scene and interact with the Incident
Commander.
Individuals representing the carrier, chemical manufacturer or other regulatory agencies who are
notified at the request of the Incident Commander shall be directed to the Emergency Operations
Center and assigned to the Fire Department Liaison. It shall be the responsibility of the Liaison to
gather and evaluate information relative to the incident and communicate this information to the
Incident Commander.
It will be the responsibility of the Incident Commander to manage the incident to the point of
eliminating the potential for loss of life and stabilizing the incident to the point of stopping any
further release of the hazardous material or impact to the environment. Under no circumstances
will Incident Command assume any responsibility for the mitigation or recovery efforts following
the incident. Clean up of the released material, decontamination of the effected area(s), and
recovery efforts will be completed under the jurisdiction of the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency. However, during this time the Fire Chief or his designee will remain in charge of the
scene and will maintain a Unified Command System until the incident has been demobilized.
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E. Continuity of Operations________________________________________________

The line of succession within the Fairfield Fire Department is as follows;
1.

Fire Chief

2.

Deputy Chief

3.

Fire Captain

4.

District Fire Captain

5.

Fire Lieutenant

The line of succession within the Fairfield Police Department is as follows;
1.

Police Chief

2.

Police Lieutenant

3.

Police Sergeant

4.

Senior Officer

H.

Plan Development and Maintenance__________________________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.
I.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES____________________________________

State Laws

1) Ohio Revised Code (ORC) Chapter 3750; Emergency Planning (as amended and as per the
rules adopted under it). This is Ohio’s version of the Federal EPCRA, and establishes the
framework for EHS planning and response in Ohio.
2) ORC Chapter 5915.18: Effects of SARA Title III on Emergency Management. This states
that the Emergency Services Director may serve on and Chair the LEPC; and must
incorporate the LEPC(s) plan into the county’s planning and preparedness activities.
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3) ORC Chapter 3745.13:
Recovery of Costs from Persons Causing Environmental
Emergencies. This defines how costs incurred by a District during a response can be
collected via the District’s EMA office from the spiller in conjunction with appropriate legal
counsel support.
4)

ORC Chapter 3737.90: Hazardous Materials Emergencies. This defines that the Fire Chief
will be responsible for primary coordination of on-scene activities of all agencies.

5)

ORC Chapter 2305.232: Civil Immunity for Persons Assisting in Cleanup of Hazardous
Material. This is Ohio’s “Good Samaritan” law and defines the steps necessary for receiving
civil immunity when providing assistance at a hazardous material release or cleanup.

6)

Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) 3750 et. Al. This defines and lists the rules adopted by
SERC under ORC Chapter 3750.

7)

Ohio Attorney General (OAC) Opinion, No. 91-014. This discusses the liability of SERC
and LEPC members when acting under ORC Chapter 3750.

Federal Laws
1)

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Title III: Emergency Planning
Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA) (Public Law 99-499). This sets the
framework for EHS planning in the United States.

2)

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA or Superfund) (Public Law 96-510). This provides Federal Funds for responses to
releases of Hazardous Substances and required notification to the National Response Center
(NRC) of accidental releases.

3)

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Standard 29 CFR 1910.120 (q):
Emergency Response. This section of the HAZWOPER Standard describes the training and
planning required of those who will take part in a response to a release of hazardous
materials.

4) Oil Spill Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) (Public Law 101-380). This defines that Facilities
with Hazardous Substances under the Clean Water Act must have a Facility plan for
accidental releases.
5) Clean Water Act of 1977 (CWA) (Public Law 95-217). This amends the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act regulating discharges of toxic pollutants into waterways.
6) Hazardous Materials Transportation Uniform Safety Act of 1990 (HMTUSA) (Public Law
101-615). This amends the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act of 1977 and establishes
uniform licensing of hazardous materials transporters. It also established a training grant
fund to supplement State training programs for LEPC(s) and Fire Departments.
7) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) (Public Law 94-580). This
provides for the safe treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes from cradle to grave, and
defines that underground storage tank owners are financially responsible for cleaning up
leaks.
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8) Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (TSCA) (Public Law 94-469). It defines the testing
and screening of chemicals produced/imported into the United States.

L.

AUTHENTICATION_________________________________________________

________________________________
Deputy Fire Chief

__________________
Date

________________________________
Fire Chief

__________________
Date
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #4
Emergency Operations Center

Primary
Departments

Fairfield Administration
Fairfield Police Department
Fairfield Fire Department
Fairfield Public Works
Fairfield Information Technology

Secondary

Fairfield Finance Department
Fairfield Public Utilities
Fairfield Development Services

Departments

Support
Agencies

A.

Butler County Emergency Management
Butler County Sheriff
American Red Cross
Cincinnati Salvation Army

Purpose__________________________________________________________________

This ESF describes when the activation of an Emergency Operations Center is recommended
and the levels at which it will function during an incident. It also defines the roles and
responsibilities of those departments who may be assigned to the Emergency Operations
Center and the basic parameters by which it will function.
B. Situations and Assumptions__________________________________________________
It is the policy of the City of Fairfield the activation of the Emergency Operations Center will be
based solely on the type and complexity of the incident and will respond appropriately to the
various levels of emergency as defined in the Basic Plan.
Levels of Emergencies:
Level 1 -

a routine emergency where the incident can be handled with no assistance from
outside agencies or routine mutual aid assistance. During a Level 1 emergency
activation of the Emergency Operations Center is not warranted.

Level 2 -

an emergency that may be complex in nature and requires assistance from outside
agencies beyond the scope of routine mutual aid assistance and/or one that requires
multiple operational periods to mitigate. During a Level 2 emergency a partial
activation of the Emergency Operations Center would be warranted.
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Level 3 -

an emergency that impacts multiple jurisdictions and/or is so complex in nature it
would require the assistance of county, state, and/or federal resources. It should be
anticipated the Butler County Emergency Operations Center would be activated
during this time.

Levels of Emergency Operations Center Activation:

Level 1 –

Level 1 activation is typically a monitoring and assessment phase where a specific
threat, severe weather, or unusual event or situation is anticipated. During Level 1
activation there is no staffing or physical activation of the EOC but the periodic
exchange of information between departments most likely to be involved in
responding to the incident.

Level 2 -

Level 2 activation will result in a formal activation of the Emergency Operations
Center in terms of making the facility functional. City Staff with an immediate role
in the incident will respond to the Emergency Operations Center with appropriate
support personnel. During Level 2 activation the Emergency Operations Center will
not be staffed on a 24 hour basis, but will be staffed at sufficient times to establish
objectives to be completed during specific operational periods and to brief and debrief personnel as objectives are being met.

Level 3 -

Level 3 activation is a full scale activation of the Emergency Operations Center on a
24 hour basis to address an incident that impacts multiple jurisdictions and/or is so
complex in nature it would require the assistance of county, state, and/or federal
resources. It should be anticipated the Butler County Emergency Operations Center
would be activated during this time.

For every emergency the response levels can shift from one level to another as the incident
escalates or de-escalates. EOC staffing should also change accordingly.

C. Concept of Operation_________________________________________________________
The City of Fairfield Emergency Operations Center shall be located on the Municipal Justice
Center located at 5230 Pleasant Avenue. In the event the primary location has become
inoperable alternate locations will be the Fairfield Fire Headquarters located at 375 Nilles
Road and/or the Fairfield Public Works located at 8870 North Gilmore Road.
The Emergency Operations Center may be activated by the Police Chief, Fire Chief, or City
Manager during a significant event. Any person assuming the responsibilities of these
positions during their absence shall have the authority to activate an Emergency Operations
Center based on the guidelines set forth in the Emergency Operations Plan.
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Should the activation of the Emergency Operations Center be warranted, the Information
Technology Division must be notified immediately. The Information Technology Division is
responsible to establish all communications equipment, computers, and peripheral
equipment necessary to support the various functions within the Emergency Operations
Center. It will be the responsibility of the Information Technology Director to specify and
establish means by which this department will be notified.
Personnel arriving at the Emergency Operations Center will assist the Information
Technology Division in establishing the EOC in the configuration outlined on the attached
diagram.
The primary purpose of the Emergency Operations Center is to assemble key decision
makers to centralize response and recovery decisions, plans, and operational activities in
order to maximize the response to an emergency incident. The Emergency Operations Center
will focus on strategies with tactical responsibilities remaining with the on scene Incident
Commander.
Staffing of the Emergency Operations Center will vary according to the response level and
the actual demands of the incident. Representation at the Emergency Operations Center will
vary as various departments assume functional responsibilities within the incident.
Operations within the Emergency Operations Center are based on the premise that each
department involved with the incident will bring sufficient support personnel to manage
their assigned responsibilities.
Primary personnel to be notified upon activation of the Emergency Operations Center are;
City Manager
Assistant City Manager
Police Chief
Fire Chief
Public Works Director
Secondary personnel to be notified based on need are;
Finance Director
Public Utilities Director
Development Services Director
Human Resources Director
Parks Director
Volunteer Coordinator
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F. Continuity of Operations_____________________________________________________
Upon activation of the Emergency Operations Center the Fire Chief will assume the
responsibilities of the EOC Manager and will facilitate the discussions and development of
plans to the extent possible. In the absence of the Fire Chief, the Police Chief will assume
these responsibilities unless otherwise specified by the City Manager or his designee.
During Level 2 activation it should be understood the Emergency Operations Center will
only be staffed during the initial hours of the incident and there after on an “as needed” basis
to brief and de-brief personnel on the status of the incident.
During Level 3 activation, departments shall prepare to assign personnel to the Emergency
Operations Center on 12.5 hour shifts. The half hour overlap will provide sufficient time to
de-brief personnel prior to being relieved.
G.

Plan Development and Maintenance__________________________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.
L.

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________________

___________________________________
Fairfield Police Chief
___________________________________
Fairfield Fire Chief

ESF #4 Emergency Operations Center
Fairrfield EOP

_______________
Date
_______________
Date

September 2008

Unified Command
Staff
Potentially one computer
per participant
Telephone communications

Administration

Police

telephone/computer

telephone/computer

Fire

Public Works
telephone/computer

telephone/computer

TBD
telephone/computer
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #5
Clergy Response Team
Primary Agency

Fairfield Fire Dept. Clergy Response Team

Support Agencies

Fairfield Fire Department
Fairfield Christian Fellowship

Related ESF’s

A.

Purpose____________________________________________________________

This ESF describes the duties and responsibilities of the Fairfield Fire Department Clergy
Response Team in providing special counseling and ministry to the victims of a disaster
and their families as well as employees of the City of Fairfield.

B.

Situations and Assumptions___________________________________________

The Fairfield Fire Department Clergy Response Team is comprised of local ministers
who volunteer to respond to emergency scenes to provide special counseling and ministry
during an event.
Due to the expanded role of the Fairfield Fire Department Clergy Team during a disaster
or complex event, it may be necessary to recruit additional resources through the Fairfield
Christian Leadership Group.

C. Emergency Response___________________________________________________
During such an event the policies and procedures of the Fairfield Fire Department and the
general orders of the Fairfield Police Department shall be followed. By reference, those
policies, procedures, and general orders shall be considered part of the City of Fairfield
Emergency Operations Plan.
D.

Concept of Operations________________________________________________

The Fire Department or Police Department will page these pastors to be present at serious
events as accidents, fires, or crimes involving death or trauma, ministering to the victims
and their families. They offer comfort, sometimes provide physical needs, and if
possible, spiritual needs.
In addition, they act as liaison between responding officials and the families.
ESF #5 – Chaplains
Fairfield Co. EOP
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While ministering to the victims and their families, they also have the opportunity to
minister to emergency responders that have responded to the incident.
The Fairfield Fire Department Clergy Response Team members are often used to counsel
emergency workers who may have adversely effected by an incident. It should be noted
that during a long term or complex incident members of the Clergy Response Team can
serve a valuable resource at the Emergency Operations Center monitoring the physical
and mental condition of those assigned there. It is likely that symptoms of fatigue and
stress will eventually be present in most people assigned the responsibility of managing
the incident. The clergy can be used to provide positive intervention during this time of
need.

E. Plan Development and Maintenance______________________________________
Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.

I.

AUTHENTICATION_______________________________________________

_________________________________

____________________

Fairfield Clergy

Date

_________________________________

_____________________

Fairfield Fire Chief

ESF #5 – Chaplains
Fairfield Co. EOP

Date
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #6

I.

Primary Agency

Fairfield Police Department

Support Agencies

Fairfield Fire Department
Fairfield Emergency Medical Services
Butler Co. Coroner’s Office
Butler Co. Red Cross

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #1
ESF #7
ESF #8
ESF #9
ESF #19
ESF #20

Fire & EMS
Evacuation
Communications - DISPATCH
EPI & Warning
Mass Care
Health & Medical

INTRODUCTION

This annex provides for the execution of assigned emergency tasks through the coordination of
various law enforcement agencies. Typical tasks include:
• Maintain law and order.
• Protect lives and property.
• Provide security for vital facilities and supplies.
• Provide traffic and crowd control.
• Provide security and limit access to controlled areas.
• Control disaster scene – Control ingress and egress for fire and EMS services.
• Prevent and investigate crimes against people and property.
• Assist with communications and warning.
• Assist other law enforcement agencies.
• Coordinate evacuation of residents.
• Coordinate security measures with the Volunteer Manager.
• Provide for movement in and out of disaster area.
II.

OVERVIEW

A.

The Fairfield Police Department is responsible for the enforcement of laws within the
City of Fairfield under the authority of the Charter and Ordinances of the City of Fairfield
and the Ohio Revised Code. The Chief of Police, or his designated representative, will
act as the senior law enforcement coordinator in the Fairfield Emergency Operations
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Center (EOC) for the duration of a given event, or as required for the completion of the
law enforcement mission.
B.

The Fairfield Fire Department is responsible for fire suppression, emergency medical
services, explosive devices, and hazardous materials incidents. As such the fire
department’s senior officer will be the Incident Commander (IC) with the police
department acting in a supporting role.

C.

In terrorist, hostage, and similar incidents, the police department’s senior officer will be
the Incident Commander with the fire department acting in a supporting role.

D.

The Fairfield Police Department is organized into three divisions, under the direction of
the Chief of Police.
1.
The Operations Division is responsible for basic police services and criminal
investigations.
2.
The Support Services Division is responsible for the 9-1-1 center, records, and the
holding facility.
3.
The Community Relations Division is responsible for community programs,
animal control, media relations, and the D.A.R.E. program and school resource
officers.

E.

The Line of Command/Succession of the Fairfield EOC Law Enforcement Coordinator
shall be the following:
1.
Chief of Police, or designee
2.
Operations Commander or designee
3.
Support Services Commander or designee
4.
Community Relations Division Commander or designee

F.

Whenever a “move-up” is necessary, the senior officer by rank will serve as the law
enforcement coordinator in the EOC, and the second senior officer by rank will serve as
the on-site commander.

G.

Staffing in the police department consists of 61 police officers, four full- and part-time
park rangers, and 26 full and part-time administrative employees.

H.

The Fairfield Police Department maintains a 24-hour operational capability.

I.

Assumptions:
1.

During emergencies, the police department will adjust and expand its operations
to meet increased demands, as traffic and crowd control, movement to shelter, and
evacuation, and to provide increased protection required by disaster conditions,
such as natural disasters, hazardous materials incidents, terrorism and nuclear
attack, and civil disturbances. County, state, and federal law enforcement
agencies and mutual aid responders may assist at the request of the police
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2.
3.
4.

department. Requests for mutual aid will be made through the Law Enforcement
Coordinator in the Fairfield EOC.
Emergency law enforcement will be an expansion of normal functions and
responsibilities.
All emergencies will be handled according to day-to-day operations as long as
possible.
Routine, non-emergency calls will be handled as time and resources permit.
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III.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The responsibility for ensuring public safety and other law enforcement activities rests with the
local government. The police department is responsible for the functions outlined in this ESF
thereby supporting the overall mission of the city in mitigating the incident at hand and returning
the city to a state of normal operations.
The police department participates in a countywide mutual aid plan, allowing for interactive
support and cooperation of law enforcement activities between jurisdictions.
A.

The Chief of Police has responsibility for the following groups and activities:
1.
Responsible for direction of law enforcement activities
2.
Coordinates activities of police divisions
3.
Approves requests from within the department for assistance from other
departments and agencies
4.
Orders implementation of departmental mobilization
5.
Coordinates media briefings with designated Public Information Officer (PIO)
6.
In cooperation with City Manager and Law Director, plans for legal
considerations associated with the incident at hand
7.
Instituting de-escalation procedures as conditions return to normal

B.

The Operations Division Commander
1.
Assumes command of the primary field command post
2.
Responsible for on-scene operations for law enforcement
3.
Assigns operations personnel as needed to control any situation
4.
Coordinates police field operations with other departments and agencies
5.
Surveys the area, implementing measures to confine the inner areas
6.
Establishes and secures the outer perimeter and deploys personnel for crowd and
traffic control
7.
Keeps the emergency operations center (EOC) and staff advised of field
operations progress and conditions
8.
Requests assistance from other law enforcement agencies through the EOC
9.
Coordinates with Fairfield Fire Department and other agencies in the field
10.
Maintains written operational plan and other documentation as needed

C.

The Support Services Division
1.
Initiates Justice Center security measures and assumes command of the police
facility
2.
Provides administrative and operational assistance to the EOC
3.
Provides for replenishment of supplies and equipment
4.
Secures transportation needs of personnel
5.
Supervises the communications function; ensures communiqués are transmitted,
records maintained, and tasks are completed

D.

Community Relations Division
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1.
2.
IV.

Maintains liaison with the media; provides for press briefings as requires
Serves as an adjutant to fill needs of staff as they arise

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

In an emergency response that requires activation of the plan, law enforcement resources will be
mobilized and an Incident Command system will used.
A.

Mobilization
1.
On-duty police officers and staff are notified of emergencies by the Fairfield
police dispatcher.
2.
The police department is responsible for deploying its own personnel and
resources, using its own call-in list.
3.
Off-duty police officers and staff are notified by telephone and/or text messages
by the communications center.
4.
Depending on the severity of the disaster, mutual aid agreements with local law
enforcement agencies, and those in surrounding counties, may be utilized.

B.

Incident Command System (ICS)

The operational structure of the Police Department may be modified during emergency
operations by using the Incident Command System (ICS). When necessary, a field command
post may be activated and staffed. It may be necessary for the command structure to incorporate
into a Unified Command System (UCS) with other response agencies, such as fire, medical, and
transportation, using resources outside the county including state and federal personnel. Any
established field command posts will relay information, either by phone, radio or messenger,
with their department representative in the city EOC when activated. When the ICS is activated,
all requests for additional resources will be through the ICS in a structured manner.
Field communications posts may be established whenever the emergency requires the response
of multiple public units and coordination of police activities in the field.
C.

Reporting Information
1.
Information concerning damage assessment, evacuation status, casualties, etc.,
will be forwarded to the Incident Commander (IC).
2.
If the EOC is activated, this information will be forwarded to appropriate agencies
and/or organizations, and the PIO.
3.
Inquiries concerning injured or missing individuals and casualties will be handled
by the Butler County Red Cross.
4.
Records will be maintained, including non-budgeted cost of operations.
5.
Essential police records will be secured and protected. These include all records
essential to the continuation of government and law enforcement functions.

D.

Evacuation
1.
The police department will secure evacuation routes, and provide traffic control of
evacuees.
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2.
E.

See ESF-19, Mass Care, and ESF-7, Evacuation, for evacuation procedures.

Prisoners

In the event of a natural disaster or civil emergency, prisoners in custody will be immediately
transported to the county jail or summoned and released from custody as appropriate.
F.

Traffic Control

Traffic control is a major problem in any emergency, but escalates in major disasters. Relatives
and friends of victims and the curious will converge on the area and may hinder response efforts.
1.
Major traffic will be rerouted around the emergency area to maintain a continuous
flow of traffic, if possible.
2.
When evacuation routes are determined, access roads will be barricaded. Traffic
control points will be established along these routes to assist evacuees and to
maintain a continuous flow of traffic toward reception centers and/or shelters.
G.

Security Considerations
1.
Security will be provided by police officers at reception centers, shelters, and
feeding facilities, as resources permit. Mutual aid forces will be assigned to this
function.
2.
Security will be provided by the police department at the EOC, including any
press facilities. If personnel are available, security will also be provided at other
key facilities, as needed.
3.
The disaster area will be secured by establishing inner and outer perimeters and
setting up road blocks and barricades at selected locations. Road blocks on major
roads will be manned continuously.
4.
Access to the disaster area will be limited and controlled. Emergency response
and other authorized personnel will be required to show identification or travel in
a recognized official emergency vehicle, before being admitted to the area.
5.
Others will be admitted only with approval of the Incident Commander, or other
person in authority.
6.
Police officers will patrol the evacuated area to protect against looting.
Unauthorized persons found in the area will be placed under arrest, when
appropriate.
7.
Major businesses and industries within the evacuated area should also consider
the use of private security agencies to guard against looting. Such persons must
be certified and wear special identification and for this disaster response.

H.

Warning

The police department will assist the EOC in communication and warning activities, including
the dispatch of mobile warning units.
See ESF-9, Emergency Public Information and Warning.
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V.

POLICE DEPARTMENT RESPONSE PLAN

The following actions should be taken by officers responding to an unusual occurrence, until
relieved by a supervisor, member of the command staff, or other city official. Personnel may
remain committed, as needed, with resources and equipment, including during the postoccurrence, or aftermath, phase.
Incident commanders will make appropriate adjustments in response as the incident de-escalates.
This may include shift rotation in order to provide personnel with adequate rest.
If the unusual occurrence is within the City of Fairfield, the following steps should be taken:
A.

The first officer(s) on the scene will:
1.
Confirm the incident and determine severity in terms of personal injuries,
property damage, and potential for escalation; notify the shift supervisor.
2
Call for appropriate assistance, such as fire suppression, rescue, emergency
medical service, and additional police or other assistance, as needed.
3.
Take immediate necessary to insure adequate access to the scene by fire, rescue,
and EMS personnel.

B.

The shift supervisor will:
1.
Assume interim command of the incident, until relieved by a member of the
command staff. By law, the Fire Chief is responsible for overall management of
the incident in the event of a fire or hazmat situation. The shift supervisor will
identify him/herself as the Incident Commander, identify a suitable location for an
on-scene command post, and remain in that location to the extent safely possible.
2.
Supervise the immediate police response and coordinate efforts with the ranking
fire officer at the scene. Specifically, the supervisor should review, and/or or
implement, a plan to manage the ingress and egress of emergency equipment, and
should take the steps necessary to establish traffic control points to eliminate nonessential traffic.
3.
Gather information and prepare to brief the chief of police, members of the
command staff, or city officials, upon their arrival.

C.

Communications center personnel will:
1.
Maintain radio operations for field units.
2.
Notify the chief of police and operations division commander
3.
As directed by a supervisor, notify off-duty personnel and have them respond to
designated locations, which will be determined by the supervisor on the scene,
given the nature of the circumstances.

D.

The Chief of Police and/or Operations Division Commander will:
1.
Respond to the incident scene or EOC and assume overall command until
circumstances or plan implementation dictate that command be relinquished to
other officials.
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2.
3.

VI.

Determine to what extent the area disaster plan will be invoked, and what other
official notifications will be made.
Request additional resources, as the circumstances require.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT and MAINTENANCE
Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.

VII.

AUTHENTICATION

____________________________
Operations Commander

_________________
Date

____________________________
Chief of Police

_________________
Date
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Appendix A
NATURAL DISASTER /CIVIL DISTURBANCE PLAN
This plan serves as a basic reference and as an adjunct to the Butler County Emergency
Management Agency (EMA) and City of Fairfield Emergency Operations Plans. These plans
should be consulted during an incident that is beyond the control of the police department.
A.

Communications
Communications will be conducted in accordance with normal operating procedures. If
additional resources are needed, refer to appropriate sections of the Emergency
Operations Plans.

B.

Situation Maps
Maps of the city are available via regular supplies maintained in the police department.

C.

Field Command Posts
The incident supervisor will select a location for the on-site command post based upon
proximity to the scene, availability of communication lines, and isolation from
participants. The Fairfield Fire Department maintains a vehicle that can be used as a
mobile command post.

D.

Command Precedence
If the incident takes place within the city, the following steps should be taken:
1.

The first officer(s) on the scene will:
a.
Confirm the incident and determine the severity in terms of personal
injuries, property damage, and potential for escalation.
b.
Call for appropriate assistance, such as fire suppression, rescue, EMS, and
additional police or other assistance, as needed.
c.
Plan and implement actions necessary to insure adequate access to the
scene by fire, rescue, and EMS personnel.

2.

The on-duty supervisor will:
a.
Assume interim command of the incident until relieved by a superior
officer or official. By law the Fire Chief is responsible for overall
management of the incident in the event of a fire or haz-mat situation.
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b.

c.

d.

E.

Supervise the immediate police response and coordinate efforts with the
ranking fire officers at the scene. Specifically, the supervisor should
review, and/or implement, a plan to manage the ingress and egress of
emergency equipment, and should take the steps necessary to establish
traffic control points to eliminate non-essential traffic.
Determine whether the Communications Center can remain operational in
its usual location and, if necessary, detail personnel to an alternate site
until communications personnel can be moved.
Gather information and prepare to brief the Chief of Police, or his
designee, on arrival.

3.

Communications personnel will:
a.
Maintain radio operations for field units.
b.
Notify the Chief of Police and the Command Staff.
c.
As directed by the supervisor, notify off-duty personnel and have them
respond to designated locations, which will be determined by the incident
supervisor, or the Chief of Police.
d.
If instructed to do so by the Chief of Police, move communications
operations to an alternate location.

4.

The Chief of Police will:
a.
Respond to the incident command post or the scene of the incident, and
assume overall command, until circumstances or plan implementation
dictate that command be relinquished to other officials.
b.
Determine to what extent the area disaster plan will be invoked, and what
other official notifications will be made.

Casualty Information
The release of information involving deaths is the responsibility of the Butler County
Coroner. Casualty information will be kept at the command post. Names, locations, and
extent of injuries will be recorded. In order to more fully assess the severity of the
emergency, a coordinated effort will take place among the responding agencies.

F.

Public Information and Media Relations
The Public Information Officer will establish an area for the media, and will coordinate
the release of information and the scheduling of interviews.

G.

Mutual Aid
The request for and use of personnel from other law enforcement agencies is governed by
the Mutual Aid Agreement contained in General Order 2.

H.

Military Support
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The Mayor will make any request for support from the Ohio National Guard after
consultation with the Chief of Police and the City Manager.
I.

Legal Considerations
Law enforcement personnel have the legal responsibility to preserve the peace, protect
persons and property, and obey and enforce laws and ordinances. Several sections of the
Ohio Revised Code (ORC) provide for riot control. They are: 715.49, 737.11, and
3761.16.

J.

Public Facility Security
As staffing levels permit, patrols of public facilities should be conducted to discourage
looting and offer a measure of protection from damage.

K.

Traffic Control
A supervisor will be assigned the responsibility of establishing inner and outer
perimeters, traffic routes, emergency vehicle ingress and egress, and a staging area. Law
enforcement personnel responding to a mutual aid request should be used for fixed traffic
control points. Fairfield police officers should be used for security and patrols within the
city. Traffic should be routed to bypass the incident area.

L.

Equipment Requirements
In the event of a civil disturbance, responding officers will bring their issued riot helmet
and gas mask. Riot shields will be distributed from the armory.

M.

De-escalation Procedures
The duration of the incident will determine the length of certain restrictions. Civilian
access to the area may be necessary on a limited basis after the incident. The media may
be asked to make announcements regarding requests from the incident commander.

N.

Rumor Control
In any critical event, rumors can have a seriously debilitating effect on the community
and efforts to restore order. The Public Information Officer will relate information in an
accurate manner, with particular emphasis on the line of questioning by the media.
Candor and accuracy will do much to maintain the confidence of the community in
bringing normalcy to the crisis. Press conferences, telephone information banks, and
television and radio announcements can prove helpful in minimizing rumors. The Public
Information Officer will be assigned to the City Emergency Operating Center, if
activated.

O.

Post-Occurrence Duties
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Post-occurrence duties will include the following:
1.
Re-supply of expended materials
2.
Repair of damaged equipment
3.
Replacement of lost or missing equipment
4.
Completion of necessary reports
5.
Resumption of normal policing activities in all areas
6.
Appropriate correspondence to assisting agencies
7.
Critique
P.

After-Action Reports
After the review of reports concerning the incident, an after-action report should be
prepared for training, historical, and public information purposes.
Items for inclusion in the after action report include:
1.
Location of disturbance/disaster.
2.
Estimate size of crowd(s)/areas(s) affected.
3.
Reason(s) for disturbance and the principle antagonists.
4.
Cause for the disaster - natural or man-made.
5.
Casualty statistics.
6.
Arrest statistics and dispositions if known.
7.
Recommendations
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Appendix B
Mass Arrest Plan
This plan serves as a basic reference and adjunct to the Emergency Operations Plan. This plan
should be implemented after the Mutual Aid Plan has been activated, and should be used when
dealing with a large number of arrestees or detainees.
A.

Arrest and Processing
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B.

Arrest teams should be formed consisting of one Fairfield officer and an officer
from a responding agency. The Fairfield officer is the team leader, and should
brief the assisting officer of the details of this plan. It is important to relieve the
arrest officer(s) of the arrestee as soon as possible. Persons arrested will be taken
from the scene to a pre-established holding area for initial processing and
transportation to jail.
Arrestees will be advised of their rights and will be searched for weapons or
contraband. They will be handcuffed with flexcuffs. Any weapons or contraband
found will be retained by the arrest team, marked and tagged in accordance with
evidence procedures, and deposited with an officer designated to receive evidence
at the booking site.
A photograph will be taken of the arrestee, which will include a placard listing the
arrestee's social security number, date and time of arrest, and arresting officer’s
name or unit number. A Record of Arrest will be completed with sufficient detail
to establish probable cause for the arrest. A full report will be completed at a later
time, as circumstances allow.
Arrestees will be transported to the detention site, where a determination will be
made with regard to releasing the person on a summons, or placing them in the
Butler County Jail.
Juvenile offenders will be segregated from adults. Whenever possible, juvenile
offenders will be processed and released to a parent or other custodian, rather than
incarcerated.

Transportation
Transportation of arrestees may be done with police department vehicles, vehicles from
responding agencies, and/or by contacting the Fairfield City School District for buses.

C.

Detention
The incident commander will designate a detention area, such as a school gymnasium, as
a temporary holding facility, to be used until arrestees are either released or taken to jail.
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D.

Evidence Collection
1.

2.
E.

Security
1.

2.

F.

The incident commander will assign an evidence technician to receive all
evidence at a designated location. The evidence technician will ensure that proper
procedures are followed.
Evidence collection and processing shall be in accordance with General Order 83.

Should the nature and size of the incident require assistance from other law
enforcement agencies, those officers will be assigned first to provide security at
the holding area, and to the transportation of prisoners to jail.
Fairfield police officers will be assigned to the incident site for direct enforcement
duties, and transportation of arrestee’s to the holding area.

Identification
Due to the fact that there may be a large number of arrestees, officers may liberally apply
the procedures for identification if an arrestee will be released on a summons. More
stringent requirements will be used for arrestees who have committed serious offenses.
This can likely be handled at the jail.

G.

Interagency Agreements
Refer to the Mutual Aid Plan in General Order 2.

H.

Visits by Defense Council
Defense counsel visits will not be permitted, except with permission of the holding area
supervisor, and then only if there is no impact on the immediate law enforcement
operation. Attorneys desiring visitation will be referred to the jail for visitation under
normal security conditions.

I.

Court and Prosecutorial Liaison
The incident commander should notify the Fairfield Municipal Court, Law Director, or
City Prosecutor as soon as possible if judicial services will be required.

J.

Food, Water, and Sanitation
The detention area must have adequate water and sanitation facilities. During prolonged
incidents, arrangements should be made to supply food and water to arrestees.

K.

Medical Treatment
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Arrestees who are sick or injured will be treated by on-scene medical personnel or
transported to the nearest hospital. Medical treatment should not be delayed for any
administrative procedure related to enforcement activities. In the event it is necessary that
treatment be made at a hospital, the detention area supervisor should release the person
from custody except in case of serious criminal offenses.
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Appendix C
Mobilization Plan
If the incident takes place in the City of Fairfield, the following steps should be taken. Some
areas are the same as contained in the Natural Disaster/Civil Disturbance Plan (Appendix A), and
are noted as such.
A.

Communications
1.

Mobilization of Forces
a.
b.

2.

B.

Police radio communications will be conducted on the main police frequency.
Cellular telephones may be used for secure communications.

Alert Stages
1.
2.
3.

C.

In the event of an unforeseen disaster or event, personnel will be recalled
by telephone, or by Code Red notification system.
Personnel will report to the location required in the most expedient
manner possible.

Stage 1 - All current on-duty personnel to a specific location.
Stage 2 - Off-duty personnel on the next due shift are requested.
Stage 3 - All off-duty personnel are requested.

Primary and Alternate Assembly Areas
The supervisor requesting the mobilization should determine a staging area where
officers should report for duty:
Suggested staging areas are:
Fairfield Justice Center
Fairfield Department of Public Works building
Groh Lane - old Public Works building
Woodridge Plaza Shopping Center

D.

Equipment Distribution
Personnel should report for duty with assigned equipment. If additional equipment is
required, the supervisor should arrange for acquisition, distribution, and accountability,
through the command post.
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E.

Special Task Force Activation
1.

2.

F.

Additional law enforcement resources may be activated after a particular need and
purpose is identified, and support beyond local resources is required. Additional
staffing may be requested through the Mutual Aid Agreement.
Activation of search and rescue tasks forces is within the purview of the fire
department.

Key Personnel Designation
1.

In unusual occurrences, an Incident Command system will be used.
a.

b.
c.

2.

G.

The Chief of Police, Operations Division Commander, or shift supervisor,
will assume responsibility as Incident Commander. In their absence, other
Division Lieutenants will undertake responsibility, by seniority.
Line supervisors will be assigned as team leaders to manage specific tasks,
such as inner and outer perimeters, and traffic control, logistics, etc.
If the City Emergency Operations Center plan is activated, the Chief of
Police will report to the Emergency Operations Center, the Operations
Commander will be in charge at the incident, and the Support Services
Commander will assume responsibility for Justice Center operations.

The line of succession for responsibilities is the Chief of Police, Operations
Division Commander, Support Services Commander, Community Relations
Commander and sergeants by seniority.

Coordination with Emergency Management Personnel
If the Fairfield Emergency Operations Plan is activated, coordination with Butler County
Emergency Management Agency will be via the Incident Command through the city
Emergency Operations Center.

H.

Transportation Requirements
Fairfield personnel will use police department vehicles. Responding agencies will be
requested to supply their own vehicles, as available. Additional transportation necessities
can be requisitioned through the Emergency Operations Center.

I.

Management Control Measures
The Chief of Police is responsible for the overall mobilization of police department
resources. The need for mobilization will be determined by situation at hand, as
determined by the on-scene supervisor, in consultation with the Incident Commander.
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #7
EVACUATION

A.

Primary Agencies

Fairfield Police Department

Support Agencies

Butler County Sheriff
Butler County Emergency Management
Cincinnati Red Cross

Related ESF’s

ESF #18
ESF #9
ESF #6

Mass Care
EPI & Warning
Police Department

Purpose__________________________________________________________________

This ESF describes the duties and responsibilities of the various agencies in the event an
evacuation is deemed necessary to reduce the potential for injury or loss of life. The
probability of initiating a total evacuation of the City of Fairfield is considered highly
unlikely and is reflected in this document.
Due to the presence of certain hazards in the City of Fairfield and the potential for a natural
disaster to occur it is likely that specific areas within the City may be subject to an
evacuation order to protect individuals from life threatening situations.
B. Situations and Assumptions__________________________________________________
It is the policy of the City of Fairfield that an evacuation may be ordered by the following,
depending upon the circumstances;
1.
2.
3.
4.

City Manager
Police Chief
Fire Chief
Senior Law Enforcement, Fire Officer, or other appropriate city official at the scene of an
emergency incident.

During a natural disaster such as a tornado the area to be evacuated is often clearly defined by the
damage left behind. The purpose for initiating an evacuation is to reduce the potential for injury
or loss of life from individuals attempting to search for victims, recover personal property, or
provide security for their property. The search and rescue of the injured and the recovery of
victims should be assigned to trained emergency response personnel. Civilian participation in
such activities is strongly discouraged.
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Situations involving flooding, potential release of a hazardous substance, or an act of violence
that may endanger those in the immediate area are much harder to define in terms of the area that
may be impacted by the event. Since evacuations are time consuming and often not totally
effective, consideration should also be given to sheltering in place as opposed to exposing
individuals to a greater threat while attempting to leave the area. If an incident can be stabilized
in less time then it would take to evacuate an area and if it is determined individuals can safety
remain inside a structure then sheltering in place must be a consideration.
Should it be determined that an evacuation is deemed necessary those ordering the evacuation are
encouraged to define an area well outside of the predicted threat as not to be faced with the need
to initiate a second evacuation order. Secondary evacuations are often times faced with a
compressed time frame and a greater threat than was originally present during the first
evacuation.
Should a shelter in place or evacuation order be issued the use of the Code Red System is
recommended. The ability to deliver the information to a large number of people in a limited
time frame is invaluable. The ability to determine who received the information eliminates the
need to initiate a door to door notification which is time consuming and heavily dependent on
personnel. Emergency personnel should only be sent to those locations where is it clearly
indicated the information was not received by the occupant.
Evacuation orders will be initiated based on the premise that individuals have the ability to
provide their own transportation and will leave the area without requiring assistance. However, it
is recommended the Code Red message contain instructions for the elderly, handicapped, or
disabled how and where to call to advise emergency personnel of their need for assistance.
C. Emergency Response_________________________________________________________
During such an event the policies and procedures of the Fairfield Fire Department, the
general orders of the Fairfield Police Department shall be followed. By reference, those
policies, procedures, and general orders shall be considered part of the City of Fairfield
Emergency Operations Plan.
D. Concept of Operations_____________________________________________________
The department having primary responsibility to manage an evacuation will be the Fairfield
Police Department. The Fairfield Police Department will coordinate and support the request
from the Incident Commander to evacuate areas deemed unsafe or considered potentially
hazardous. Under no circumstances shall emergency personnel be placed in environments
considered immediately dangerous to life and health in the process of initiating an
evacuation or disseminating information.
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Should the Code Red System be utilized the message should be clear, concise and contain
specific information as to the hazard and the potential risk involved. The message should
also direct citizens where to report and the safest route of travel.
Should an evacuation be initiated designation of a community collection point should be
considered. In designating a community collection point it is recommended that a city owned
facility be used to assure access to the facility. Residents being ordered to leave their homes
should be directed to respond to a predetermined location for the purpose of gathering
specific information such as the names of family members, the address of their primary
residence, contact number(s), and where they anticipate temporarily relocating to. It should
be anticipated that most residents will not require temporary housing due to the availability
of friends or family members living outside of the affected area. It should be anticipated that
approximately 20% of those displaced will require some form of housing assistance.
A community collection point shall not be considered a location for the purpose of
providing temporary staging for individuals being evacuated from their primary residence.
Should temporary housing or shelter facilities be required a request for assistance shall be
directed to the American Red Cross with specific instructions to send a response team to the
designated community collection point. Temporary housing and/or the activation of a shelter
facility will remain the responsibility of the American Red Cross who has trained personnel
to manage such operations.
Special Occupancy Considerations:
Health Care Facilities Evacuation areas containing health care facilities will require extensive planning and
coordination if it has been determined unsafe to shelter in place. Since the process will take
hours to complete, evacuation of such a facility should be done only if the structure has been
determined unsafe to occupy or if the incident will extend into several hours, days, or weeks.
Should it be determined an evacuation is necessary a separate Division under the Incident
Command System shall be established at each facility. A precise plan must be developed in
cooperation with the health care facility that include pre-notification of area hospitals
through activation of the Hospital Disaster Network, patient triage, staging of sufficient ALS
and BLS emergency medical units, and tracking of patients being relocated. It should be
expected that non-critical patients may be relocated to hospitals well outside of the City of
Fairfield and as far reaching as Dearborn County, Indiana, Kenton County, Kentucky, and
Montgomery County, Ohio. As patients are transported greater distances the “turn around”
time will be adversely affected resulting in a critical slow down in patient transports
resulting in the need to request additional transport units to expedite the process.
Although most health care facilities have evacuation plans in place, historically they address
only relocating patients immediately outside the facility for a brief period of time. It should
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also be anticipated those locations designated in the plan as a evacuation point have never
been informed of their designation or agree to such use of their facility.
Activation of the Hospital Disaster Network can be initiated through the Hamilton County
Communications Center @ 513-825-2280.
Manufacturing and Processing Facilities –
Manufacturing and processing facilities routinely do not represent a large number of
employees to be relocated and transportation should not be an issue. However, depending
on the type of occupancy, consideration must be given to the time needed to discontinue
production, the need to secure the facility against theft, vandalism, or loss of materials that
may be potentially hazardous if accidentally released to the atmosphere. Once evacuated
occupancies of this type may require additional security details assigned to them.
Day Care and Educational Facilities –
Day Care and Educational facilities represent a significant challenge due to the need to
relocate a large number of people most of which will be dependent on transportation.
Although the number of children in a day care will be considerably less then an educational
facility, day cares often have a limited number of infants less than one year of age that will
require accessory items such as infant car seats to safely transport them. Most, but not all
day cares will have some form of transportation such as a small van, but they will not have
sufficient transportation to move all of their students at one time. The need for assistance
should be anticipated by the Incident Commander.
Educational facilities will have several hundred students most of which were transported by
bus or private automobile to the school. Although the relocation of the students is best
handled by the school authorities, determining how long it would take to totally evacuate a
school will be dependent on the time necessary to mobilize the bus fleet. There is a
perception that school transportation is a viable resource to support such operations.
However, if the evacuation is initiated outside the normal period that buses are staffed prior
to and after school, it must be considered that staffing the buses with qualified drivers may
take a considerable amount of time. Again, the use of sheltering in place must be considered
as an option if the event can be stabilized or the hazard removed in less time.
Evacuations of day care and educational facilities will present a considerable demand on the
incident in terms of the dissemination of information. Obviously concerned parents may try
to enter the evacuation area or clog the dispatch centers with phone calls seeking
information as to the welfare of their children. It is recommended that an emergency press
release be issued jointly by the schools and the EOC notifying parents of the evacuation and
where students may be retrieved. It is imperative to inform parents that all students are safe
and this is a precautionary measure only.
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Should the decision be made to shelter in place it should be anticipated that parents may
arrive at the school demanding to retrieve their children. The responsibility to control
ingress and egress of parents and concerned citizens arriving at the school will remain with
the police department.
Should an evacuation be ordered a location must be designated where students will be taken
and staged awaiting the arrival of their parents or guardian. It is recommended that another
school outside of the effected area or outside of the City of Fairfield be used for this
purpose. Facilities of this type provide a sufficient area for the ingress and egress of buses as
well as facilities to temporarily house students who are awaiting the arrival of their parent or
guardian. Retrieval of the relocated students may take several hours due to a variety of
reasons impacting the parents of the students.
The management of the evacuation process and the activities at the staging areas shall be the
responsibility of the local school officials.

E. Management of Evacuated Areas____________________________________________
Upon evacuating an area security must be addressed by the Incident Commander. The perimeter
must be secured in an effort to reduce the potential for reentry and possible looting of the vacated
structures.
During recovery efforts utility company personnel, city workers, police and fire personnel
entering and leaving the effected area must be monitored and recorded. It is recommended that an
accountability system be established documenting information such as the date, time of entry,
location where work is being performed, names of personnel, and the time individuals left the
area are maintained.
Management of the return of Evacuees will be the responsibility of the Fairfield Police
Department once the area has been designated safe by the Incident Commander. It is imperative
that the identity of the evacuee be validated as well as the location of their residence or place of
business. Individuals entering an area must display some form of identification that verifies they
have been cleared by the police department to be in the area. All forms of identification worn for
this purpose must be retrieved from the evacuee upon leaving the area.
F. Continuity of Operations_____________________________________________________
The line of succession within the Fairfield Police Department is as follows;
1.

Police Chief

2.

Police Lieutenant

3.

Police Sergeant

4.

Senior Officer
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The line of succession within the Fairfield Fire Department is as follows;
1.

Fire Chief

2.

Deputy Chief

3.

Fire Captain

4.

District Fire Captain

5.

Fire Lieutenant

G.

Plan Development and Maintenance__________________________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.
L.

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________________

___________________________________
Fairfield Police Chief
___________________________________
Fairfield Fire Chief
___________________________________
City Manager
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_______________
Date
_______________
Date
_______________
Date
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION 8
FAIRFIELD COMMUNICATIONS CENTER & NOTIFICATION

A.

Primary Agency

Fairfield Police Department

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #2
ESF #7

Search & Rescue
Evacuation

PURPOSE

This Emergency Support Function (ESF) describes the process for the dissemination of
warning information to emergency responders and citizens in the city in the event of an
emergency.
B.

SITUATION
1.

Receiving Warnings
Warnings are received into the city from various sources.
a.

National Warning System (NAWAS)
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has the
responsibility for warning the nation of natural and manmade disasters,
including terrorism. NAWAS provides for rapid warning dissemination
of all hazards, including terrorism. FEMA would utilize NAWAS to
declare and disseminate warnings to states, and to political
subdivisions by special arrangements directly to political subdivisions
(counties) and to assist state and local governments in warning the
people.
NAWAS is a FEMA-dedicated nationwide party-line telephone warning
system that operates continuously. Two National Warning Centers are
manned by Attack Warning Officers. Dedicated telephone circuits
connect the National Warning Centers to FEMA headquarters, ten
FEMA regional offices, 346 other federal agencies and military
installations in the continental United States, and more than 2,300 city
and county warning points.
Upon determination by appropriate national authorities at the North
American Air Defense Command (NORAD) that an actual attack
against this country has been detected, the attack-warning message will
be disseminated over the National Warning System (NAWAS).
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The Ohio State Patrol (OSP) operates the Ohio portion of the NAWAS.
The Ohio Primary Warning Point is located the Ohio State Highway
Patrol Headquarters, in Columbus, Ohio. The State Alternate Warning
Point is located in the State of Ohio Emergency Operations Center in
Columbus, Ohio.
Upon receipt of a NAWAS warning, the OSP will notify the county
Emergency Management Agency through the Ohio State Highway
Patrol. In addition to this notification, all warnings will be sent over
the Law Enforcement Automated Data System (LEADS) to law
enforcement agencies in the warning area.
The local Warning Point is located at the OSP Post 9.
The Fairfield Communications Center will receive warnings regarding
severe weather, technological hazards, dam failures, widespread fires
and other emergencies affecting the county.

2.

3.

b.

Upon receipt of attack or warning, those currently monitoring the
warning point will alert the public by activation of the tornado warning
sirens which can also be used for civil defense.

c.

Upon receipt of a NAWAS warning, the OSP will notify the Fairfield
Communications Center over the LEADS system. In addition, weather
warnings may be received via regular media, telephone, or warning
receiver.

Weather Warning Centers
a.

Weather Warning Centers are located at the National Weather offices in
Columbus, Cleveland, Toledo, Wilmington, Mansfield, Youngstown,
Akron/Canton and Vandalia. Wilmington is the Weather Warning
Center for Fairfield, which maintains continuous 24-hour coverage to
activate the outdoor siren warning system for warnings of tornadoes
and severe thunderstorms. The National Weather Service (NWS) of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) is the government agency responsible for the
declaration and dissemination of “Severe Weather Watches and
Warnings.” The local NOAA Weather Radio Station in Wilmington,
Ohio provides continuous round-the-clock broadcasts of the latest
weather information on 162.55 MHZ.

b.

An agreement between FEMA and NOAA provides for the utilization
of NAWAS by the Weather Service offices for the dissemination of
severe weather watches and warnings.

Disseminating Warnings
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C.

a.

When an attack or warning is received, the communications center
personnel will activate the city’s warning sirens.

b.

Following activation of the sirens, communications center personnel
will make senior staff notifications pursuant to section C.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
1.

Fairfield Communications Center will use a “Citywide Notification” to alert
the Point of Contact (POC) for each city department, and will serve as
communications liaison throughout disaster response and recovery. It is
assumed that this POC will remain consistent throughout the disaster. If there
is a change in the POC for any department, Fairfield Communications Center
and all other departments should be informed as soon as possible.

2.

Police and fire are usually the first to respond a flood site, and will
immediately radio Fairfield Communications Center with instructions to alert
appropriate departments using the appropriate procedure. Depending on
initial Incident Command instructions, Fairfield Communications Center will
respond tasked by implementing the callout list (see below). Throughout the
incident, Fairfield Communications Center will provide communications
support to all city responders.

3.

Fairfield Communications Center will use the Incident Command System
(ICS) once implemented. The Incident Commander (IC) is in charge of
assigning Fairfield Communications Center response. Fairfield
Communications Center will take no action until instructed to do so by IC.

4.

Fairfield Communications Center will also receive calls from residents. As
these occur, Fairfield Communications Center will:

5.

a.

Log calls into computer. Include specific addresses. No specific
address needed to deploy appropriate city department

b.

Eight or more resident calls will serve to identify a particular area of
concern. Alert IC of these calls, and wait for instructions to place in
pending, proceed as normal, or prioritize

c.

A significant number of calls received from a particular area could
trigger the need for implementing the Code Red system. This action is
an Incident Command decision.

Communications between Responders
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6.

a.

All communications to the Fairfield Communications Center should be
via radio. Communications to the EOC should be via cellular
telephone, except those operating entities with assigned radios.

b.

Communications between responding departments will be on their
regular assigned radio channels.

Alerting Key Officials
a.

Notifications are initially made by using the email address “Citywide
Notification,” in the “Contacts” file of Microsoft Outlook. If the
appropriate staff member does not respond to that notification,
continual efforts to locate the official by other means must be made.

b.

The Fairfield Communications Center notifies by email and page, in
the following order:
Fire Chief
Police Chief
City Manager
Assistant City Manager
Public Works Director
Public Utilities Director
Mayor
Other city departments, as needed.

c.

City Manager notifies, or directs notification of, by telephone, group
page or fax, notifies:
City Council
EOC Staff
Cincinnati Red Cross
Butler County Sheriff’s Office
Butler County Health Commissioner
Finance Department
Other Departments
Salvation Army
The Fairfield Public Information Officer (PIO)

d.

The Public Information Officer (PIO) notifies:
EAS radio stations serving the city.
TV and print media serving the city.

e.

Butler County
The Butler County Sheriff’s Office Communications Center notifies:
Butler County EMA director
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D.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

When a tornado warning is received from a credible source, Fairfield Communications
Center has the authority to activate city sirens without further authorization. See Operating
Procedure 9.
Until an Incident Command is established, all day-to-day activities will be conducted in
accordance with standard operating procedures.
E.

ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS
1.

Notification Administration
The Fairfield Communications Center under the direction of the Chief of
Police is responsible for initial notification of emergencies for the training and
maintenance of systems required to accomplish this task.

H.

a.

The city’s siren system is tested monthly. The purpose is to insure
proper maintenance and operability, and to acquaint personnel with the
proper activation of the system, and to acquaint the general population
with the signals, sounds, and meanings.

b.

The Justice Center communications equipment has an emergency
generator to sustain operations in the event of a power failure. The
generator self tests weekly and is physically tested monthly.

CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS

Line of Succession – Communications Center
Communications Supervisor
Commander, Support Services Division
Chief of Police
City Manager
I.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.
J.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES

National Weather Service online at www.nws.noaa.gov
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L.

AUTHENTICATION

____________________________
Support Services Commander

_________________
Date

____________________________
Chief of Police

_________________
Date
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION 9

Early Warning and Dissemination of Information
Primary Agency
Related EOP Annexes

Emergency Manager
Dispatch
ESF #2
Search & Rescue
ESF #7
Evacuation
ESF #16

A.

Public Information - Media

PURPOSE

This ESF describes the process for the dissemination of information to the public and
employees of the City of Fairfield prior to and during an incident. Although interrelated, this
ESF does not address in detail the dissemination of information to the media.
B.

SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

A number of resources are available to the city to provide emergency warning and the
dissemination of information to the public in the event of an incident.
1.

CodeRED System.
The city has subscribed to the CodeRED Emergency Telephone Calling System
for high speed emergency notifications to the public.
CodeRED employs a one-of-a-kind Internet mapping capability for geographic
targeting of calls, coupled with a high speed telephone calling system capable of
delivering customized pre-recorded emergency messages directly to homes and
businesses at the rate of up to 60,000 calls per hour. CodeRED subscribers control
their emergency broadcasts from anywhere in the world via a secure Internet
Portal. It delivers critical emergency messages in lightning fast time.
The CodeRED system is a geographical based notification system; street
addresses are needed to select which telephone numbers will receive emergency
notification calls in any given situation. The system can be used for cellular
phones, but requires a street address.
The Assistant City Manager serves as the city’s administrator for the code red
system. Individual department heads are provided access to the system and are
required to develop internal procedures for its use.
It shall be the responsibility of each department head to establish and maintain
a list of employees to be notified in the event of a serious incident. It is
recommended that each department establish a primary list containing the
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names of all employees as well as sub categories such as, but not limited to,
management, supervisors, or job classifications.
2.

Outdoor Sirens
Fairfield's weather warning sirens will be sounded in the event of a tornado
warning for the city or in Butler or Hamilton counties. Warnings are issued by the
National Weather Service when a tornado is spotted or indicated on radar.

a.

The primary responsibility for manually activating the sirens is
assigned to Dispatch. However, in the event the primary Dispatch
Center becomes disabled, a secondary control device is maintained at
Fire Headquarters located at 375 Nilles Road.

b.

There are 10 sirens located in the city’s outdoor warning siren system,
located at:

 Tylersville Rd./Seward Rd.
 Seward Rd./Port Union Rd.
 Mack Rd./Crestview Dr.
 Mack Rd./Boymel Dr.
 Good Neighbor’s Park on Walter Ave.
 River Rd./ Muskoff Dr.
 Lake Manor Dr.
 Nilles Rd./Winton Rd.
 Gilmore Rd. at Fairfield High School
 Hunter Rd./Pleasant Ave.
 Crestview Ave. at Mack Rd.
Coverage area of the City's 10 weather warning sirens.

c.
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3.

d.

Dispatchers shall activate the sirens upon notification that a tornado
warning has been issued for Hamilton or Butler counties.

e.

Dispatchers shall activate the sirens immediately on the request of a police
officer or fire officer based on observation of severe weather conditions.

f.

Maintenance of the system is the responsibility of the Police Department
in conjunction with their management of the Dispatch Center.

Mobile or Emergency Vehicle Public Address Systems
The use of vehicular public address systems may be used only in a limited
application and it not considered an effective means of disseminating
information. Due to an individual’s inability to hear an announcements from
inside their residence numerous announcements must be made in the same
area. This procedure is time consuming, heavily dependent on both personnel
and vehicles equipped with the appropriate equipment, and often ineffective.
It also has the potential of placing emergency personnel in situations that may
be immediately hazardous to them.

4.

Door to Door Notifications
Door to door notifications are effective only in small concentrated areas and
have limited application in an emergency. However, it does provide immediate
confirmation that information was received by the occupants and does provide
the ability to speak “face to face” with those in affected areas. This procedure
is time consuming and heavily dependent on personnel. It also has the
potential of placing emergency personnel in situations that may be
immediately hazardous to them.

5.

Emergency Alert Radio Net
Weather alerting receivers have been placed in Fairfield schools. This system
can be activated by Dispatch. This system provides emergency information
from the city, in addition to relaying weather watches and warnings from the
National Weather Service via the U. S. Department of Commerce National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio.
The Emergency Alert Radio Net radios are tone-activated – they turn on
automatically whenever there is a message. The network transmitter is
located at Dispatch. Dispatch activates the transmitter and broadcasts by
remote control.
Weather watches and warnings are relayed automatically to the network from
The National Weather Service. The city may broadcast follow-up information
on the network by broadcasting from its offices by remote control.
When a warning is received, the Administrative Office of the Fairfield City
School District will in turn will confirm receipt of the information as a backup to the internal radio system.
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6.

Notification of Major Employers, Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Educational
Occupancies, and Places of Assembly.
The most effective means of notifying these occupancies is by the CodeRED
System. The most efficient means to notify these occupancies would be to
select a geographic area immediately surrounding the incident. This will
assure that all listed telephone numbers receive the necessary information.
It should be noted that a “call list” may be established for such occupancies
within the CodeRED system. However, the effectiveness of this would be
contingent on one’s ability to continually upgrade the information.

7.

Text Messaging
Notification of key personnel while off duty may be initiated via text
messaging and/or alpha paging depending on the type of device carried or
issued to the employee. It should be noted that during a major disaster
affecting a large area text messaging via cellular telephone has been proven to
be the most effective during an incident. It is efficient from the standpoint of
requiring little time to initiate the message, does not require full network
accessibility to send, and the signal will be transmitted until received. It has
been reported that text messages have successfully been transmitted over a
cellular network when cellular calls are prohibited due to system overload.
Cellular phones issued by the City of Fairfield shall be provided with text
messaging capabilities.
Text messaging may be initiated via any email software simply by entering the
ten digit phone number and the following addresses based on the cellular
service;
Verizon - @vtext.com
Sprint - @messaging.sprintpcs.com
Nextel - @messaging.nextel.com

8.

Ohio Emergency Alert System
This is a direct TV broadcast of warning messages from the Ohio Emergency
Management Agency and not considered an immediate resource to local
jurisdictions.

9.

Emergency Alert System (EAS)
The EAS is composed of commercial AM and FM radio and television
broadcast stations authorized by the Federal Communications Commission to
remain on the air during a declared emergency and to broadcast
announcements, as directed by local emergency management officials.
It has been designed to provide an operational public warning capability to
national, state and local governments. It uses the facilities and personnel of
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non-government communications industry on a voluntary basis and is operated
by the industry under appropriate government regulations in a controlled
manner.
It consists of broadcast stations licensed by the FCC and
participating in the Emergency Alert System.
The State operational area and the local EAS are used to broadcast
information on peacetime disasters or emergencies. Such use is encouraged,
especially for announcing tornado watches and warnings and other natural or
man-made disaster information. Listed below are local EAS stations serving:
 WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio, 1530 AM, PRI-CPCS-1
 WHIO Dayton, Ohio, 1410 AM, PRI-CPCS-1
 WMMA, Lebanon, Ohio, 97.3 Mhz FM, PRI-CPCS-2
 WLW Cincinnati, Ohio, 700 AM, PRI-CPCS-2
 WONE Dayton, Ohio, 980 AM, PRI-CPCS-2
Priorities for the EAS are:
 One - Presidential Message
 Two - Local (County)
 Three - State programming
 Four - National Weather Service and Regional
During the initial stages of an incident information may be disseminated to the
general pubic and media by the dispatch center at the request of the Incident
Commander. Upon establishing an Emergency Operations Center all
information will be disseminated by the Public Information Officer to the
media.
The Public Information Officer may also be directed to disseminate
information to the general public if deemed necessary by Incident Command.
10.

Local TV Stations

Dissemination of information relative to the incident that may be distributed to the
local television stations for general broadcast. All information disseminated will be
done by the assigned Public Information Officer in conjunction with Incident
Command
Since it is important to disseminate accurate information, the use of email provides a
resource to disseminate information accurately and in a timely manner. The use of
email eliminates the need to speak individually with each media representative and
also provides an instant record for the Emergency Operations Center.
Channel 5
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Channel 9

newsdesk@wcpo.com

Channel 12

local12@wkrc.com

Channel 19

assignmentdesk@fox19.com

11.

Organization and Assignment of Responsibilities

The organization with overall responsibility for the maintenance of the tornado
warning system and the system by which the initial dissemination of information to
the city’s staff and elected officials is the Police Department and Dispatch, in
coordination with the Incident Commander and Emergency Manager.
During severe weather emergencies, Dispatch has the authority to activate sirens
based on established policies within the City of Fairfield. The initial dissemination
of information relative to an event is the responsibility of Incident Commander and
shall be requested through Dispatch. Dispatch will take no action until instructed to
do so by IC.
Upon establishing an Emergency Operations Center, a Public Information Officer will
be designated by the Incident Command. At that time the responsibility for the
dissemination of information will be transferred from Dispatch to the P.I.O. All
information disseminated by the P.I.O. will be approved by Incident Command and
documented at the Emergency Operations Center.
C.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.

AUTHENTICATION
____________________________________

____________________

Support Services Commander

Date

____________________________________

____________________

Chief of Police

ESF #9 – EPI & Warning
Fairfield EOP

Date

9-6

July 2008

ESF #9 – EPI & Warning
Fairfield EOP

9-7

July 2008

FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #10 Public Works

A.

Primary Agency

Fairfield Public Works Department

Support Agencies

Public Utilities
Pg. 3, 4, 15, 28, 29
Police Department
Pg. 2, 3, 9, 10, 15, 16, 19, 24, 27, 28, 30
Fire Department
Pg. 3, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 17, 21, 24, 27, 28,
29, 30

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #6 Police Department
ESF #7 Evacuation
ESF #11 Debris Management

PURPOSE__________________________________________________________

This annex describes the responsibilities of the City of Fairfield Public Works
Department in maintaining roads, bridges, waterways, and storm water systems, and
clearance of debris during a disaster.
B.

SITUATION - EMERGENCY RESPONSE ______________________________
1. Situation
The Public Works Department is comprised of the following Divisions:
•

Street Division
In this Division, the drainage crew regularly inspects and cleans
catch basins, drywells and other structural components of the public
storm sewer system, making necessary repairs to the system and
removing log-jams from city streams. They also inspect major creek
segments on a regular basis and in response to reported problems or
emergencies. Log jams and other major obstructions are removed
from the Pleasant Run Creek as part of the city's annual creek
maintenance program.

•
•
•

ESF #10 Public Works
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Fleet Division
Building Maintenance Division
Administrative Division, which includes Construction Services
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The Public Works Department is comprised of a staff of 42 employees. Of these, 24
employees work in the field for the Street Division.

2. Emergency Response Areas

Street Division
•

Repair and maintenance of roads & bridges

•

Repair of street signs and traffic lights

•

Clearing streets and sidewalks of debris and snow

•

Signage for evacuation

•

Emergency removal of debris from waterways

•

Removal of debris and blockage to gain immediate access to affected
areas

•

Ongoing removal of debris during recovery efforts, including removal
and disposal of debris staged by residents

•

Debris Disposal.

•

Stormwater cleanup and facility repair and improvement.

•

Maintenance and repair of drainage ditches and culverts.

•

Right-of-way permits and inspections – assist the Police Department
in securing evacuation routes.

•

Removing logjams from city streams.

•

Inspect major creek segments on an annual basis and respond to
reported problems or emergencies.

Fleet Division
•

Maintaining city fuel supply.

•

Maintaining city’s heavy equipment.

•

Repair of city vehicles.

Building Maintenance Division
•

Maintains the physical operations of the EOC.

•

Supplies security equipment.

ESF #10 Public Works
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•

Maintain physical operations of Municipal Building, Annex
Building, Library, and Public Works Facility.

Construction Services

3.

•

Construction bidding, inspection and management of capital
improvement projects to include repair of roads, and bridges.

•

Preparation of contract specifications for new and reconstruction of
public infrastructure within the city owned right of way.

Resource Augmentation
The Fairfield Public Works Department has the necessary equipment and staffing
to handle most emergencies. If a disaster requires resources beyond the capability
of the department, the following options are available:
•

Mutual Aid Agreements are in place to secure the assistance of
neighboring Public Works Departments.

•

Center for Local Government – Developed by former public
administrators 10 years ago, this is a clearing house for training and
information, mutual aid agreement, made up of member cities
jurisdictions, townships and encompasses Hamilton, Warren, Butler,
and Montgomery counties. Brokered an agreement to provide
mutual aid in the form of public works equipment. Plays a role in
preparation for an emergency with the staging and assembling of
public works equipment. Plays no role in actual emergency.
Located in the city of Montgomery.

•

Contractors can be hired to supplement emergency response needs.

C. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS_________________________________________
During a flood event, Public Works, with the aid of the Police Dept. will continually
inspect flood prone sites in the city.

1. Site Inspection Analysis
a. Investigation of Rivers & Bridges
•
ESF #10 Public Works
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Identify and shoot elevations for high water mark.
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•
•

Check for obstructions and choke points at bridges and in rivers.
Determine impact of an obstruction.

b. Dams
There are two flood control dams located within the city limits. Dam Site A
(Henosy Lane and Monica Drive) and Dam Site B (Resor Road adjacent to
Winton Road). In the event of high water behind either dam, first on scene
should notify dispatch. These sites are monitored for water and flow by Public
Utlities-Water Division through telemetry devices.

c. Investigation of Storm Water Systems
Fairfield has a storm drainage system which is comprised of both open and
closed segments.
The open sections are drainage swales/ditches which are utilized to carry
storm waters away from homes and businesses to drainage areas, such as
creeks.
The closed system is comprised of storm water inlets and piping which carries
the water from streets and developments to drainage areas or drywells.
Drywells allow the storm water to percolate into the underlying sand and
gravel which exist in certain sections of Fairfield.
A digital map of the public storm sewer system, using geographic information
system (GIS) software, contains basic information about all components of the
public storm sewer system.
Public Works flood response could have a significant impact on the city’s
sewer and stormwater systems. Public Works needs to coordinate its activities
with Public Utilities to determine if any sewer or stormwater systems are
present in the flood impact area, and what measures are required to protect
these systems. Any floodwaters that exit the banks of waterways in the city is
also a critical issue for Public Utilities.
Through this coordination, Public Works will know how to handle debris at
chokepoints. For example, some or all of the debris may require emergency
removal, if the city’s sewer or stormwater system is nearby. This is the case
at the Happy Valley Bridge, where a debris-caused overflow could infiltrate
the city’s sewer system which is located 20 ft. from the bridge on the south
side. At this site, floodwaters should not be prevented from overflowing the
bank.

d. Wellhead Protection Program
Under City Ordinance 1192, portions of Fairfield have been delineated into a
set of districts, collectively referred to as the "wellhead protection area."
ESF #10 Public Works
Fairfield. EOP
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Development within these districts is regulated for the protection of
groundwater resources. These regulations include restrictions on new
businesses with a high pollution risk potential, registration of existing
facilities and requirements for spill control plans. This ordinance provides
storm water quality benefits because it addresses a number of potential
pollution sources (hazardous material spills, industrial operations involving
hazardous materials, etc.) and provides authority to assess penalties for noncompliance. The Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium
maintains the most recent mapping data related to sensitive areas of the
aquifer.

2.

Fleet Division

All City fleet maintenance operations will be conducted within the main garage at the
Public Works facility. This area is completely enclosed and features numerous spill
control measures.

3.

4.

5.

•

Maintaining city fuel supply.

•

Maintaining city’s heavy equipment .

•

Repair of city vehicles.

Building Maintenance Division
•

Maintains the physical operations of the EOC.

•

Supplies security equipment.

Construction Services
•

Repair of roads and bridges.

•

Preparation of contract specifications for reconstruction.

Debris Management
Debris Management is the responsibility of the Street Department. A Debris
Management Coordinator will be assigned for a disaster and will have a position
in the EOC, if activated. See ESF #11, Debris Management.

6.

Damage Assessment
Damage assessment for the department is undertaken by each Division.
Information is collected and forwarded to Emergency Management.

ESF #10 Public Works
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D.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES____________________________________

See Public Works Director and Public Works Responders Checklist.

E. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS_______________________________
1. Administration

a. Reports and records of public works activities during an emergency/disaster will
be collected and turned into the EOC (if activated) and also maintained at the
Public Works Facility. Protection of these and other records deemed essential for
continuing function and conduct of emergency operations is the responsibility of
the Public Works Director.
b. Record keeping is initiated at the beginning of an emergency or disaster and
continues during the incident. A thorough accounting, including complete cost
accountability is maintained.
c. These records will separately identify disaster-related expenditures and
obligations from general program and activities.
All final reports and
documentation will be maintained in each department with a copy to the Finance
Director.
d. All appropriate collected information will be analyzed and evaluated and made
available to EOC staff, Butler County Emergency Management (EMA), and state
and federal organizations, as needed. Methods of dissemination will be through
EOC displays, situation reports, Internet postings and email, EOC briefings, and
public information outlets as JIC representatives, media sources.
e. Each city department will collect and maintain logs, journals, and reports needed
to establish a historical record, and to substantiate post-emergency claims.
f. Each city department will maintain notification rosters with 24-hour telephone
numbers, lists of supplies and equipment, and a file of maps and charts.
g. Each city department will contribute to the disaster After Action Report.
h. Mutual-Aid Agreements between outside agencies and the city are kept on file at
the Public Works Facility. Mutual Aid will be activated in accordance with
procedures set forth in the Mutual Aid Agreements.
i. Public Works will keep logs of actions taken, information received, supplies
purchased and used, and personnel overtime.

ESF #10 Public Works
Fairfield. EOP
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2. Logistics & Resources

a. Emergency expenditures occur within each department as long as they involve
funds appropriated in their operating budget. In the event it will require the
appropriation of additional funds, it will be necessary for City Council to convene
and pass emergency financial legislation.
b. Each Department maintains a resource list and is responsible for obtaining needed
resources before, during, and after the disaster. Any resource need requiring
special purchase orders should go through Emergency Operations Center to the
City’s Finance Director, who will likely be the Logistics person in Incident
Command.
c. The Emergency Operations Center financial liaison will review special resource
requests to make sure that the needed equipment or supplies cannot be met by
other departments. A copy of these purchase orders will be retained by the EM
financial liaison, and will become part of the damage figure documentation for
potential Federal reimbursement under FEMA/State Public Assistance Program.
Each Department should keep records of resources purchased and equipment
used. See ESF #22, Damage Assessment.
d. Public Works maintains an up-to-date internal personnel notification and recall
rosters, including communications to implement call down for personnel assigned
to the EOC, dispatch centers and response teams.
e. Standard Operating Procedures includes specific methods for assigning personnel
during an emergency, and detail assigned responsibilities, which support this
planning document.
f. Public Works is responsible for providing necessary support to their response
personnel for food, water, fuel and emergency power. Requests and support for
necessary items may be coordinated through the EOC.
g. Radiological instruments and instruction in their use are provided by the Fire
Dept. Equipment is calibrated and exchanged by the Ohio EMA.
h. All Public Works resources will be inventoried at least annually to include
personnel, equipment, supplies, and needs.
i. Public Works will prepare all plans, specifications, details, estimates of cost, and
submit forms of contracts for the construction, maintenance, and repair of all
bridges, culverts, roads, drains, and ditches.

ESF #10 Public Works
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F.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_________________________

a. The Public Works Director is responsible for developing and annually updating the
SOPs to be performed during emergencies.
b. The Public Works Director is responsible for annually reviewing and updating this
Emergency Support Function.
G.

ADDENDUMS______________________________________________________
Tab 10-1
Public Works Checklist
Tab 10-2
Public Works Department Positions
Tab 10-4
ESF #3 – Engineering & Public Works, Ohio EOP.

H.

AUTHENTICATION________________________________________________

_______________________________________

Public Works Director

Date

_______________________________________

Fire Chief

ESF #10 Public Works
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__________________

__________________

Date
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Tab 10-1
PUBLIC WORKS
DIRECTOR

Function: Coordinates all City public works services activities with other emergency
response organizations at the scene and within an activated EOC.

A. ALERT
1.

COORDINATION

□
□
□
2.

Dispatch, at the Police Department, will use their Callout List to alert
the Public Works Point of Contact (POC). It is assumed that this
POC will remain consistent throughout the disaster. If there is a
change in the POC for any department, Dispatch and all other
departments should be informed as soon as possible.
Depending on the forecasted severity of the disaster, alert mutual aid
forces, as needed.
During small events, Public Works will make notifications relative to
its operations.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

□
□
□

Implement call-down list to alert needed Public Works responders.
Select potential staging area for mutual aid and outside volunteer
forces.
Determine present supply of reserve fuels at the Public Works
Facility.

□
□
□
ESF #10 Public Works
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Evaluate the adequacy of existing fuel supplies, and the potential
need for obtaining and storing additional supplies.
Estimate ability to operate on reserve fuel supply and for how long.
Confirm fuel supply sources and establish contact for potential
immediate need.
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□
□
3.

Evaluate the need for extra storage of fuel near generators.
Make sure plan is in place to take care of employees during the
disaster, including provision for food, water, lodging, if needed.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

□

Alert the person pre-selected to coordinate damage assessment
activities for the Department. This person would compile all damage
assessment information coming in from Department responders in
the field.

4.

PUBLIC INFORMATION

□
□
□
5.

Task the POC to assemble and prepare public information releases.
Task the POC to establish contact with the designated Public
Information Officer for the city.

EVACUATION

□

6.

Alert the public information POC for the Department.

Assist the Police Department in evaluating the need for an
evacuation; determine what assistance they will need from Public
Works.

DEBRIS MANAGEMENT

□

ESF #10 Public Works
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Appoint a Debris Management coordinator. See ESF #11, Debris
Management.
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7.

EMPLOYEE CARE

□
□

B.

Ensure that employees alert their families of the impending disaster.
At this phase, they need to make sure that their families are supplied
or evacuated, or both. And they need to bring their own personal
emergency supplies to a pre-designated site at Department offices.
Make sure a plan is in place to take care of employees during the
disaster, including provisions for food, water, lodging, if needed.

MOBILIZATION
The Public Works Director is responsible for the overall mobilization of Public Works
department resources. The need for mobilization will be determined by situation at
hand, as determined by the on-scene supervisor, in consultation with the Incident
Commander.
1.

COORDINATION

□

If volunteers (other than mutual aid forces) are anticipated, review the
procedures with the City’s Volunteers Coordinator.

□
□
2.

Analyze need and determine specific communications resource
requirements. Alert the Emergency Operations Center if local
communications resources are not adequate.
Work with Emergency Operations Center / Information Technology
Division to ensure equipment and procedures are compatible.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
a. Personnel

□
□
□
ESF #10 Public Works
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If mutual aid forces are deployed to assist Public Works, designate and
staging area for their supplies and equipment.
Make arrangements for the personal needs of mutual aid forces
(accommodations, food, water, etc.)
Appoint a Coordinator, and Alternate for the EOC.
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b.

Supplies & Equipment

□

Consult the Department resource list to determine whether current
resources need to be augmented, depending on the size of the disaster.

□

Ensure the functioning of communications and other essential
equipment. This includes:

□

Testing, maintaining, and repairing department
communications equipment.

•

Stockpiling supplies and repairing equipment

•

Identify potential sources of additional equipment
and supplies.

•

Ensure, if practical, that alternate operating locations are available,
or require evacuation. Alternate operating locations provide a
means to continue organizational functions during emergency
conditions.

Ensure that the person who is assigned to coordinate equipment needs
and supplies knows the procedure through Emergency Management and
the Administration. Fast track procedures should be defined.

□

Ensure that personnel report for duty with assigned equipment. If
additional equipment is required, make sure that the supervisor arranges
for acquisition, distribution, and accountability, through the command
post.

□

Responding agencies will be requested to supply their own vehicles, as
available. Additional transportation necessities can be requisitioned
through the Emergency Operations Center.

□

Ensure the supply to field personnel of all necessary protective
equipment.

□

c.

•

Emergency expenditures occur within each department as long as they
involve funds appropriated in their operating budget. In the event, these
expenditures will require the appropriation of additional funds, it will be
necessary for City Council to convene and pass emergency financial
legislation.
FUEL

□
ESF #10 Public Works
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Describe steps for delivering fuel to equipment and apparatus
working on scene.
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□
□
□
□
3.

Determine present supply of reserve fuels and locations.
Make sure that fuel supplies are adequately stocked and accessible
for the department and for other departments in the city.
Make contact with sources of fuel suppliers and initiate stand-by
action for potential re-supply during the disaster and recovery
period.
Ensure that mutual aid responders have adequate fuel and know
where to re-supply.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

□

Mobilize the Damage Assessment Coordinator for the department. Task
this person to instruct Department personnel on damages assessment
procedures.

□
□

Damage assessment teams should be mobilized.
Brief Public Works personnel and field responders on damage assessment
procedures.

4.

COMMUNICATIONS

□
□
5.

Make sure that Public Works responders have knowledge of alternate
methods of communication in the event that PW frequency is not
operational.
Instruct Public Works responders what to do in case of a total
communications blackout immediately after a disaster.

DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
See ESF #11, Debris Management.

6.

PUBLIC INFORMATION
Initial release of information is the responsibility of the lead department if the
event is routine in nature and involved only one department such as a shooting or
fire. In situations where a unified command exists or the event impacts a large

ESF #10 Public Works
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area of the city it will be the responsibility of the designated Incident Commander
to appoint a Public Information Officer at which time all contact with the media
will be through that person. The Emergency Operations Center will approve all
press releases.

□

The Spokesperson for the Public Works Department should be preparing
public information notices for the disaster, and establish contact with the
City’s Public Information Officer (PIO), who will be located in the EOC
once it is established.

□

Ensure that the Public Works Department Spokesperson knows what to do,
who to contact and when, and what to say.

□

Ensure that the Spokesperson has adequate public service announcements
to direct Special Needs people.

7.

MASS CARE & SPECIAL NEEDS

□
8.

The Emergency Operations Center will appoint a coordinator to be the
point of contact for mass care issues relating to Departmental functions in
the disaster.

EMPLOYEE CARE
Each department is responsible for the rehab of its personnel during routine
emergencies lasting less than 24 hours. For events lasting more than 24 hours, the
city will ensure that food, beverages, and supplies will be available to all
responders.

□
□
□
□

Employees should make sure that their families are now out of harm’s way.
Identify employees that intend to stay during and after the disaster until
federal and state emergency response teams arrive.
Make sure that there is adequate sleeping arrangements and food for Public
Works responders.
Provide for storage and refrigeration of extra food.

ESF #10 Public Works
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Protect emergency response staff:

□
□
□
□
□
□

C.

Obtain, as appropriate, all necessary protective respiratory devices and
clothing, detection and decontamination equipment, and antidotes for
personnel assigned to perform tasks during response operations.
Ensure assigned personnel are trained on the use of protective gear,
detection and decontamination devices, and antidotes.
Provide security at the Public Works facility.
Rotate staff or schedule time off to allow rest cycles.
Make stress counseling available.
Employees need to make sure there families are safe or are traveling to a
safe place. At this phase, they need to make sure that their families are
supplied or evacuated, or both. And they need to bring their own personal
emergency supplies to a pre-designated site at Public Works Department..

RESPONSE
1.

COORDINATION

□
□
□
□
□
□
ESF #10 Public Works
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Assist Public Utilities in the pumping of basements. Enlist the
assistance of Fire Department personnel to assist in the installation,
and to stay on scene to make sure the pumps continue to run.
Enlist the assistance of the Fire Department to use their fire
equipment to spray debris and sediment off streets.
Coordinate use of signs, barricades, etc., with the Police
Department for perimeter control.
Work with Duke Energy to help protect the public from hazards,
such as damaged gas lines and downed power lines.
Coordinate with the Police Department in the rerouting of traffic
around disaster zone, and placement of detour signs and barricades.
Coordinate with the Law Director to make sure that all legal
documents are in place. It is probably the case that very little legal
documentation or permission is required for emergency response to
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save lives. However, following this emergency response period
into recovery, legal documents may be required.

□

Report to Development Services, Building Division, any damaged
structures that are safety hazards or appear to be.

□

Establish and maintain field communications and coordination with
other emergency services; police, fire, health, hospitals, etc.

□

Keep Volunteers Coordinator apprised of the status of volunteers
working for the department. Advise the coordinator of any needs
they might have.

□
2.

Coordinate all Public Works activities with other emergency
response organizations at the scene and within an activated EOC.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
If the disaster requires expenditures beyond the Department budget or
additional equipment, notify the Emergency Manager, who will:
•

Request additional funding and the issuance of purchase orders.

•

Determine if the equipment requested is available from other
city departments, by polling representatives in the EOC.

If the item will require the appropriation of additional funds, it will be
necessary for City Council to convene and pass emergency financial
legislation.

a.

Employee

□
b.

Equipment

□
□

ESF #10 Public Works
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Re-confirm Public Works responders who will stay, regardless of
the severity of the disaster. Part of this confirmation is to make
sure that their families are taken care of, and have a safe place to
stay.

Ensure that personnel report for duty with assigned equipment. If
additional equipment is required, the supervisor should arrange
for acquisition, distribution, and accountability, through the
command post.
Apprise the Emergency Operations Center of possible high cost
items.
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□

Maintain staging areas outside the hazard area for continual
resource and personnel support.

3.

□
□
□
□
□
□

4.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

As access is allowed, each dept. will be responsible for sending out
field personnel to assess damages.
Field Personnel will report damages to a designated Public Works
Damage Assessment Coordinator.
This person will assemble damage data and forward to the Damage
Assessment Coordinator for the disaster, or to the Emergency
Manager.
The City’s Damage Assessment Coordinator will compile damage
information from all departments and transmit this to the Finance
Department Director and to the City Manager.
Once reviewed and approved, it will be forwarded to Butler County
Emergency Management Agency, then to Ohio Emergency
Management Agency.
Each Department will collect damage statistics and projected costs
and transmit these to the Emergency Manager.
The Emergency
Manager will need to prepare a 12-hr. and 36-hr. reports. Document
personnel, equipment, and disposal costs. Update as necessary. See
ESF #22 for damage assessment procedures.
•

Force Account Labor, including Fringe
Benefit Worksheet.

•

Force Account Equipment

•

Materials ($ expended by unit cost)

•

Rented Equipment

•

Contract work ($ expended by unit
cost)

DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
See ESF #11, Debris Management.

ESF #10 Public Works
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5.

PUBLIC INFORMATION

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
6.

Initial release of information is the responsibility of the lead
department if the event is routine in nature and involved only one
department such as a shooting or fire.
In situations where a unified command exists or the event impacts a
large area of the city it will be the responsibility of the designated
emergency manager to appoint a PIO at which time all contact with
the media will be through that person. All releases shall be approved
by the Emergency Operations Center.
During normal events the lead agency would use their existing
procedure for dissemination of information through their department
spokesperson.
During long term events with activation of the EOC, all information
that needs to disseminate to the public through the city’s designated
Public Information Officer.
In a large disaster, a Joint Information Center will be established.
See ESF #16 – Public Information-Media.
Oversee the work of the Department Spokesperson. Review all
information to be disseminated to the public through Dispatch and
the City’s Public Information Officer in the EOC.
Assist the City’s Public Information Officer in preparing advice for
the public regarding water usage, safe water sources, and water
storage procedures. See press releases in Tab 12-6.
Coordinate all Department public information activities with the
Public Information Officer (PIO) in the EOC.

EMPLOYEE CARE

□
□

ESF #10 Public Works
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If the event is short-term, each department will be responsible for
their employees needs: equipment, Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), sheltering, clothing, and food.
If the event is long term, request bulk supplies of food, water, and
items from the Human Resources Department.
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□
□
□
□

Ensure that individual employees know and prepare to obtain
personal items. If this is not possible, contact the Red Cross to
obtain these items.
Contact the Emergency Operations Center for the
provision of stress counseling of employees, if
needed.
Allow personnel to call home, respond to their homes ( if necessary)
and to allow adequate time within the alternate work schedule to
keep personnel focused on their job while having some assurance
their families are OK.
Immediately upon determining this will be a long-term incident
departments shall be instructed to operate on an alternate work
schedule outside of the normal work day.

D.

RECOVERY

1.

COORDINATION

□
□
2.

Provide support for traffic control during reconstruction and cleanup.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

□
□

3.

Support the Police Department in returning evacuees to their homes.

Survey depletion or repair needs of department resources.
Document replacement and repair costs and send cost accounting and
receipts to the designated Damage Assessment Coordinator in the EOC or
Emergency Management. See ESF #22 for information on adequately
documenting damages for future state/federal reimbursement.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

□

Finalize damage costs.

ESF #10 Public Works
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□
4.

If there is potential state or federal reimbursement, review OEMA’s Public
Assistance Handbook. Begin to fill in the project worksheets, see Tab 24-7
in ESF #22.

AFTER-ACTION REPORTS
After the review of reports concerning the incident, an after-action report should be
prepared for training, historical, and public information purposes.
Items for inclusion in the after action report include:

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Adequacy and effectiveness of department equipment.
Any coordination issues with other city departments, mutual aid resources,
outside responders including County(s), State, Federal.
Assure that public works responders will provide information, for the After
Action Report as requested by the EM Director.
Any coordination issues within the department.
Adequacy of communication equipment.
Any problems with documenting damages and expenses.
How employees’ needs were met during the disaster.
Any problems with security operations – disaster site, evacuation area,
EOC and other city buildings, and mass care and community collection
centers.
Review the adequacy and effectiveness of the department public
information effort, including the activities of the PI Liaison, and the
information presented to the public.
Recommendations

ESF #10 Public Works
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E.

□
1.

PREPAREDNESS
Perform the annual inspection and evaluation of the condition and load carrying
capacity of each bridge in accordance with ODOT’s annual bridge inspection
requirements.
COORDINATION

□
□
□
2.

Ensure that mutual aid agreements are adequate and up-to-date.
Maintain up-to-date internal Public Works personnel notification and recall
rosters. This includes communications to implement call down for
personnel assigned to the EOC, dispatch centers, and response teams.
Develop policy for representation in EOC during major events.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

□
□

Identify sources of fuel suppliers and ability to refill reserves.
Serve as an engineering advisor to the city for the maintenance, widening
and repair of their highways, and establishment of alternate routes.

□

Determine present supply of reserve fuels and locations.

□

Estimate ability to operate on reserve fuel supply and for how long.

□

Identify sources of fuel suppliers and ability to refill reserves.

□
□

Develop means of delivering fuel to equipment and apparatus working on
scene.
Keep up-to-date lists of Public Works equipment and personnel inventory.
Maintain lists of contractors and supplies. A Resource Management
Coordinator could be designated to do this job in peacetime.

□

Develop a plan to estimate overall damage and loss of property within the
first 12 hours of the event.
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□

Determine sources of additional equipment and supplies necessary to
support long term events.

□

Develop list of additional resource for heavy equipment, materials and
supplies that may be required to support recovery efforts.

□

Develop vendor list, procedure for issuing purchase orders, and paperwork
necessary to secure items during non-business hours.

□

Keep a current listing of the equipment, trucks and supplies for fire and
EMS services located in and surrounding the city.

□
□
□
3.

Perform inventories, at least annually, to include personnel, equipment,
supplies, and shortfalls.
Procedures for hiring private contractors should be worked out in advance,
with consideration of liability, contractual arrangements, and financial
approval.
Maintain up-to-date maps and charts.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

□
□
4.

Develop plan for evaluating damage estimates to roads and bridges.
The designated Damage Assessment Coordinator for the department
should establish standard operating procedures for the identification and
collection of damages.

DEBRIS MANAGEMENT

□

ESF #10 Public Works
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Tab 10-1
PUBLIC WORKS
RESPONDERS

Function: Repairs roads and bridges following a disaster; works with the Police Dept.
to ensure safe passage of evacuees.
A.

ALERT

B.

MOBILIZATION

C.

RESPONSE

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Take equipment to staging area.
Provide assistance to mutual aid forces and their equipment.
Survey facilities in the field…roads, bridges, etc.
Report damages to Public Works Director, or his designee, or Public
Works Coordinator in the EOC.
Make temporary emergency repairs, bypasses, or other alterations to
restore service.
Perform emergency protective measures of debris clearance, or snow
removal.
Report on the adequacy of equipment and personnel in the field.
Contact Emergency Operations Center for setting of barricades.
Work with the Fire Department in use of their engines to spray debris from
roads, etc.
Help, as needed, with barricade placement.
Assist other first responders (fire, police, emergency medical services,
public works) with barricades and contributing other traffic-related
supplies and technical assistance.
If potential evacuation is needed, report to EOC Coordinator of the status
of evacuation routes.
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□
□
□
□
□

D.

Verify the structural safety of routes (roads, railways, waterways, airstrips,
etc) that will be used to evacuate people.
Assist in keeping evacuation routes open.
Inspect and repair, if needed, public works infrastructure that is damaged as
a result of mass evacuation.
Report to Public Works Director, or designee, status and condition of
equipment.
Coordinate with Public Works Director, or designee, repair or replacement
of equipment.

PREPAREDNESS

□

Prepare and maintain a resource list that identifies source, location and
availability of earthmoving equipment, dump trucks, road graders, fuel, etc.
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TAB 10-2
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT POSITIONS

Public Works Director
Secretary
STREET DIVISION
Street Superintendent
Clerk II
Drainage Crew Foreman
Drainage Crew Foreman
Traffic Crew Foreman
Beautification Crew Foreman
PART TIME WORKERS
Building Maintenance
Operation Dump-Box
MAINTENANCE - WORKER/LABORERS
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker/Drainage
Maintenance Worker/Beautification
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker/Beautification
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker/Traffic
Maintenance Worker/Beautification
Maintenance Worker/Drainage
Maintenance Worker
Maintenance Worker/Drainage
Maintenance Worker/Beautification
MUNICIPAL GARAGE DIVISION
Fleet Manager
Chief Mechanic
Mechanic
Mechanic
Mechanic
Clerk I
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
Construction Services Mgr
Clerk II
City Engineer
Engineer
Traffic Analyst/Surveyor
GIS/GPS Mapping Technician
Construction Inspector
Construction Inspector
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Tab 10-3
HAZ #1 - Floods
Response Checklist
A. Monitoring______________________________________________
Actual Flooding of creeks and streams can be initially detected by:
•
•
•

Citizens phoning Dispatch.
Police on patrol.
Specially designated residents in flood prone areas.

Where To Look First
In anticipation of a flood event in the city, Public Works, with the aid of the Police
Dept. will continually inspect the following flood prone sites:
1. Happy Valley Road (bridge)
2. Site A – Detention Basin (Hennosy Lane and Monica Drive)
Site B - Dentention Basin (Resor Road adjacent Winton Road)
3. Doris Jane (bridge)
Between Fairfield Avenue & Antioch Drive
4. UDF – Pleasant (culvert)
5. Behind AppleBee’s ( Pleasant Avenue)
6. May Avenue (GM Ditch)
7. Holiday Drive (culvert)
8. Pleasant Ave (Pleasant Run Creek Bridge)
9. Stockton Drive. – (pipe under road)
10. Nilles Road – (Pleasant Run Creek Bridge)
11. Winton Road – (bridge by Middle School)
12. Winton Road – (bridge by Fire Station 33)
13. Sir Lancelot – (south end)

B. Notification_& Alert_________________________________________
1. Notifying Responders

Police and Fire Departments are usually the first to discover a flood site, and
immediately radio Dispatch. Dispatch will respond by:
• Alerting Public Works, Public Utilities, Fire Chief, Police Chief, city
officials, and other departments, as needed.
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•
•

Log calls into computer. Include specific addresses.
8 or more resident calls will serve to identify a particular area of concern.
No specific address needed to deploy appropriate city department.

Most communications between responders will be through two sources: radio
transmitters, and cell phones. In radio to radio communications, the appropriate talk
group will be utilized.

2. Alerting the Public
a. Code Red System

3. Gearing Up
a. Public Works
b. Public Utilities
c. Police Department
d. Fire Department

C. Response________________________________________________
1. Public Works
Public Works flood response could have a significant impact on the city’s sanitary
sewer and storm water systems. Public Works needs to coordinate its activities with
Public Utilities to determine if any sanitary sewers or storm water systems are present
in the flood impact area, and what measures are required to protect these systems.
Any floodwaters that exit the banks of waterways in the city are also a critical issue
for Public Works.
Through this coordination, Public Works will determine how to handle debris at
chokepoints. For example, some or all of the debris may require emergency removal,
if the city’s sanitary sewer or storm water system is nearby. This is the case at the
Happy Valley Bridge, where a debris-caused overflow could infiltrate the city’s
sanitary sewer system which is located 20 ft. from the bridge on the south side. At
this site, floodwaters should not be prevented from overflowing the bank.
Conversely, if no utilities are present at a debris choke point, it might be better to
leave all or part of the debris in place. Keeping this temporary dam in place can help
lessen downstream flooding or prevent a flood surge as a result of debris removal.
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a. Site Inspection Analysis
Rivers & Bridges
•
•
•

Identify and shoot elevations for high water mark.
Check for obstructions and choke points at bridges and in rivers.
Determine impact of an obstruction:
 Describe obstruction.
 At what level is it a problem at this site.
 When to treat it as retention.
 When to treat it as backflow.
 Coordinate with Public Utilities to determine solution – when and
what percentage of debris needs to be removed for emergency
protective measures.

Dams
There are two flood control dams located within the city limits. Dam Site
A (Hennosy Lane and Monica Drive) and Dam Site B (Resor Road
adjacent Winton Road). In the event of high water behind either dam,
first on the scene shall notify dispatch.

b. Public Works Equipment Deployment
In response to a report of flooding or potential flooding, Public Works will
deploy the necessary equipment to the site.
2. Public Utilities
The following sites are important checkpoints during periods of heavy rains.
a. Broadview Pump Station – This pump station is built in the floodplain,
and could be surrounded by water during a flood event. At a flow of 8
million gallon, workers need to respond. The station has an alarm system,
but must be converted manually to storm mode. A worker must manually
trip the breakers to generator power.
b. Happy Valley Court – Inspect storm sewers; inspect manhole at this site.
If a surcharge exists, install 300 gal/min pump. Another 300 gal/min
pump could be installed, if needed. This site, then, requires constant
supervision.
c. Ross Rd. – Check Manhole #15 at bend in front of Gilbert Park. If there
is a problem, notify Police Department for traffic control.
d. Sewage Treatment Plant – Check for hydraulic problems, and potential
for basement flooding in the Weber and Clifford areas. A catastrophic
loss at the plant could also flood residences in the Castleton and Cardell
areas.
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The emergency response to this plant failure would be to hose the land
lines and divert the flow to the river.
e. Customer Complaints – Handle as needed.

3. Police Department
a. Barricades
During a disaster, it is preferable to use barricades instead of people. In a
large disaster, the Police Department would enlist the Public Works
Department to assist in placing them. If further help is needed or if the
Public Works Department is unavailable for this task, the Police
Department may enlist the assistance of the Fire Department.
Barricades are readily available and stored on the east side of the Public
Works sign shop building under the covered area. Large numbers of these
barricades can be transported on the back of the city’s dump trucks.
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #11 – DEBRIS MANAGEMENT

A.
1.

2.

Primary Agency

Public Works Department

Support Agencies

Rumpke

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #10 Public Works

SITUATION________________________________________________________
Public Works – Street Division
Debris Management is the responsibility of the Street Division in the Public Works
Department. Debris management includes:
•

Removal of debris from streets, public property, ditches, and
waterways.

•

Removal of debris and blockage to gain immediate access to affected
areas

•

Removal of curbside residential woody debris.

•

Chipping debris.

•

Staging of debris.

•

Debris disposal to the Rumpke Landfill.

Rumpke
The City has an unlimited contract with Rumpke for the disposal of woody debris
and household waste.

3.

Federal Debris Clearing Assistance
In a federally-declared disaster, the hauling and disposal of debris is a eligible
expense for reimbursement funding under the FEMA and OEMA public assistance
program. If the amount of debris exceeds local and state capabilities, then FEMA
may secure the assistance of the Army Corps of Engineers to provide assistance
with the removal of debris from public areas and private property. In order to
remove debris on private property, the Corps will have to obtain a Right-of-Entry
permit from the property owner.
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B.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS_________________________________________

The State does not support the burning of debris following a disaster. Debris will need to
be either recycled back to the community or taken to a certified landfill, or to other sites,
certified by EPA and outside the floodplain.
1.

Woody Debris
Woody debris on city streets and property is chipped on site. Chips are then
trucked to the Rumpke Sanitary Landfill. If the chipped woody debris is not taken
to the landfill, it would be used on trails in public parks. For this use, debris would
be staged at the following potential sites, all of which are outside the 100 yr.
floodplain:
•
•
•
•

Elevated portion of the property at the old garage on Groh Lane.
Groh Lane.
Public Works Facility on Gilmore.
Harbin Park.

a. Debris Certification Worksheet
A state Debris Certification Worksheet should be completed for every disaster
resulting in debris. This certification is necessary for State or Federal
reimbursement of debris removal costs. This worksheet describes how the
debris was disposed in compliance with federal and state environmental laws
and regulations. This worksheet also includes the disposal of sandbags. See
Tab 11-2.
b. Contracted Services
If contracted services are required for debris pickup or disposal, Public Works
will put the specifications together, then will forward this to the Finance
Department. Finance will write up the contract.
Standard bidding procedures for the city involves a single bid for work to
$5,000, two bids for work $5,000-$15,000, and three bids for work in excess
of $15,000.
c. Debris Staging Areas
If debris cannot be immediately taken to a landfill site, it may have to be
collected at a temporary staging site. This site should not be located in the
floodplain.
Pre-selection of debris staging locations for the city should include the
following considerations.
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2.

•

Select sites that are not in the floodplain. Check FEMA FIRM.
Are there pre-designated sites in the County for staging debris
that the city can use in an emergency?

•

Identify the ingress and egress to those sites, and surrounding
environment, and potential impact to any nearby schools,
businesses, etc. or their impact to access of debris trucks.

•

Pre-review them for environmental considerations.

•

How the debris be ultimately reduced and disposed of.

Sandbags
There is a substantial supply of sand and sandbags in the Public Works old garage
on Groh Land. American Material, located at the end of River Rd., can supply
additional sand if needed during a disaster.
Environmental considerations in the event of federal/state reimbursement:
Sandbags that are wet as a result of floodwaters are considered “contaminated”.
There are two options for disposal:
•

The contaminated sand can be taken out of the bag and
used for snow and ice control, only. The bag must be
disposed of at a certified landfill.

•

The entire contaminated sandbag must be taken to a
certified landfill.

The above considerations apply to sandbags located on public property for public
use. Sandbags, donated by the city for use on private property, can be disposed of
at the discretion of the property owner.
Uncontaminated sandbags can be stored and reused.
Sandbags, whether contaminated or uncontaminated, cannot remain in place after
the disaster, if they are located in the floodplain. They must be removed, before
federal reimbursement funds are released.
3.

Residential Debris
Following a disaster, if residents transport woody debris to the road, Public Works
will pick up this debris. Household debris will be picked up by Rumpke on
normal collection days.

4.

Hazardous and Medical Waste
•

Hazardous debris will be handled by the City’s Hazmat Team.

•

Health/Medical debris is disposed of in on-site equipment,
Stericycle, which operates like a washing machine.
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•

5.

Hazardous waste, depending of the type and amount would be
buried in a landfill or sent to a treatment facility in Kentucky, or
hauled to an incinerator in Tennessee.

Rumpke
The City has an unlimited contract with Rumpke for the disposal of woody debris
and household waste. On the normal pickup schedule, residents can discard
virtually any household object (appliances, sofas, even the kitchen sick). The only
exceptions are construction debris and appliances containing Freon gas. Paint will
be picked up as long as it is dry or mixed with kitty litter.
Rumpke can provide:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Solid waste transportation and disposal recycling
waste surveys
Compactors for lease or purchase
Roll-off containers - Under this program, the city will deliver to
a city residence a roll-off dump box (or in some cases an actual
dump truck) into which the resident may load limbs and other
brush for disposal by the city.
Portable restrooms
Hydraulic repair and parts
Electrical diagnostics for engines
Special wastes: contaminated soil, industrial waste (sludge,
foundry sand, fly ash, general trash and other), asbestos (friable),
non-toxic fly ash, non-toxic foundry sand and asbestos (non
friable).

C.

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES_______________________________________

1.

Fairfield Public Works Department
Prior to an emergency or disaster, Public Works will designate a Debris
Management Coordinator (DMC). The DMC will work with Incident Command
and locate in an activated EOC.

2.

State Agencies
•

The National Guard, Ohio Department of Transportation and the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency have equipment and personnel that may
provide limited assistance on a short term basis.

•

The Division of Forestry, ODNR, provides debris clearing assistance.
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•

3.

4.

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources may provide personnel with chain
saws and heavy equipment for debris removal in declared emergencies.

Federal Agencies
•

Federal Emergency Management Agency provides grant assistance for
some debris removal if the disaster affected area is declared a Major Disaster
Area by the President under Public Law 93-288.

•

Federal Highway Administration provides grant assistance to State
governments for debris removal and repair of State Highways.

National Emergency Management Association
The National Emergency Management Association has developed the Emergency
Management Assistance Compact. Ohio, along with 44 other states, has agreed to
share resources during emergencies and disasters. This compact will enable Ohio
to receive assistance with debris removal efforts from participating states.

D.

ADMINISTRATION & LOGISTICS___________________________________

1.

City Disposal Services
For a declared disaster eligible for Federal reimbursement, labor (name, date, and
time), and equipment hours need to be documented.

2.

Contracted Services
If contracted services are required for debris pickup or disposal, Public Works will
put the specifications together, then will forward this to the Finance Department.
Finance will write up the contract.
Standard bidding procedures for the city involves a single bid for work to $5,000,
two bids for work $5,000-$15,000, and three bids for work in excess of $15,000.
In a Presidentially-declared disaster, the hauling and disposal of solid waste is a
eligible expense for reimbursement funding under the FEMA and OEMA public
assistance program. Reimbursable cost 90%federal reimbursement and 10% local
match. In a catastrophic event, FEMA may elect to reimburse to 100% of debris
removal costs for a designated period of time.
It is important that the contract assesses charges by unit price and that the
contractor is not price gouging.
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E.

PREPAREDNESS___________________________________________________

F.

CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT _________________________________
Director, Public Works

G.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_______________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.

H.

I.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES__________________________________

•

Sample Debris Management Plan, Ohio EMA & Ohio EPA, October 2002.

•

Debris Management Course, Course Number E202, Emergency Management
Institute, National Emergency Training Center, October 2002.

ADDENDUMS________________________________________________

Tab 11-1
Tab 11-2
Tab 11-3
Tab 11-4

J.

Debris Management Coordinator Checklist
Emergency Debris Management Site Certification Form
Debris Disposal Outlets For Fairfield
Emergency Debris Management Contacts

AUTHENTICATION____________________________________________

________________________________

___________________

Director, PW
________________________________

Date
___________________

City Manager
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #12

A.

8/4/08

Public Utilities

Primary

Fairfield Public Utilities Department

Related ESF’s

ESF #22 Damage Assessment

PURPOSE_________________________________________________________

This Chapter of the Emergency Operations Plan assigns the role and responsibility
of the Public Utilities Department in a citywide emergency, and to identify personnel
and resources available during such an emergency situations. The Public Utilities
Department encompasses two (2) complimentary, but distinctly separate operations,
namely Water and Wastewater Divisions. Each division is licensed by the state of
Ohio through the Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) and required to
maintain individual emergency operations plans as part of state licensing
requirement. The purpose of individual plans is to establish polices and procedures
for handling emergencies that address intra-departmental emergencies, or
emergencies that directly affect each division. This emergency support function
establishes the roles of the Water and Wastewater Division during a complex
emergency occurring within the City of Fairfield, Ohio.
The supply and distribution of safe drinking water and the collection and treatment of
wastewater are both crucial to public health. The duties and roles under this emergency
response plan for the Public Utilities Department are set in place to protect:
• Public health & safety.
• Public Utilities Department personnel.
• Public Utilities Department structures and equipment.
• Private and public property under auspices of the Public
Utilities Department.
• Environment and natural resources under auspices of the
Public Utilities Department.
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B.

PRIMARY AND
SITUATION_

SUPPORT

RESPOSNBILITIES

IN

EMERGENCY

A citywide emergency will require the mobilization and coordination of personnel
and equipment resources from various departments within the City. In the event of
such an emergency it is imperative that a clear line of authority is established and
maintained to ensure a coordinated and effective response. In the event of a
citywide emergency, the role of the Public Utilities Department will be under the
principal direction of Incident Command, who has primary authority for
coordinating and directing emergency response activities. Incident Command may
direct Public Utilities Department resources through the Public Utilities Director,
Superintendents of Public Utilities and other supervisory personnel within the Public
Utilities Department. As such, the following is a list of individual responsibilities,
tasks, and assignments that may be remanded to the personnel within the Public
Utilities Department.
•

Ensure the proper operations and maintenance of water treatment and
distribution, and collection and treatment of wastewater supply facilities;

•

Provide emergency repair of water and sewer systems.

•

Provide sanitary engineering services and advice.

•

Support debris clearance activities.

•

Support fire department in decontamination efforts.

•

Decontaminate water system.

•

Assess damages.

•

Provide temporary sanitary facilities and potable water supplies.

•

Protect the water supply and sewer system from hazardous material releases.

•

Assist in the inspection and designation of hazardous substances.

•

Shut down water lines and pump out flooded areas.

•

Coordinate with fire and police officials for evacuation at the site.

•

Assist other departments as necessary
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C.

ORGANIZATIONAL/FUNCTIONAL SPAN OF RESPONSIBILITY

___

Area of Responsibility
Public Utilities has primary responsibility in the following areas:
A. Water treatment and distribution;
B. Wastewater collections and treatment; and
C. Stormwater collection (in a support capacity to the Public Works
Department and for monitoring the operational status of level monitors at
Dams A and B).
In the event that there is a need for additional services or equipment, the
Public Utilities Department will employ additional contractors or acquire
additional equipment from local suppliers or rental services, if needed.
For the purposes of providing back-up water or supplemental water for
emergency services, the Public Utilities Department will maintain a mutual
aid agreement with the City of Hamilton and Greater Cincinnati Water Works

A.

Water Division

The Water Division has the primary responsibility of providing water service
to residents of the City of Fairfield. This includes water for human
consumption, for meeting sanitary needs and for fire-fighting capabilities.
Water is treated at a treatment plant at 5021 Groh Lane and distributed
throughout the City through a network of primary and secondary distribution
mains.
Assumptions
A disaster can result in the following failures of the Public Utilities Department
system or equipment:
• Well field failures
• Water plant failures
• Storage facility out of service
• Water line breaks
• Depressurization of water lines
• Telemetry system failure
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The City of Fairfield obtains water from the Great Miami Buried Valley
Aquifer. This aquifer yields an average of 2.04 billion gallons of water per
year from 6 deep wells to the city’s water treatment plant.
The City of Fairfield currently operates six deep wells that are each 175 feet
deep. Each well produces between 1,500 to 2,800 gallons per minute.
To ensure water quality and source water protection, the aquifer is monitored by
the Hamilton to New Baltimore Groundwater Consortium.
The Wellhead Protection Program was developed in conjunction with the City of
Hamilton, the City of Cincinnati and other local water producers to further
safeguard the Great Miami Valley Aquifer.
The City of Fairfield Water Treatment Plant is located at 5021 Groh Lane and
can produce and distribute 9.0 million gallons of water per day. The facility is
staff twenty-four (24) hours per day, and serves as a call center for Public
Utilities Department related emergencies, particularly during late night hours
when the Wastewater Treatment Plant is not staffed.
Wastewater Division personnel are available for off-duty hours on a call-in basis.
A list of personnel is maintained at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and
personnel are called on a priority basis determined by the amount of aggregated
overtime accumulated at the time of an assignment or call-in.
The operations corps consists of four (4) full-time Operators, who staff the
facility twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. A receptionist,
superintendent, or day-time personnel is available five (5) days per week during
normal business hours. List below is a listing of phone numbers for contacting
Public Utilities Department personnel:
General Plant Number (24 hours per day)

(513) 858-7775

Superintendent of Water Division- Andreas Eddy
Office
(513) 858-7775
Home
(937) 456-5074
Cellular mobile
(513) 804-8064
Director of Public Utilities- Adam Sackenheim
Office
(513) 858-7775
Home
(513)
Cellular mobile
(513) 309-1253

The Water Division includes the Water Treatment Plant, six (6) raw water
production wells (Wells Nos. 3-8), approximately 180 miles of water distribution
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mains, three (3) water booster stations, two (2) pressure reducing stations, and
five (5) water storage tanks.
Water storage tanks:
•
•
•
•

Hunter Road. Tank – 3 MG
Mack Road. Tanks - .5 MG
Seward Road. Tanks, (2) - .5 MG, 1.5 MG
Winton Rd. Tower - 1.5 MG

Booster Stations:
•
•
•

Kay Dr. Booster Station
Muskopf Rd. Booster Station
Route 4 Water Booster Station

Pressure Reducing Stations
•
•

Resor & Pleasant Ave. (operating)
Crestwood & Pleasant Ave. (standby)

Alternate water supply connections:
Fairfield has interconnections with Greater Cincinnati Water Works and the City
of Hamilton for back-up and supplemental water. Combined, these auxiliary
sources have the capability to supply 9 million gallons per day, if needed and
each supplier has reserve capacities available. The Cincinnati taps are at a head
elevation of 1030 ft. Because of the water ties to Cincinnati and Hamilton, only
a major outage of all 3 systems should result in curtailments.
•

Hamilton Pump Station Connection

•

Ross Road Greater Cincinnati Water Works Connection

•

Winton Road Greater Cincinnati Water Works
Connection

•

South Gilmore Road Greater Cincinnati Water Works
Connection

These connections allow water to be supplied from the City of Hamilton and
the Cincinnati Water Works (CWW). They can only be opened and placed
into service by a designated personnel form the Fairfield Water Division and
from representatives of the Greater Cincinnati Water Works. Contacts for
each auxiliary water supply are:
City of Hamilton
South Water Plant – 868-5993
North Water Plant – 895-2309
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
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Bolton Plant – 829-2076
Distribution – 352-4643
Duke Energy provides electricity to the City of Fairfield’s River Circle 41 and
River Road 5751 feeders. Duke Energy is responsible for maintenance of
equipment to the transformers. The city is responsible for the transformers and
all electricity supplied from them.
Duke Energy supplies electrical power for Fairfield’s Water Treatment facilities.
If for some reason, electrical power is interrupted to the water utility, and no
stand-by generating facilities exist, the result is almost complete operational
shutdown, dependent on the volume of water contained in storage. Most power
outages are of short duration and storage will normally handle system demand
until power can be restored. Included as part of a maintenance service agreement
with the City, Duke Energy can provide major maintenance such as transformer
repair or complete replacement.
The Public Utilities maintains emergency operations plans to address needs
specific to the operations and maintenance of the Water Treatment Plant, the
Water Distribution Systems, the Wastewater Treatment Plant, and the Sanitary
Sewer Collection System. These plans are considered complimentary and
supplemental to broader Emergency Operating Plans maintained by the City.
The Water Division is staff with eighteen (18) full-time employees responsible
for the operations and maintenance of the facilities under purview of the Water
Division. This includes the water treatment plant and transmission, storage and
distribution system.
Personnel recently employed in the water Division are required to attained
Commercial Drivers Licenses (CDL’s) and many employees required to attain
equipment proficiencies as part of step increases within their respective job
classifications. Equipment proficiencies include operation of a backhoe,
generator and dump trucks.
Wellhead Protection Program
The City, in cooperation with other area water producers in the southern Butler
County area, has developed a comprehensive Wellhead Protection Program
(WHPP) to protect the supply of naturally occurring water in the environment.
This consolidation of water producers, also called the Hamilton to New
Baltimore Groundwater Consortium (Consortium). The Consortium represents a
multi-jurisdictional cooperative, one of the first of its kind nationally and in the
state of Ohio. The WHPP protects the public health by preventing, detecting and
remediating groundwater contamination, which would affect wells or well fields.
The WHPP does not apply to private or industrial water suppliers.
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) has approved the City’s
wellhead protection program, which is administered by the City and by the
Wellhead Protection Coordinator for the Consortium on behalf of the City and
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other cooperating members. The wellhead protection program consists of the
following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delineation of wellhead protection areas
Potential pollution source inventory
Management planning
Contingency planning
Groundwater monitoring
Public education

WATER DIVISION PERSONNEL RESOURCES

Personnel
Water Division

Superintendent
Wastewater Division

Plant Operations

Plant Maintenance

Distribution

Operator (O/M)

Foreman (O/M)

Foreman (O/M)

Meter Readers

Operator (O/M)

Operat/Maint (O/M)

Operat/Maint (O/M)

Meter Readers (MR)

Operator (O/M)

Laborer

Operat/Maint (O/M)

Meter Readers (MR)

Laborer

Operat/Maint (O/M)

Meter Readers (MR)

Operator (O/M)

Operat/Maint (O/M)
Operat/Maint (O/M)
Operat/Maint (O/M)
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The Water Division utilizes a variety of equipment during normal “business” operations
and during emergencies The following is an inventory of equipment assigned and
maintained by the Water Division:

Equipment
Water Division

1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Car – radio equipped
Utility Trucks – radio equipped
Service Trucks – radio equipped
Maintenance Vans – radio equipped
Crane/Hoist Truck – radio
equipped
Bucket Truck
Portable Air Compressor

1
1
1
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.

Backhoe – 4 wheel drive- extend-aboom
8 yd. Dump Truck – radio equipped
5000 lb. Fork Lift
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1

Trailer Mounted air compressor
Jack Hammer
Portable generator
1” or less PVC pipe & fittings
2” – 8” ductile pipe & fittings
Submersible pump
Hand tools

Snow Blade Attachment

B.

Wastewater Division

The Wastewater Division has the primary responsibility of providing sanitary sewer
service to the City. Water is collected through a network of primary and secondary
collector lines and transported to the Wastewater Treatment Plant for treatment and
ultimate release into the Great Miami River.
Assumptions
A disaster can result in the following failures of the Public Utilities Department system
or equipment:
•
•
•

Wastewater Lift Station failures
Hydraulically overloaded sewers due to high flows, blockages, flooding
Telemetry system failure
The Wastewater Treatment Plant is located at 4799 Groh Lane and normally
receives and treats 4.7 million gallons of wastewater per day. The plant is
staffed two (2), eight-hour (8 hr) shifts per day, seven (7) days per week, from
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
The operations corps consists of three (3) full-time Operators, who staff the
treatment plant. General Plant personnel are assigned to the treatment plant
during normal business hours, Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Wastewater Division personnel are available for off-duty hours on a call-in
basis. A list of personnel is maintained at the Wastewater Treatment Plant and
personnel are called on a priority basis determined by the amount of aggregated
overtime accumulated at the time of an assignment or call-in. List below is a
listing of phone numbers for contacting PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT
personnel:
General Plant Number (24 hours per day)

(513) 858-7760

Superintendent of Water Division, Jason Hunold
Office
(513) 858-7764
Home
(513)
Pager
(513)
Cellular mobile
(513) 497-3693

Director of Public Utilities, Adam Sackenheim
Office
(513) 857-7775
Cellular mobile
(513) 309-1253
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The Wastewater Division includes a treatment plant, approximately 180 miles
of collector and interceptor sanitary sewers, fourteen (14) lifts stations, a wet
weather relief system, four (4) miles of wet weather relief collector sewers, five
(5) miles of wet weather force mains. Located on the western boundary of the
City and adjacent to the Great Miami River, the plant serves an area of
approximately 29 square miles. The Fairfield wastewater plant discharges
directly into the Great Miami River at approximately river mile 32.0.
Wet Weather Relief Pump Station
Broadview Drive

Sanitary Sewer Lift Stations

Name

Address

Route 4 Underpass
Crystal Drive
Seward Road No. 1
Seward Road No. 2
Sugarland
Fairfield Village
Lake Manor
Fairfield Industrial
Park
Gilmore Road
Village Green
Lakesside Manor
Broadview

3706 Dixie Highway
5440 Crystal Drive
8591 Seward Road
8341 Seward Road
5909 River Road
5932 Lake Circle
5729 Lake Manor
3251 Homeward Way
8525 Gilmore Road
1440 Corydale drive
5464 Lakeside Manor
990 Broadview Drive

The Water Division is staff with nineteen (19) full-time employees under
the immediate supervision of the Superintendent of Public Utilities
(Wastewater Division) and responsible for the operations and
maintenance of the facilities under purview of the Wastewater Division.
This includes the water treatment plant and sewer collection system.
Personnel recently employed in the water Division are required to
attained Commercial Drivers Licenses (CDL’s) and many employees
required to attain equipment proficiencies as part of step increases within
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their respective job classifications. Equipment proficiencies include
operation of a backhoe, generator and dump trucks.

WASTEWATER DIVISION PERSONNEL RESOURCES
Personnel
Wastewater Division

Superintendent
Wastewater Division

Plant Operations

Plant Maintenance

Chief Operator (O/M

Foreman (O/M)

Plant Instrumentation

Collection Maintenance

Laboratory

Instrumentation Foreman

Collection Foreman

Laboratory Supervisor

Instrumentation Specialist
Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Laboratory Analyst
Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)

Operator (O/M)
Operator (O/M)
Laborer
Laborer
Laborer
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The Wastewater Division utilizes a variety of equipment during normal
“business” operations and during emergencies The following is an inventory
of equipment assigned and maintained by the Wastewater Division:

Equipment
Wastewater Division
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Car – radio equipped
Utility Trucks – radio equipped
Service Trucks – radio equipped
Maintenance Vans – radio equipped
SUV
Portable Air Compressor
Backhoe – 4 wheel drive- extend-aboom, Case 590 Super M
8 yd. Dump Truck – radio equipped
5000 lb. Fork Lift
Sewer Vacuum Truck
Television Truck
Crane/Hoist truck 4WD
Television/Grouting Truck
Service Truck 4WD
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1
1
7
5
Misc.
1
2
1
Misc.
1
1
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Trailer Mounted Air Compressor
Jack Hammer
Case 721 BXR Loader
Portable generators
Portable Trash Pumps
1” – 8” PVC pipe & fittings
Trailer Mounted Generator w/ Sign
Board
Submersible Pump
Extend-A-Jet Hose Reel
Hand tools
Snow Plow Blade Attachment
Portable Gas Powered Welder

C.

Stormwater Management
While primary responsibility of maintaining the stormwater system in the City
resides with the Public Works Department, the Public Utilities Department
serves in the support role, primarily in monitoring stormwater detentions
sites C and A and in the operation and maintenance of the Route 4
stormwater pump station. Stormwater detention sites C and A are monitored
through a radio telemetry system, with signal transmitted to the Water
Treatment Plant. The plant is staffed twenty-four (24) hours per day.

Assumptions
A disaster can result in the following failures of the PUBLIC UTILITIES
DEPARTMENT system or equipment:
•
•
•

Excessively high flow conditions at Detention sites
Failure of stormwater pump station
Telemetry system failure

Regional Detention Basins, Hennessey (Site C) and Resor Road (Site A).
The PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT, through the Water and Wastewater
Divisions, provides support service to the Public Works Department for
maintenance and operation of regional stormwater detention sites C and A.
This includes normal maintenance such as maintaining and calibrating level
sensors at each detention basin. Reading from the sensors are transmitted
through a citywide radio telemetry system. Level readings for each site are
displayed at the water treatment plant. Setpoints have been established
through the operators control programming and alarms will be activated
when levels rise to critical alarm setpoints:
Site C (Hennessey Dam) is a twenty-three foot (23’) high dam located west of
Camelot Drive and serves to maintain flow in a eastern leg of Pleasant Run
Creek.. A secondary release structure is a 150-foot wide emergency spillway
weir seven (7) feet below the top of the dam. An alarm is activated at the
water treatment plant when the level reaches the emergency spillway
elevation
Site A (Resor Dam) is a thirty-two foot (32’) high dam located south of Resor
Road at the site of the South Trace Golf Course. It serves to maintain flow
in a western leg of Pleasant Run Creek. A secondary release structure is a
200 foot wide emergency spillway weir nine and one-half feet (9-1/2’) below
the top of the dam.
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In case of a high level alarm at either dam site, the Operator at the Water
Treatment Plant is to notify the Dispatch at the Police Department.

Route 4 Stormwater Pump Station
The PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT, through the Water and Wastewater
Divisions, provides support operation and maintenance assistance for the
Route 4 Stormwater Pump Station, 3706 Dixie Highway. The stormwater
pump station receives surface, rainwater flow from a capture zone including
the underpass for the CSX Railroad Crossing, near the northern corporation
line. The operation of the stormwater pump station is critical to the ability
to maintain traffic along State Route 4 in the4 vicinity of the pump station.
Failure of the pump station during wet weather conditions will result in a
section of the roadway to be impassable to traffic, and require that all traffic
be re-routed through secondary streets. This would increase the traffic load
through adjacent areas and would severely delay the route of any emergency
traffic.
Route 4 Stormwater Pumps Station is monitored at both Water and Wastewater
Treatment Plants. Alarms are transmitted via telephone line to these
locations if any one of the following conditions develop:
High Wet Well Alarm
Pump Seal Failure
Power Failure
In the event of a system failure, the Operators at the Wastewater and Water
Plant contact maintenance personnel.
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D.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Fairfield Public Utilities has responsibility for:
a. Developing policies and guidance covering the protection of distribution,
conservation and use of water within its jurisdiction,
b. Assisting individuals and essential users in correcting shortages in water
supply or sewage discharge points,
c. Arranging for redistribution of water supply by encouraging voluntary
conservation or enacting mandatory conservation and rationing,
d. Arranging for supporting resources for any construction and repair
necessary for the continued operation of water and sewage facilities.

1. Testing Water Supplies
•

Emergency testing of the water supply is performed by Public Utilities
Department personnel in most cases. Both water plants are equipped
with laboratory equipment.

•

The Fairfield Water Plant is certified by the Ohio EPA to analyze
water samples for chlorine, fluoride, and bacteria.

•

If the lab is damaged and unavailable for testing, the following
contract laboratories can test water samples:
Belmont Park
Environmental, Trotwood; Test America, Dayton; The city Water Lab,
Maineville.

2. Communications
a. PU has two levels of communications to support its operations in an
emergency.
•

Monitoring and communicating the status of water system
operations, using various Alan Bradley, Programmable
Control Systems. The telemetry used: radio, telephone,
pressure sensing, and land lines.

•

Communicating with other county personnel through the use
of 2-way radios or mobile cellular phones.
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•

Operators are responsible for the operation of the entire
treatment and distribution system. The system is monitored
24/7 with daylight shifts and an “On Call” operator at all
times. The operators are also required to promptly notify the
supervisor during emergency conditions.

•

Public Utilities Department trucks are all equipped with 2way radios and the plant is equipped with a stationary base
unit. Supervisory personnel are also equipped with cell
phones or mobile phones.

•

Numerous telephones are located throughout Public Utilities
Department facilities. If problems arise with the 2-way radio
system, telephones can be used for emergency
communication.

•

If the phone service also becomes inoperable, then
communications will have to be performed on a person-toperson basis, until the 2-way radio or telephone service is
restored.

4. Emergency Public Information

PU media reporting procedures during a disaster are outlined in Tab 12-7.
5. Coordination

a. The Public Utilities Department will develop, follow, and maintain their own
policies and procedures, communicating with their forces in the field. They
keep the Emergency Operations Center informed of field conditions, actions
taken, personnel and equipment needed for response and recovery.
b. The Public Utilities Department will deploy an authorized Coordinator to an
activated Emergency Operations Center to coordinate with Public Utilities
field personnel and other emergency response agencies in the Emergency
Operations Center, and advise the Emergency Manager. Regular reports
should be made to the Emergency Manager on location, activities and status
of disaster recovery operations of Public Utilities Department personnel.
c. The Coordinator for the Public Utilities Department will communicate directly
with their own field forces, and in turn, will keep the Emergency Manager
informed of appropriate information (casualties, damage observations,
evacuation status, radiation levels, chemical exposure, etc.) during emergency
operations. Internal resources of all operating departments will be managed by
individual departmental procedures and policies.
d. Responders will coordinate with each other for the placement of work crews,
supply lines, staging areas and emergency command centers.
e. Logistical support for the dispatch points, including food, water, emergency
power, fuel and lighting will be provided internally by the Public Utilities
Department and jurisdictions. Support will be given by the Emergency
Operations Center when those resources are exhausted.
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f. Volunteer, auxiliary, and mutual aid forces will operate under the direct
supervision of their own supervisors.
g. Assisting military forces will work under the direct supervision of their own
superiors, but will receive mission assignments from the Public Utilities
Director, in coordination with the Emergency Manager and the City Manager.

E.

DIRECTION & ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

A representative from the Public Utilities Department will be available during an
emergency to the Emergency Manager commander located in the Emergency
Operations Center. This person coordinates with other emergency response agencies
and advises the Emergency Manager.
1. EM Director/EOC
Coordinates with water and sewer departments, the Butler County Health Dept.,
and the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency to ensure the integrity of water
supplies and sewage systems during disasters, and from the effects of hazardous
materials.
2. Public Utilities Coordinator/ Director of Public Utilities
The Public Utilities Director, or his designee, will relocate to the EOC during an
emergency to advise decision makers, and to coordinate response efforts with other
departments, mutual aid and volunteer entities.
3. Officer in Charge

Solely responsible for the conduct of all emergency activities, usage or labor,
facilities, and emergency purchases.
Dictates when the system must
supply water at lower or higher usage levels, and priorities for repairs to the
system.
4. Communications & Operations

a. Ensures adequacy and condition of storage supplies for use by monitors,
who would report hourly the tank levels and facilities condition in their
assigned areas.
b. Serves as the Spokesperson for the department, directed by the Officer in
Charge, making announcements and providing press releases to local
radio stations as to curtailment levels.
c. Keeps the Officer in Charge fully informed as to water levels.
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d. Assists in obtaining outside resources.

5.

Distribution Foreman
Uses facilities, labor, equipment and outside resources to repair and make
operational (repressurize) any system outage.
Reports directly to the
Superintendent of Public Utilities and/or the Public Utilities Director.

6. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

a. Develops policies an guidance covering the distribution, conservation, and
use of water within the state,
b. Arranges with private, local, state and federal water sources to release
water to meet essential needs,
c. Assists local governments and essential users in correcting shortages in
water supply or pollution of streams,
d. Arranges for redistribution of water supplies, sanitation equipment, or
water and sewage utilities to correct deficiencies in areas experiencing
shortages,
e. Arranges for supporting resources for any construction and repair necessary
for the continued operation of water and sewage facilities.
f. The state must be prepared to carry out federal responsibilities within the
state, should federal authority be temporarily interrupted due to war and
major natural disaster until such time as federal authority can be
reestablished.

Tab 12-3
PUBLIC UTILITIES SUPPLIERS & EMERGENCY AID
FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER DIVISION
Product &
Contract #
Chlorine & Sodium
Hypochlorite
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Order Phone
1-888-391-2436
ask for Sande

#2006-05

Cincinnati 45246
513-714-5264

Hydrofluosilicic
Acid
#2003-04
Liquid Phosphate
No current contract

Adcock
1-800-947-9264
Emergency Phone

Univar USA, Inc.
4600 Dues Dr.
Cincinnati 45246
513-714-5264

1-888-391-2436
ask for Sande
Adcock
1-800-947-9264
Emergency Phone

Liquid Carbon
Dioxide

Continental Carbonic Products,
Inc.
26178 B. Drive N.
Albion, MI 49224
517-630-0486 ext. 2068

Scott Thiesse,
Distribution
Manager

Lime
#2008-003

Carmeuse Lime & Stone
Black River Division
11 Stanwix St. – 11th Fl.
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-995-5500

1-866-236-9140
Contact: Leslie

HVC Chemical Corp.
4600 Dues Dr.
Cincinnati

513-874-9261
Marketing Mgr.

Black River Lime
PO Box 1
Butler, KY

606-472-7761

Ulrich Chemical, Inc.
3111 North Post Rd.
Indianapolis, IN

317-898-8632
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Liquid Carbonic Carbon Dioxide
10637 MacCornle Ave.
Marmet, WVA

304-949-2205
Sales Rep.

Bonded Chemical
200 S. Jackson St.
Lima, OH

1-800-243-7665
President

Cardox Corp.
1303 Boone Aire Rd.
Florence, KY

606-564-9620
Sales Mgr.

Contractors
Sayre Thompson Services, Inc.
7828 Palace Dr.
Cincinnati

1-800-634-3577

Ohio Transmission Service Corp.
Monroe, OH

513-539-8411

SK Construction Co.
2514 Atco Ave.
Middletown, OH

513-424-1613
Supervisor

Boilers

Jack Schmidt & Assoc. Inc.
PO Box 42118
Cincinnati

513-793-5667

Valves, Piping

Viking Environmental Supply, Inc.
8471 Hwy 42
Florence, KY

606-525-8080

IEM
5131 Webster St.
Dayton, OH

800-543-0021
VP, Div. Mgr.

Clemmons & Son
Fairfield

513-756-9431

Miracle Construction
4901 Reilly-Millville Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-756-9431

Welding
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Richard E. Payne
2791 Millville-Shandon Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-738-1016

Penley Plumbing & Excavators
8150 Regal Lane
West Chester, OH

513-777-2010

Sizemore Excavating, Inc.
115 Locust St.
Oxford, OH

513-523-4550

Ming Sales & Service
415 Monument Ave.
Hamilton, OH

513-863-2056

Tri-State Ford Truck Sales, Inc.
2550 Annuity Dr.
Cincinnati, OH

513-772-1740

Vickers Truck & Equipment Sales
4205 Hamilton-Eaton Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-726-5454

Hand Tools

Newtown Supply Co.
350 South “B” St.
Hamilton, OH

513-868-8665

Valves, Piping,
Fire Hydrants

Price Brothers Co.
9320 Sutton Place
Fairfield, OH

513-874-2040

Powell Advance Pump Service
3729 Taylor School Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-726-6919

Mikes Septic Tank Service
Withamsville, OH

513-752-3690

Schlabach & Son Plumbing Co.
1368 Beissinger Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-868-1605

AA Plumbing Co.
Fairfield, OH

513-874-9969

Reading Supply, Inc.
421 Benson Rd.
Cincinnati, OH

513-733-4900

Oldfield Equipment Co.
430 W. Seymour Ave.
Cincinnati, OH

513-821-5582

Fairfield Power Equipment
690 Nilles Rd.
Fairfield, OH

513-829-4777
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Fiberglass

Crane Rental
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Benjamin Steel Co., Inc.
1 Janney Rd.
Dayton, OH

513-233-1212

Plas-Tanks Industry, Inc.
5011 Factory Dr.
Fairfield, OH

513-829-8888

Cincinnati Plastics
PO Box 41415
Cincinnati, OH

513-563-9333

Collins Refrigeration Heating &
Air Conditioning
216 Carmen Ave.
Hamilton, OH

513-867-1551

Rogers Heating & Air
Conditioning
7391 Morris Rd.
Hamilton, OH

513-867-8566

Kelley & Carpenter
507 Maple Ave.
Hamilton, OH 45011

513-863-3565

Southeastern Equipment Co., Inc.
301 Breaden Dr.
Monroe, OH 45050

513-539-9214
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Tab 12-4
CRITICAL WATER SUPPLY NEEDS

CRITICAL INSTITUTIONS
Mercy Hospital – Maintenance
Butler County Board of Mental Retardation
Supervisor
55 Donald Drive Fairfield, Ohio 45014
3000 Mack Road
Director
Fairfield, Ohio 45014
(513) 867-5965
(513) 867-6510
Tri-County Extended Care Center
5200 Camelot Drive
Fairfield, Ohio 45014
Personnel Director
(513 ) 829-8100
Woodridge Retirement Center
3801 Woodridge Blvd. Fairfield, Ohio
45014

Community Multicare Center
908 Symmes Road Fairfield, Ohio 45014
Director of Maintenance
(513 ) 868-6500
Davita Dialysis of Fairfield
1210 Hicks Boulevard

(513) 939-1110
Director of Environmental Services
(513)874-9933
UN-INTERRUPTIBLE WATER SERVICE
Children's Hospital Medical Center
Gambro Health Care Center
3050 Mack Road
1210 Hicks Blvd
(513) 636-6400-Not Open After 1:00 am
Mercy Hospital- Fairfield
3000 Mack Road

(513) 939-1110
Mercy Ambulatory Surgery Center
3050 Mack Road

(513) 870-7000 (Main Switchboard)
(513) 870-7104 (Maintenance)
Alterra Sterling House of Fairfield
2357 Mack Road

(513) 784-6440 (Not Open After 5:30 pm)

(513) 939-2500
Fairfield Center
350 Kolb Drive

(513) 868-6500
Woodridge Retirement Center
3801 Woodridge Blvd

(513) 874-0423

(513) 874-9933
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Community Multicare Center
908 Symmes Road

Fairfield Pavilion
5251 Dixie Hwy

Pleasant Villa
4941 Redwood Drive

(513) 699-4600
Tri-County Extended Care Center
5200 Camelot Drive

(513) 868-2924
Waterford at Fairfield
1460 Corydale Drive

(513) 829-8100
Children’s Hospital Medical Center
3050 Mack Road

(513) 829-6200
Alterra Sterling House of Fairfield
2357 Mack Road

(513) 636-6400
Fresenius Medical Care
4750 Dixie Highway

(513) 939-2500
Mark or Denise Bevins
7812 Seward Road

(513) 863-6882
Daniel B. Williams Jr.
3855 Woodridge Boulevard
Apartment #5
(513) 942-4327

(513) 942-0418
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #13

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Primary Agency

Fairfield Development Services Dept.

Support Agencies

Fairfield Planning Commission

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #21 Damage Assessment

A. PURPOSE__________________________________________________________
This ESF describes the activities of the Development Services Department in response to
a disaster.

B. SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS_____________________________________
The Development Services Department is the City of Fairfield's department for planning,
economic development and the building services. It includes the Planning Division,
Office of Economic Development, Building and Zoning Division. The work of this
Division is augmented by the Fairfield Planning Commission.

a. Building and Zoning Division
The purpose of the Building and Zoning Division is to protect the health, safety
and welfare of the citizens of Fairfield, as they relate to new construction,
additions, remodeling and existing buildings. Their primary day to day functions
are primarily code enforcement pertaining to state and local building codes and
zoning ordinances specific to the City of Fairfield.
In the event of an incident the Building and Zoning Division would be a resource
to complete inspections of damaged structures and to assist in completing damage
assessments for the city. Typical tasks would be;
•

Aid in damage assessment and conduct building safety inspections.

•

Assess whether evacuation of a structure is necessary.

•

Provide for safe re-occupancy.

•

Submit damage estimates and reports to the Damage Assessment
Coordinator.
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During the recovery stage following an incident this division would assist
customers by providing services such as:
•

Expediting the issuance of building permit applications.

•

Reviewing and approving plans and specifications for repairs.

•

In conjunction with the State of Ohio verifying licensing of contractors
completing the work or applying for permits.

•

Providing required inspections for projects until completion and
occupancy.

•

Offering guidance and helpful information to residence on how to
proceed with repairing their property.

b. Planning Division
The Planning Division serves the public by providing information to elected and
other city officials in order to assist them in making decisions about growth and
development of the city. The division is responsible for enforcing land use
regulations, developing long-range plans to meet future citywide needs and
guiding physical development in the city. The activities of this division serves an
important function to mitigate future disasters.
The Planning Division performs the following duties:
•

Manage rezoning and Planned Unit Development (PUD) requests,
conditional use permits and subdivision applications.

•

Coordinate all development plan review via a Staff Technical Review
Committee that is comprised of staff from various city departments.

•

Update the zoning ordinance.

•

Prepare and maintain the land use plan, thoroughfare plan and
comprehensive plan.

•

Provide support staff to Planning Commission and Design Review
Committee.

•

Apply design guidelines to the D-1 Downtown Zoning District.

•

Prepare long-range and area plans.

•

Develop long-range growth strategies.

•

Provide geographic information systems (GIS) support.
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During an incident the Planning Division will curtail their operations to the extent
possible to support the Damage Assessment Coordinator and Building and Zoning
Division. Personnel assigned to this division may be reassigned to EOC to assist
the Damage Assessment Coordinator as deemed necessary.

c. Planning Commission
The Fairfield Planning Commission is responsible for development and update of
the city’s comprehensive plan, and to identify and safeguard historic structures on
public property.
The Commission has a role in mitigation plans to prevent future loss of life and
property due to a disaster. They can assist in the formulation of future mitigation
projects.

C. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS_____________________________________
1. Development Services - Disaster Response
a. Should an incident occur resulting in damage to property and structures, the
Director of Development Services will be assigned to the position of Damage
Assessment Coordinator and will manage the damage assessment process under
the direction of Incident Command.
b. Inspectors assigned to the Building and Zoning Division will be mobilized and
directed by the Damage Assessment Coordinator as requested by Incident
Command.
c. The building inspectors on staff would be used to assess structural integrity of
buildings. If an inspector is not certain of the structural integrity of a building,
he will request the owner or the Damage Assessment Coordinator to have a
structural engineer verify structural stability of a structure.
d. All pertinent information relative to the damage assessment will be channeled
directly to the Damage Assessment Coordinator who will compile and forward
the report to the Finance Director and Incident Command.
e. Information of importance to the general public will be forwarded to the Public
Information Officer for distribution upon review and approval of Incident
Command.

2. Relationship with Duke Energy & Butler Co. Rural Electric
The Development Services Department works closely with the power companies to
coordinate the restoration of electric and gas services to the effected areas. Under
the direction of the Damage Assessment Coordinator, inspectors shall approve the
restoration of services to areas and individual structures based on their findings.
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Information relative to the progress of the restoration of services shall be directed to
Incident Command.

3. Inspections:
a. Inspection teams shall consist of a minimum of two personnel to assure the
safety of the individuals.
b. Inspection teams shall have radio communications with the Damage Assessment
Coordinator at all times.
c. Inspection teams shall not enter an area unless determined safe and approved by
Incident Command.
d. The location of inspection teams shall be reported to the Damage Assessment
Coordinator at all times.
e. If additional inspection teams are needed the Damage Assessment Coordinator
shall request assistance from other jurisdictions not effected by the incident.
f. The primary responsibility of the inspection teams will be to determine if
structures are safe and habitable as well as to determine the percentage of
structure damaged by the incident.
g. All buildings inspected will be visibly marked indicating the following;
•

Safe for Occupancy – none or minor damage.

•

Habitable, repairs necessary – minor structural damage, possible
weather resistance or utility repairs needed.

•

Keep out – Uninhabitable – major structural damage.

•

Utility Sticker – authorization to connect necessary utilities.

h. Each inspection team will be issued a standard inspection form, maps of the
area to be inspected along with tape measures, flash lights and duct tape by the
Damage Assessment Coordinator and will maintain a log of each inspection
completed.

H.

CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS

_________________________________

1. Director of Development Services
2. Superintendent of Building
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I.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_______________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.
J.

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________

_______________________________________
Development Services Director

Date

_______________________________________
Building Superintendent

__________________
Date

_______________________________________
Fire Chief
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #14 – ADMINISTRATION

A.

Primary Agency

Mayor
City Manager
Asst. City Manager
City Council
Finance Director
City Attorney

Support Agencies

Butler County EMA
Ohio State EMA
FEMA
Federal Urban Housing & Development
Small Business Administration

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #15

PURPOSE__________________________________________________________

This ESF describes responsibilities of the city government officials and
administration in disaster response. For further information, see Fairfield Basic Plan.

B.

SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS____________________________________

This ESF includes the following positions: Mayor, City Manager, Assistant City
Manager, City Council, Finance Director, and Law Director.
C.

DIRECTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES_______________________________

The City of Fairfield operates under the council-manager form of government that is
composed of a directly elected mayor and seven elected council members (four by ward
and three at-large) and an appointed city manager.
The Mayor, City Manager, and City Council are kept informed of the emergency
response and recovery activities and the status of EOC operations.
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1. Mayor
Under Ohio Law and Section 5.02 of the Fairfield Charter, the ultimate
responsibility for emergency management in the City belongs to the Mayor. Under
him/her, in an established line of succession, are the responsibilities of the fire,
police and service departments. During emergencies, these departments will
follow the Standard Operating Procedures and actions as outlined under Ohio Law.
The Mayor is the head of the City government for all military purposes in time of
war, national emergency, riot or insurrection, or other emergency threatening the
safety of life or property within the City; and as such head shall have all the
powers, duties and functions granted by the Constitution and laws of Ohio to
mayors or other chief executives of municipal corporations, or as granted to the
Mayor by ordinances or resolutions adopted by the Council.
a. Issues a proclamation declaring that an emergency or disaster
exists, based on information provided by the City Manager.
b. Requests a presidential disaster or emergency declaration from the
Governor, based on information provided by the City Manager.
c. Delegates management of the EOC to the Fire Chief.
d. Manages City Council meetings.
e. Facilitator
f. Tie-breaker
2. City Manager
The City Manager, appointed by City Council, is responsible for the staffing of city
administration and employees. The assistant city manager provides support to the
city manager in overseeing the day-to-day operations of the city. The City Manager
is responsible to the Council for the administration of all of the City's affairs.
Each city department is under the supervision of a department director. Staffing needs
and workflow of individual departments are evaluated and fulfilled by the city
manager, assistant city manager and department director.
a. Responsible for notification of city officials of Emergency
Declaration. Using email, text messaging, or dispatch will contact
City Council members individually or collectively to deploy them
to designated site.
b. Lends authority to the position of Incident Commander.
c. Provides liaison with elected officials; keeps the City Council
informed in an emergency.
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d. Requests appropriations and authorizes expenditure of funds,
approves contracts and authorizes distribution of equipment,
materials and supplies for disaster purposes.
e. Authorizes deployment of city resources beyond the scope of
normal operations.
f. Is an integral part of the Unified Command System (UCS) and will
be based in the EOC.
g. Works hand-in-hand with the Incident Commander and the EOC.
h. Provides liaison between Emergency Management and other City
Departments.
i. Provides liaison with other city managers, township managers, and
county administrators.
j. Performs liaison activities between the City Council and the
Emergency Operations Center.
k. Monitors fiscal decisions that may need to be made to support
county response efforts, based on level of city involvement.
l. Initiates action for request for disaster declaration to the Governor,
based on information provided by the Fairfield Emergency
Management.
m. Ensures that the line of succession is implemented, if warranted.

3. Assistant City Manager
a. For continuity of operations, the Asst. City Manager would assume the duties
of City Manager in the event that the City Manager is unavailable.
b. Is the liaison to Butler County EMA (BCEMA).
c. Request resources of BCEMA.
d. Responds to requests from BCEMA.
e. Assists the Finance Director on all damage assessment activities.

4. Finance Director
a. Works with Assistant City Manager in the compilation and transmittal of
damage assessment figures to Butler County EMA.
b. Tracks and reports grant sources and expenditures associated with disaster
funding.
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c. Assist Departments/Divisions in the procurement of goods and services
necessary in emergency situations.
d. Prepares the annual operating budget, which incorporates considerations of
disaster funding.
e. Prepares necessary capital programs to determine projects to be undertaken
and the availability of funding.
f. Prepares and submits for reimbursement of disaster funding in accordance
with federal and state laws.
g. Responsible for audit requirements in compliance with Single Audit Act.
h. Point of Contact for FEMA/State Public Assistance Program.
•

Meets with FEMA and OEMA officials to provide data for the
preparation of Preliminary Damage Assessments (PDA’s).

•

Meets with the FEMA Public Assistance Project Officer (PAO) or
directs that PAO to the appropriate city department for the preparation
of Public Assistance project worksheets for the reimbursement of
eligible disaster costs.

i. Serves as liaison to insurance companies relating to damages on public
property.
j. For further information, see ESF #15.

5. City Council
The City Council is responsible for establishing city policy and enacting legislation to
guide the direction of the municipality. Therefore, the City Council does not have
direct responsibility in emergency response. However, the Council needs to be
informed of the emergency response to determine the need for any legislative
changes.
Other responsibilities of city council include the establishment of rates for public
utilities and the authority to retain independent, certified public accountants to audit
city records.
City council is currently comprised of seven committees: Finance and Budget; Public
Utilities; Development Services; Parks, Recreation and Environment; Public Works;
Public Safety; and Community and Public Relations.
Each emergency ordinance or resolution must be passed by a vote of at least twothirds of the members of the Council. If an emergency ordinance or resolution fails to
receive the required two-thirds vote, but receives the necessary majority vote required
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for passage as a non-emergency measure, it shall become effective as a nonemergency measure.
Each emergency ordinance or resolution must justify its status as an emergency
ordinance. It must explain the necessity for the immediate preservation of the public
peace, health, safety or welfare, or for the urgent benefit or protection of the City or
its inhabitants, whether individuals or other entities.
Emergency ordinances cannot result in the enactment, amendment or repeal of any
ordinance or resolution: establishing, amending, revising, changing or repealing
zoning classifications, districts, uses or regulations or codes regulating structural
standards for the construction, alteration or improvement of buildings and other
structures; or eliminating or modifying specific provisions of the civil service laws of
Ohio and substituting local provisions or procedures in lieu of the specific provisions
of those laws.
In an emergency, the City Council will:
a. Be present at a designated location during the initial 12 to 24 hours
of the event, in case emergency legislation needs to be passed.
b. Pass emergency legislation, including Declaration of Emergency.
c. Approve emergency expenditures.
d. Allow for emergency contractual arrangements by city officials.
e. Ensure that all legal documents of both a public and private nature
recorded by the designated officials be protected and preserved in
accordance with applicable state and local laws (i.e., ordinances,
resolutions, minutes of meetings, land records and income tax
filings).
f.

Tour affected areas once the incident is stabilized; tours will be
approved by the Incident Commander and conducted by the
Directors of the affected departments.

g. Authorize any action necessary to the conduct or inquiry or
investigation into the affairs or business of the City.

6.

Law Director
The Law Director will be on-call as a resource to the EOC and/or the Incident
Commander. If a disaster occurs with significant legal implications, the Law
Director may relocate to the EOC.
Legal issues surrounding a disaster, include:
• Access to private property. Issuance of Right-of-Entry permits.
• Developing mutual aid agreements.
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•
•

Determination of the liability of the spiller of hazardous materials.
Review of all recovery contracts.

D.

CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT_______________________________

1.

Mayor

2.

City Manager

3.

Assistant City Manager

4.

Finance Director

E.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_____________________

Emergency Preparedness Committee
This Committee meets at least annually to review the EOP and make any necessary
changes. The Committee is composed of:
 Mayor
 City Manager
 Assistant City Manager
 Fire Chief
 Police Chief
 Public Works Director
 Public Utilities Director
 Parks Director
 Planning Director
 Finance Director
The Committee performs the following annually:
a. Review the existing plan and revise, as needed.
b. Review available resources, organizational structures, mutual aid agreements,
and revise plan, as needed.
c. Assure each department has revised their internal standard operating
procedures to support the various emergency support functions.
d. Assist fire and police officials with distribution, training, and public
dissemination of the plan, as requested.
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e. Prepare or improve maps, charts, and any other graphics, which are needed by
emergency services (fire and police departments).
f. Assist fire and police departments with tabletop and full-scale exercises, as
requested.
g. Assist fire and police officials to ensure elected officials are updated on plan
status.
h. Assure that the plan conforms to Federal, State, county law, regulations and
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
i. Assure that plans are complementary to Federal, State, and County plans.

F.

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________

______________________________________
Assistant City Manager

Date

______________________________________
Fire Chief
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #15 – FINANCE / PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
Primary Agency

Fairfield Finance Dept.

Support Agencies

Ohio State EMA
FEMA
Federal Urban Housing & Development
Small Business Administration

Related EOP Annexes

ESF #22 Damage Assessment

A. PURPOSE__________________________________________________________
This ESF describes the standard operating procedures for financial appropriation,
disbursement, and management during a disaster.
Emergencies and disasters would require unanticipated obligations and expenditures.
The City of Fairfield will incur disaster-related obligations and expenditures in
accordance with the provisions of applicable City and State statutes.

B. SITUATION _______________________________________________________
The City of Fairfield Finance Department is responsible for the functions of local tax
administration and collection, financial reporting and control, information technology,
risk management, utility billing and collection and payroll.
The city's finance administration/accounting/budgetary division is responsible for all
areas of financial administration. The division's duties include revenue recording,
investments, expenditure tracking, financial records administration, budgeting, debt
financing, auditing and financial reporting.
The finance department provides essential support services to all of the city's departments
and divisions, as well as several direct services to residents and businesses.
1.

As the chief fiscal officer for the City, the Director of Finance will:
•

Keep the city’s financial records.

•

Perform audit functions.

•

Review all proposed expenditures.

•

Establish accounting systems, financial records and reports used by the offices,
departments, divisions, bureaus, boards and commissions of the City.
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2.

•

Assist the City Manager in the preparation and submission of appropriation
measures, estimates, budgets, capital programs and other financial matters.

•

Provide full and complete information concerning the financial affairs and
status of the City as required by the City Manager or Council.

•

Provide full and complete information and assistance concerning the finances
or accounting systems or records of any office, department, division, bureau,
board or commission of the City as requested by the City Manager.

•

May have other powers, duties and functions as required by ordinance or
resolution, or as directed by the City Manager.

Finance and Budget Committee
•
•
•

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Member

This committee shall handle policy matters pertaining to municipal finance;
budget; taxation; indebtedness; appropriations funds; accounts payable and
receivable; lease and/or sale of real property; assessments; employee wage
classifications, rates and benefits; and information technology.

3.

In a disaster, the Finance Dept.:
•
•
•
•
•

Tracks and reports grants sources and expenditures associated with
disaster funding.
Assist Departments/Divisions in the procurement of goods and services
necessary in emergency situations.
Prepares and submits for reimbursement of disaster funding in accordance
with federal and state laws.
Responsible for the payment and reporting of payroll.
Ensuring the continuation of revenue collections within the city.

The role of the Mayor, City Manager, City Council and EM Director is to authorize
any action necessary to secure disaster relief funding in accordance with federal and
state laws.
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C. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS_________________________________________
1. Emergency Funding Sources for the City
a.

City financial resources.

b.

County financial resources.

c.

State emergency funding.

d.

FEMA/State public assistance and mitigation funding – In response to a
Federal or state-declared disaster. This is a FEMA/State reimbursement
program to disaster-affected jurisdictions.

e.

Federal Urban Housing & Development.

f.

Department of Agriculture.

g.

Other government departments.

h.

Small Business Administration.

2. Expenditures, Emergency Procurement and Payroll Processing
a. During a declared emergency, it is the responsibility of the responding
Department Head/Division Manager to approve emergency expenditures and
resources.
b. After the Division Supervisor or Front Line Supervisor determines that an
emergency exists, he/she shall proceed to acquire the materials and/or services
necessary to initiate action. If, however, the emergency requires on outlay in
excess of $7,500.00, the Department Director must be contacted for approval.
In an emergency situation, the informal bids procedures of City Policy 315B are waived.
c. The department should enter the requisition into the Accounting System as
soon as possible with a note that the purchase is/was for an “EMERGENCY.”
The Accounting Division should be notified that an emergency requisition is
pending approval. The Accounting Division will promptly process the
requisition and a purchase order number will be assigned.
d. Upon receipt of notification of an emergency and the activation of the EOC,
the Finance Director or designee will, when requested, report to the EOC.
e. Upon receipt of requirements, either verbally or in writing, the financial
liaison in the EOC will order the required supplies or services and provide the
vendor with a purchase order number for confirmation at a later date. The
vendor will provide the item ordered and make billing against the purchase
order number assigned at the time the order was placed.
f. If an emergency occurs during regular City business hours, and procurement
personnel have not been directed to report to the EOC, the using organization
or agency or EOC personnel (if activated) should immediately contact the
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Finance Director, by phone to outline the emergency requirement. The
Finance Director will provide immediate and appropriate direction to acquire
the required supplies, equipment or services.
g. If an emergency occurs outside of business hours and the EOC is not activated,
and the Finance Director is not available to authorize the required emergency
purchase, then the department or agency head may authorize the required
purchase.
h. Requisition and delivery record for emergency purchases must be documented
to explain the necessity of the emergency purchase and to provide accurate
data to the Accounting Division.
i. When circumstances dictate an immediate resolution to the situation and it is
not possible to have a purchase order processed prior to the obligation, a
purchase order and resolution shall be prepared as soon thereafter as possible,
by the department or agency head whom authorized the purchase, and
submitted to the Finance Director for approval.
3. Payroll
D.

DIRECTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES____________________________

1. Finance Officer
See Tab 15-1 checklist.
E.

ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS____________________________

Records will be kept by all participating organizations/agencies; and these records
will separately identify disaster-related expenditures and obligations from general
program and activities.
F. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
____________________________
Departments maintain a resource list and are responsible for obtaining needed
resources before, during, and after the disaster. Any resource need requiring special
purchase orders should go through the Emergency Manager to the City’s Finance
Director, who will likely be the Logistics person in Incident Command.
The financial liaison in Emergency Management will review special resource requests
to make sure that the needed equipment or supplies cannot be met by other
departments. A copy of these purchase orders will be retained by the EM financial
liaison, and will become part of the damage figure documentation for potential
Federal reimbursement under FEMA/State Public Assistance Program.
Each Department should keep records of resources purchased and equipment used.
See ESF #22, damage assessment.
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G.

CONTINUITY OF GOVERNMENT_______________________________

 Director of Finance
 Income Tax Administrator
 Information Technology Manager
 Accounting Supervisor
 Utility Billing Manager
 Payroll Administrator
H.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_____________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency
support function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to
support this plan and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience
in emergencies, deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in
organizational structure and local requirements.
I.

J.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES_____________________________
•

Documenting Disaster Costs, Standard Operating Guidelines, as
required by FEMA & OEMA.

•

Public Assistance Handbook, OEMA.

•

Public Assistance Policy Digest, FEMA, Pub. #321, October 2001.

ADDENDUMS______________________________________________
Tab 15-1

K.

Checklist of SOPs

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________

______________________________________
Director, Finance Dept.
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #16

PUBLIC INFORMATION - MEDIA

Primary Agency

Fairfield Police Department
Fairfield Fire Department
Fairfield Public Works
Fairfield Public Utilities
City Administration

Support Agencies
Related EOP Annexes

A.

Fairfield Information Technology
ESF #9 EPI & Warning

PURPOSE__________________________________________________________

This ESF describes the deployment and activities of the City’s Public Information
Officer, the Joint Information Center, and the coordination of information exchange
between the city and the media.
B.

SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS_____________________________________
a. The City of Fairfield is vulnerable to many hazards, including floods, winter
storms, tornadoes, earthquakes, and hazardous materials incidents.
b. The City of Fairfield will periodically experience emergency situations that
require the dissemination of critical information to the public. The means of
dissemination include the news media (radio, television, cable, print), and the
internet (website). Potential emergency situations include both natural and
technologically caused events. Public information also is critical to alerting
citizens of an impending emergency, directing and informing them during the
emergency, and assisting them in the response and recovery phases of the event.
c. Fairfield’s public information requirements will be determined by the severity of
the incident, as determined by the Incident Command. A significant public
information response may involve the contribution of information from multiple
Fairfield Departments and possibly other local, county, and state agencies.

2. Assumptions
a. In an emergency situation, the media will have an expectation that information
pertaining to the incident will be forthcoming.
b. The media will demand information about the incident. Their interest in the
incident may be perceived as being intrusive, but if the media is not managed they
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will seek out information independent of the EOC. This information is often
exaggerated and misleading to the general public. The unwillingness or lack of
information provided by the EOC is often interpreted by the media as
mismanagement of the incident or efforts by the EOC to mislead the general
public. Depending on the severity of the emergency, or the media’s conception
of the severity of the emergency, regional and national media also will demand
information.
c. The lack of, or contradictory information will cause confusion as well as
increased, and perhaps distracting or counterproductive scrutiny by the media.
d. The reporting of information based on rumors or misinformation can cause
unnecessary distress among citizens, provoke counter productive public actions,
and impede response and recovery efforts. The Public Information Officer must
focus on stopping these rumors by providing accurate and timely information to
the media.
e. Depending on the severity of the incident communications with the media may be
compromised by the disruption of telephone communications, cellular
communication overloads, and the inability to use electronic means of distributing
information such as email. Should such a situation arise, the Public Information
Officer must do his or her best to provide face to face briefings with the media.
f. Once the initial warning is accomplished, the Public Information Officer needs to
prepare information that can be distributed through the media to the general
public about what to do to prevent further injury or property damage, and what
actions the city is taking to stabilize the incident.
C. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS__________________________________________
During the initial response, the department having jurisdiction over the incident will be
responsible to disseminate information to the media. This will be done in accordance with
their respective standard operating procedures and will normally involve the person or
persons who routinely serve as the department’s public information officer.
Should the severity of the incident result in the activation of the Emergency Operations
Center, the Incident Command will appoint a Public Information Officer. The Public
Information Officer will work under the direction of Incident Command.
Once assigned the Public Information Officer must determine and establish the most
effective means of communicating with the media. It is recommended that a media
briefing area be established as soon as possible for the dissemination of information and
conducting formal interviews by the media. The Public Information Officer will
distribute only information that has been reviewed and approved by Incident Command.
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Considerations for not deploying a Public Information Officer:
• The event is short-term.
•

It involves no significant involvement of more than one department.

•

EOC is not activated.

•

No significant losses to the community.

Considerations for deploying a Public Information Officer:
•

The disaster is a major event, with greater public information needs.

•

More than one department is significantly involved in the response. A
unified message is needed from the city.

•

Incident Command is established.

•

The EOC is activated.

•

The media is focused on the disaster.

•

Information is being requested by a Joint Information Center.

Public Information activities occurring at the Emergency Operations Center are routinely
split into two major categories one is proactive and the other reactive;
•

Dissemination of information to the media and the public.

•

Responding to public inquiries. The response to public inquiries may
require additional research or referral to other agencies for response in
order to provide factual information.

Incidents Impacting Butler County
During a large-scale disaster that has impacted areas outside the city, information will be
disseminated from a County Joint Information Center (JIC). This Joint Information
Center will be operated and coordinated by Butler County EMA, and have PIO
representatives of the affected jurisdictions. The purpose of the Joint Information Center
is not to control the activities of other jurisdictions, but to provide a forum for the sharing
of information between jurisdictions and a central point for the media to obtain
information regarding the county wide incident.
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In the event a Joint Information Center has been activated Incident Command most likely
will be requested to send a representative from the City of Fairfield to that location.
However, the presence of a Joint Information Center should not preclude the need for the
City of Fairfield to keep its residents fully informed as to the status of the incident.

Incidents Involving the Federal Government
Should the City of Fairfield be involved in an incident that results in a Federal response
the following action should be anticipated.
The Lead Federal Agency (LFA) is responsible for coordinating information
dissemination to the White House, Congress, and other Federal, State and local
government officials. In fulfilling this responsibility, the LFA ensures that the release of
public information is coordinated between crisis and consequence management response
entities. The Joint Information Center (JIC) is established by the LFA, under the
operational control of the LFA's Public Information Officer, as a focal point for the
coordination and provision of information to the public and media concerning the Federal
response to the emergency. The JIC may be established in the same location as the FBI
Joint Operations Center (JOC) or may be located at an on-scene location in coordination
with State and local agencies. The following elements should be represented at the JIC:
(1) FBI Public Information Officer and staff, (2) FEMA Public Information Officer and
staff, (3) other Federal agencies directly involved in the federal response.

D.

DIRECTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES_______________________________

For smaller incidents, the public information function would be handled by the
designated spokesperson of the appropriate responding department. The spokesperson
would provide situational updates to the media in accordance with the department’s
standard operating procedures.
For larger and/or more complex incidents all public information will be disseminated by
the designated Public Information Officer, under direction and control and clearance of
Incident Command
The designated Public Information Officer for the City of Fairfield will be the Customer
Services Representative and in his absence the Assistant City Manager. In their absence it
will be necessary to appoint someone designated by the City Manager’s Office.
The designated Public Information Officer will be assigned to the Emergency Operations
Center who will collect, evaluate, and compile information for dissemination to the
media.
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The Public Information Officer will be responsible for the following;

H.

•

Ensure that all press releases are reviewed by Incident Command before they are
released.

•

Maintain copies of all press releases issued during the incident at the Emergency
Operations Center.

•

Log all incoming and outgoing public information requests.

•

Maintain a log listing all media contacts made, press releases issued and any other
major PIO functions completed during assigned operational period. This report
will be given to Incident Command and a copy to the new city PIO assigned to the
next operational period.

•

Ensure that appropriate equipment and supplies are acquired to support the public
information process.

•

Directly supervise the selection and orientation of persons to assist the Public
Information Officer during the event.

•

Establish a media location for the dissemination of information to the media who
are on site to cover the incident.

•

Establish a procedure for the dissemination of information via electronic media.

•

In cooperation with Incident Command establish a schedule for conducting
routine briefings during the incident.
CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS

_________________________________

•

Customer Services Representative

•

Assistant City Manager

•

Appointment by the City Manager’s Office

•

Designated Department Public Information Officer

•
I.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_______________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan
and make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies,
deficiencies identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure
and local requirements.
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L.

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________

__________________________________

_______________

Customer Services Representative

Date

__________________________________

_______________

Assistant City Manager
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #17

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Primary Agency

Fairfield Information Technology Division
Fairfield Emergency Management

Support Agencies
Related EOP Annexes

A.

ESF #9 (2-f) EPI & Warning
ESF #16 (5-f) Public Information-Media

PURPOSE__________________________________________________________

This ESF describes the support functions and responsibilities of the Information
Technology Department during an emergency. The Information Technology
Department’s primary responsibilities are maintaining the functionality of the City’s
Intranet, the City’s Website, the GIS System, and the Telecommunications System.
The Information Technology Division is compromised of a Technology Manager, titles?
B.

SITUATION ________________________________________________________

1. Situation
The City of Fairfield's Information Technology Division, operating within the City’s
Finance Dept., may be requested to perform the following functions during an
emergency.
•
•
•
•
•

Establish both computer and telecommunication capabilities in the E.O.C.
upon activation.
Provide GIS support in the form of maps, diagrams, and other information as
requested.
Establish an alternate website for the purpose of disseminating information
relative to the incident.
Assign a liaison to the E.O.C. upon request of the Emergency Manager or
Incident Commander.
Assist in the dissemination of information electronically and visually for the
purpose of briefing personnel or communicating the Situation Status.
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2. Assumptions
a.

The E.O.C. will become operational based on the complexity of the incident.

b.

The functionality of the E.O.C. will be dependent on the establishment of
access to the City’s Intranet, the Internet, and telecommunications.

c.

Making the E.O.C. operational will be dependent on the Information
Technology Department’s ability to assemble sufficient hardware to support the
operations of the E.O.C.

d.

It shall be the responsibility of the Information Technology Manager to develop
and implement a procedure in which personnel assigned to this department will
be notified after hours and the method by which they will assemble.

e.

Once the E.O.C. has been established, the Information Technology Manager
will remain at the center and will serve as a liaison to the Emergency Manager
or Incident Commander as support functions are requested.

f.

Periodic briefings will be required relative to the incident, the situation status,
and action plan(s). The Information Technology Department may be requested
to assist the Emergency Manager or Incident Commander in the dissemination
of this information through either visual presentations or electronic media.

g.

During an event the City’s primary website may be discontinued and an
alternate site made operational for the specific purpose of disseminating
information to the general public.

C. CONCEPT of OPERATIONS
Information & Planning Section in the EOC
The Information and Planning section is responsible for collecting and organizing
information received in the EOC. This section will assist in the preparation of EOC
reports, including Incident Action, After-Action, Situation Reports (sitreps), damage
assessment.
2. Information Technology Division
This division will support the EM Director in the direction and operation of the
Information & Planning section in the EOC. The information obtained by this
department in the EOC will provide resources for short and long term planning. The
Division also provides GIS mapping and website design.
3. GIS function
The GIS operates as an integral part of the Information Technology Division. The
GIS Coordinator manages a GIS database for the city. The department works closely
with the EM/EOC in the use of GIS to identify disaster areas and victims during a
disaster.
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4. Procedures
a. All appropriate collected information will be analyzed and evaluated and made
available to EOC staff, City departments, Butler Co. agencies, and state and
federal organizations, as needed. Methods of dissemination will be through EOC
displays, situation reports, Internet postings and email, EOC briefings, and public
information outlets as JIC representatives, media sources.
b. All written reports and public information documents, generated by the EOC, will
be reviewed and approved by the EM Director, or his designee, as the EOC PIO.
See ESF #9 - EPI & Warning, ESF #16 - Public Information-Media.
c. Frequent EOC briefings will be held at announced intervals, as determined by the
EM Director or EOC Supervisor and the nature of the event. Briefings will
provide all EOC participants with an assessment of current threats, a summary of
county response actions, and an overview of EOC priorities.
d. All response and recovery activities are detailed in department/division
procedures and SOPs, and appropriate state and federal recovery guidelines. The
process for collecting and analyzing data, developing objectives and action plans,
and documenting critical incident information in the EOC, is guided by the
Information and Planning SOPs.
D.

DIRECTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES_______________________________

1. Information & Planning Coordinator
The Information & Planning Coordinator in the EOC will be a shared position
between the EM Director and the Information Technology Division Director or his
designee. The EM Director will undertake the short and long range planning
activities. See Tab 17-1 checklist.
2. Information Technology Division
a. Data entry and processing support in the EOC.
b. Preparation of reports.
c. GIS mapping – disaster zones, evacuation routes, and other disaster response aids
and databases.
d. Creates a web site to support EOC needs.
e. Works with business & industry for the purpose of data collection and GIS
activities.
f. Identifies and maps environmentally-sensitive areas in the city.
g. Supports the Public Information Officer in the EOC in the preparation of news
releases & public information brochures.
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G. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS_________________________________
Staffing, funding, and equipment to maintain the information and planning function in the
EOC will be the responsibility of the Finance Director in coordination with the IT
Division Director and the Emergency Manager.
H.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_______________________

1. The IT Division Director, in coordination with the Finance Director, is responsible for
developing and annually updating SOPs that address in detail the assigned I & P
responsibilities to be performed during emergencies.
2. The EM Director will publish, distribute, and forward all revisions to this part to all
organizations with implementation responsibilities.

I.

ADDENDUMS________________________________________________
Tab 17-1

J.

EOC Coordinator Checklist

AUTHENTICATION__________________________________________

_______________________________________
Finance Director

Date

_______________________________________
Director, IT Division

__________________
Date

_______________________________________
Emergency Manager
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FAIRFIELD EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN
ESF #21

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Primary Agency

Emergency Management Director

Support Agencies

City Departments
Butler Co. EMA
Red Cross
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Ohio Emergency Management Agency
ESF #15 Finance/Purchasing

Related EOP Annexes

Pg. 2, 3, 15, 17, 18, 26

A.

PURPOSE________________________________________________________________

This ESF outlines procedures to assess damages from natural or man-made disasters, enemy
attack or other major incidents. A planned damaged assessment procedure is essential for
effective response and recovery operations.
B. SITUATION & ASSUMPTIONS____________________________________________
Adequate and accurate damage assessments:
•

Helps determine whether the disaster will be Federal or state
declared, thus releasing state and/or federal disaster funds.

•

Provides a basis for determining the types of assistance
needed, and the assignment of priorities to those needs.

•

Helps determine the exact, eligible reimbursement dollars for a
community.

1. A preliminary damage assessment describes and measures the severity and magnitude of the
disaster. Response requirements and capabilities, effectiveness of initial response operations,
and requirements for supplemental assistance can be determined from preliminary damage
assessments.
2. The prompt and accurate assessment of damage to public and private property following a
disaster is of vital concern to local officials. A rapid response has a direct bearing on the
manner in which recovery is affected.
3. Comprehensive damage assessment evaluation is necessary to support requests for recovery
programs offered at the state and federal levels. An accurate damage assessment will also
support post disaster mitigation efforts that could result in building codes and land-use
regulations that could reduce much of the structural damage that could result from future
disasters.
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4. Accurate and complete damage assessment is the gauge, by which a Federal or State
Declaration is determined.
5. Higher levels of government will provide assistance in developing damage assessment
reports to support requests for major disaster declarations. A FEMA/state team would visit
Fairfield, visit the damaged sites and assist with damage assessment figures.
6. If a Federal or State Declaration is issued, FEMA would set up a Disaster Field Office, from
which a Public Assistance officer would be deployed to work with the city in documenting all
damages eligible for reimbursement. This documentation requires the completion of the
forms in the Ohio Emergency Management Agency’s “Public Assistance Handbook”.
The eligible documented costs included on these forms, are:

C.

•

Force Account Labor, including fringe benefit rate sheet.

•

Force Account Equipment

•

Material Summary Record

•

Rented Equipment Summary Record

•

Contract Work Summary Record

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS______________________________________________

1. Damage Assessment Procedure
Each city department will be responsible for assessing damages to their own facilities, as
a result of a disaster, and preparing reports. The Director of Development Services will
serve as the Damage Assessment Coordinator and will compile information for all
reporting departments, and forward this to the Finance Director. The Finance Director
will then review these reports and with the concurrence of the City Manager, forward
them to Butler Co. EMA.
In the event the disaster results in a Federal or State Declaration, the Finance Director
will serve as the point of contact for all damage assessment and reimbursement funding
under state and federal public assistance programs.
The damage assessment process includes the following:
•

First responders including Building Division Staff will have the first view of
damages.

•

If deemed extensive a comprehensive damage assessment will be initiated by the
Incident Commander.

•

The Incident Commander will authorize access to the site, when access is
considered safe.

•

As access is allowed, the Damage Assessment Coordinator will be responsible
for sending out field personnel to assess damages.
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•

The Damage Assessment Coordinator will prepare a damage assessment report
for submission to the Finance Director, sent through the EOC and Incident
Command.

•

The Damage Assessment Coordinator will compile all reports and, will forward
them to the Finance Director and City Manager, who will be responsible for
sending them to Butler County EMA.

•

If there is a potential for a Federal or State-declared disaster, a FEMA
Preliminary Damage Assessment Team (PDA) will visit the City (Finance Dept.
Director and Emergency Manager) to confirm damage assessment figures. The
City Manager and Mayor may elect to attend these meetings.

•

The Finance Director will meet with the FEMA PDA team to finalize damage
assessment figures. Some site visits may be required.

2. Damage Information Sources
 On-site survey.
 Department
coordinator.

Director

or

designated

Dept.

damage

assessment

 Outside emergency response agencies, including the Red Cross,
Salvation Army, insurance companies, media.
 Government agencies: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National Weather
Service, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, U.S. Coast Guard, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency.
 Surveys by state and federal damage assessment teams.
 Ohio Building Officials Association (OBOA) Assessment Team.
3. Preliminary Damage Assessments

The city officially requests federal assistance through the Ohio EMA by submitting the
Damage and Needs Assessment Form (see below) first to Butler Co EMA, who then
forwards it to Ohio EMA. Subsequently, the Ohio EMA and FEMA damage assessment
teams will perform an on-site Preliminary Damage Assessment (PDA).
PDAs will further aid in the determination whether a Federal or State Declaration or
other federal program assistance is needed. If a PDA has been arranged by Ohio EMA to
occur at the disaster site, a meeting prior to the survey will be arranged for the local
public officials of the affected communities. These officials must attend the meeting if
they want their communities’ damages included in the State/Federal Assessment. The
officials must bring with them to the meeting:
 Two maps of the jurisdiction outlining reported damages from
most to least. One map shows public damages; the other,
private.
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 Copies of the jurisdiction’s annual and maintenance budgets
for the current fiscal year.
PDAs will evaluate damage in 4 critical areas: Public, Private, Agricultural, and
Radiological. Results will be documented in a series of reports: "12 Hr. Initial Damage
Report (Windshield Report), "Damage Assessment Support Form (36 hrs. of incident),
and the final "Ohio EMA Damage & Needs Assessment".
If state assistance has been requested and the state has determined that the criterion for
federal aid has been met, updates of the damage should be provided every 3 to 4 hours, if
possible, to the Ohio EMA.
4. 12 - Hour “Windshield” Report

An initial or “windshield” damage report should be prepared within 12 hours after the
incident. It is a rough estimate of a community’s needs after a disaster and assessment of
the capability of the local government in meeting these needs. The report should indicate
whether the situation is likely to escalate to the point that state or federal aid may be
required for complete recovery.
First responders and department officials will conduct an initial damage assessment as
soon as possible following a disaster. It is usually comprised of verbal reports from first
responders to the incident. This initial report (or Windshield Report) will be submitted to
the Ohio Emergency Management Agency within 12 hours of the incident. Means of
transmission are by telephone, radio, messenger, or fax. Early identification of problems
affecting the population will enable Emergency Management to make prompt and
efficient decisions concerning resources available and needed.
5. 36 - Hour Report

This is a more specific and refined report, using verified and additional data, indicating
public and private needs and the impact on the community.
Damage assessment responders will collect data using the Damage Assessment Support
Form (Tab 22-3). The detailed report will be forwarded to the state within 36 hours of the
incident, and will serve as the primary instrument to provide information to the state and
to request assistance from the state and subsequently the federal government, if
established criteria are met. All reports will be forwarded to the County Damage
Assessment Coordinator in the County EOC. This form is a worksheet used internally by
the Damage Assessment Group.
Damage assessment (detailed) reports include:
• Area--rural, urban, or combination.
• Debris--the cost of removing it, does it pose a health hazard, prevent access to
homes, businesses, or block roads.
• Damage to roads, bridges.
• Damage to water-control facilities.
• Damage to utilities (public and private, non-profit).
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• Damage to public buildings.
• Emergency work performed.
• Damage to parks and recreational areas.
• Death/Injury.
• Budget information.
• Nature of threat.
• Personal Property--estimate of losses.
• Businesses--estimate of losses and unemployment.
• Estimate of insurance coverage.
• Agricultural--crops, livestock, equipment.
6. Ohio EMA Damage & Needs Assessment

This final report (AGN-0035) is a compilation of the 12 and 36-hour reports and any
additional data, along with additional information from the Red Cross and insurance
appraisers and adjusters.
This form (Tab 22-4) is used by the city to report "firm" damage assessment figures. The
information contained in the form will be used by the state in deciding what assistance is
needed, and in formulating the Governor's request to the President for a declaration of
major disaster.
To expedite this decision-making process the form should be completed and telephoned
(or radioed) into the Ohio Emergency Management Agency as soon as possible after the
incident. Instructions for this form are contained in Tab 22-5.
Two maps will be prepared with information provided by the Development Services
Department with the technical assistance provided by the IT department. One will show
Public Damage, and graphically display where the worst damage is located and where
minimal damage is located. The second map will address the same for Private Damage.
7. Release Of Information

Private appraisers, insurance adjusters, reporters, and others may obtain damage
assessment information from the Damage Assessment Coordinator, through the Public
Information Officer, with the consent of the Emergency Manager, or his designee.
D.

DAMAGE ANALYSIS FACTORS_________________________________________

Comprehensive damage/health and safety assessment evaluation is necessary to support requests
for recovery programs offered at the state and federal levels. An accurate damage assessment
will also support post disaster mitigation efforts that could result in building codes and land-use
regulations that could reduce much of the structural damage that could result from future
disasters.
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A preliminary damage assessment will describe the nature of the threat, its' severity and
magnitude, and budget considerations. The damage analysis factors listed below will lead to a
determination of response requirements and capabilities, effectiveness of initial response
operations, and requirements for supplemental assistance.
1. Public Damage/Health and Safety Assessment
The primary responsibility of government employees is to assess damages, and provide cost
estimates (debris removal, police and fire overtime, protective measures, etc.) for the
following:
• Public buildings - Fairfield Development Services Dept.
• City roads, bridges, culverts – Fairfield Public Works Dept.
• Public utilities – Fairfield Public Utilities Dept.
• Privately-owned utilities - City Officials with assistance from utility company
representatives.
• Parks & recreation areas – Fairfield Parks and Recreation Dept.
• Debris Removal – Fairfield Public Works Dept.
And evaluate the impact of the disaster on the public sector:
• Loss of tax base.
• The affected government's annual and maintenance budget (which would
reveal that entity's financial ability for recovery).
• Lack of resources available from public sector to meet needs of private sector.
• Economic condition of community- normal or depressed.
• Substantial loss of public-owned utilities to private sector-water, sewage,
power which would create hardship on even those residents who sustained
minimal or no damage, etc.
• Estimate of cost of the government’s emergency response, such as fire and
police overtime pay, protective measures, debris removal.
2. Private Damage/Health and Safety Assessment
This information helps to determine extent of assistance needed and type of assistance that
would qualify under FEMA’s Individual Assistance Program. This information is also used
to determine eligibility for low-interest SBA loans.
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Damage sustained by private businesses and individuals, and numbers of persons injured or
killed, will be determined by the Damage Assessment Coordinator in coordination with other
agencies (fire, police, EMS). While local and county agencies work together to evaluate the
level of damage, only the county will provide rough repair cost estimates. Red Cross will
conduct an independent damage assessment survey to analyze the situation and determine
human necessities. The results of the Red Cross Survey will be useful as a cross check.
Insurance company adjusters/appraisers are another source of damage information.
a. Estimates of people displaced and in need of housing.
b. Numbers of persons in shelters.
c. Number of persons injured; number of verified fatalities.
d. Degree and dollar estimates of damage to private property including single family
homes; multi-family homes; mobile homes; businesses; operating farms; and personal
possessions. The degree of structural loss, as defined above for damage assessment
purposes, is based on actual structural damage, and not on financial capability of the
victim to make the repairs. Degree of structural loss is defined, as follows:
•

Destroyed: Permanently uninhabitable.

•

Major Damage: The structural damage is such that the
resident/business
cannot repair the structure in 30 days or less;
uninhabitable without major repairs.

•

Minor Damage: The structural damage can be repaired within a 30-day
time period.

•

Affected: The structural damage does not prevent habitation and
repairs needed are minimal; can be accomplished in a relatively short
period of time.

e. The impact to the private sector stricken, including unemployment estimates due
to businesses shut down because of the disaster; number of stricken on a fixed
income; lack of insurance; needs of the elderly; minority problems; general
update on unmet needs in the community as a result of the incident.
f. Businesses--estimate of losses and unemployment.
g. Estimate of insurance coverage.
h. Debris--the cost of removing it, does it pose a health hazard, prevent access to
homes, businesses, or block roads.

E.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES_______________

Damage assessment for the city will be coordinated and compiled by the Damage
Assessment Coordinator. When the EOC is activated, the Incident Commander will oversee
the activities of the Damage Assessment Coordinator in the EOC.
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Damage information will be plotted and posted in the EOC. The EOC will recommend
priorities for the repair of public facilities, giving precedence to those critical to emergency
response.
Damage assessment personnel will be trained in order to provide fast and accurate
information to the EOC so that effective response and recovery efforts may be utilized.

Damage Assessment Section
The Damage Assessment Coordinator will oversee the operations of this section and it will be
staffed by building and zoning division personnel and if deemed necessary assisted by
department representatives of affected facilities. This section will be mobilized into Damage
Assessment Teams upon notification by Incident Command. When necessary, private sector
personnel from engineering, building trades, property assessment, and other related fields may be
used to supplement existing team members.
Damage Assessment Teams may need to conduct a door-to-door verification of private sector
losses and provide building safety inspections as is sometimes required when requesting federal
assistance. Members of the Damage Assessment Teams should be in uniform and carry
appropriate identification at all times.
Department Responsibilities for Damage Assessment
Public Utilities
a.

Report damages to water and waste water facilities, substations, or other
facilities under their jurisdiction. Provides dollar and time estimates for repairing
temporary and/or permanent water control facilities.

Public Works
a.

Report damages to public works facilities under their jurisdiction.

b.

Provides cost estimates for damaged or destroyed infrastructure, bridges and
roadways; estimates the impact of the loss of such transportation assets.

c.

Identifies areas in the City that are isolated as a result of bridge or roadway
damage; exchanges such data with the Butler County Engineers Office.

d.

Provides cost estimates for debris removal.
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Parks & Recreation Department
a.

Reports damages to parks and recreation facilities under their jurisdiction.

Responsibilities for Damage Assessment of Gas, Electric, and Telephone Services
Duke Energy & Butler Rural Electric
In a major disaster affecting electrical and gas service in the city and depending on
the service area affected, Duke Energy and/or Butler Rural Electric should be
requested to assign a liaison to the EOC. This liaison from the utility company can
provide damage assessment and time frames for restoration of services to the effected
areas.
Cincinnati Bell Telephone Services
In a major disaster affecting telephone service in the city and depending on the
service area affected, Cincinnati Bell Telephone should be requested to assign a
liaison to the EOC. This liaison from the telephone company can provide damage
assessment and time frames for restoration of services to the effected areas.
Damage Assessment Staff Responsibilities
Damage assessment record keeping is a vital activity when used as a means of supporting
assistance requests and to substantiate and justify additional assistance requests which
may develop as recovery actions are conducted. Standard administrative procedures such
as those listed below will support the activity:
a.

Creating and maintaining activity logs.

b.

Completing assessment forms and reports.

c.

Creating a status board.

d.

Organizing assistance requests and declarations.

e.

Detailed accounting of emergency fiscal expenditures.

Cincinnati Red Cross
a.

Assists in the accomplishment of “Individual Assistance” damage assessment
tasks. Shares this information with the EOC and local appropriate government
agencies.

b.

Maintains coordination with the EOC.

c.

Provides damage survey teams or personnel, as requested.

d.

Details what needs can and cannot be met in the stricken community.
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e.
F.

Number of shelters opened and persons accommodated.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE_____________________________

Each department or individual having responsibilities outlined in this emergency support
function, will develop and implement standard operating procedures to support this plan and
make appropriate changes and revisions, based upon experience in emergencies, deficiencies
identified through drills and exercises, changes in organizational structure and local
requirements.

I.

CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS_

_______________

 Incident Command
 Designated Damage Assessment Coordinator
 Damage Assessment Teams
 Finance Director

J.

AUTHENTICATION_________________________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________

Development Services Director

Date

_________________________________

_________________________

Building Superintendent

Date

_________________________________

_________________________

Fire Chief
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Damage Assessment Flow Chart
Damage Assessment
Coordinator

Activate Damage
Assessment Section in
EOC or appoint a
Damage Assessment
Coordinator

Departments’ task
their field responders
to describe damages
and take photos.

Depts. designate a damage
assessment compiler for
the department.

Compiler receives damage
reports from the field and
compiles information.
Sends report to the Damage
Assessment Coordinator.

Damage Assessment
Coordinator receives
Information and
Prepares reports.

36 hrs. of Incident
12 hrs. of Incident
"Windshield
Report"

"Damage Assessment
Support Form"

"OHIO EMA DAMAGE & NEEDS
ASSESSMENT"
Compilation of County damage assessment
forms, Red Cross damage assessment
survey, and insurance adjustments and
appraisals.

Forward reports to Finance
Director with a copy to the
City Manager.

Send to Butler Co.
EMA, who will
Forward to OEMA
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